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SUMMARY 
OF 
CONCLU~IONS AND R~COMMENDATIONS 
Thi s report presents the results of the mode l study of the 
water movements induced by waves and surges in the area adjacent 
to the Naval Operating Ba se at Terminal Island, California The 
objective of the study was to test the designs proposed by the 
Navy for the construction of a mole to enclose this critical area . 
and to recommend such changes in thes e designs as are necessary in 
o~,der to secure the desired protection fron these water movements 
The following conclusions and recommendations have been s&-
lec t ed from the complete tabulations contained in Section VIII, 
Pages i97 to 204 - The numbering corresponds to that employed in 
Sect ion VI II , 
A. CONCLUSIONS 
(4) F ield observations show that wave trains with peri-
ods varying from about iO seconds to one hour occur 
in the drydock area Fifteen second and three min-
ute periods are common Bot h field and model re-
s u lts show that the three minute surge waves are re ·-
sponsible for major ship movements and damage _ Mo re 
specifically, surges with periods of from one to 
three minutes which have amplitudes of two - tenths 
of a foot or greater will induce ship motion capable 
of causing appreciable damage On the other hand, 
the fact that the drydock gates were handled during 
such surge conditions without difficulty indicates 
that surge motio n does not interfere seriously with 
this phase of drydock operation 
(5) Very little if any , damage occurs to ships a nd piers 
during times of abnormally high waves which have pe -
riods of about fifteen seconds Conversely , the evi -
dence indicates that these fifteen second wave trains 
do interfere with the operation of the drydocks and 
cause damage to the ga tes and seats 
(8) A properly designed mole will give adequate protec-
tion to the entire inner basin from the effects of iS 
second wave trains and less complete protection from 
one minute and longer surge trains , 
(9) Neither of the designs proposed by the Navy . namely . 
the " Orig1nal Mole " or the " Standard Mole ' is capable 
of affordi ng the requ1red degree of protectinn to the 
inne~ bas1n w1ttout s1gnif1rant modifications The 
major change required 1s the reduction of the gate 
opening from 2070 ft to 750 ft However appreci-
able improvements also result from modifying th e 
v 1 1 
mole aligment and altering the exact location and 
shape of the gate opening . 
(iC') The reduction of the gate opening in the mole is par-
ticularly necessary to re duce the amount of surge-
produced movement in the inner basin The entire 
mole and Pier A ex tensions at the gate must be of 
tightJ or opaque) construction to be impervious to 
the effects of one minute and longer period surges. 
(ii) 'he mole wifh the 2070 ft. gate opening affords con-
siderably more protection from the short period waves 
than from the one minute and longer surges. However) 
even for the short period wavesJ the reduction of the 
opening to 750ft result s in a significant improve-
ment of conditions within the basin 
(i7) Uniform conditions do not prevail over the entire 
basin . Vertical amplitude maps indicate locations 
of "live" and quiet areas Typical live areas are 
found in the northwest corner of the basinJ along 
the inner side of the mole near the gate , and also 
along the south side of Pier E extension 
(22) The effective fundamental basi n resonance period is 
approximately six minutes Wove trains of this 
period produce disturban~es having the greatest 
magnifications The motion within the basin with 
this train has an amplitude as large J and in some 
areas slight ly larger , with the mole in place than 
without it , The occasional occurre nce of surges of 
this six minute period must be anticipated. 
(25) Although ma ny valuab le field measureme nts have been 
madeJ the total amount of reliable information con-
cerning the overall conditions in the harbor area 
is still completely inadequate to serve as a bQsis 
for technically sound developments . The mole under 
consideration is a typical example. To a consider -
able extent ) the conditi o ns to be investigated in 
the model study had to be established on the basis 
of exper1ence and judgment) rather than on 
data obtained from quantitative mea surements 
faCt ua 1 
There-
foreJ in order to insure the reliability of the re-
sult~) a much more extensive model study has been 
r equired than would have been the case if the field 
conditions had been known more precisely Adequate 
field measu r ements are difficult to obtain The ex 
ist ence of a series of standing wave patterns for 
the different wave trains introduces a serious com-
plication . Du e to this situation; records from a 
single station are of limited value. Such a record 
gives the summation of all the factors producing the 
disturbance at that particular location but does 
not furnish sufficient information to per• it the 
vi i i 
breaking down of the disturbance into its component 
parts, including their amplitudes, periods and di --
rections of travel . To do this requires a set of 
carefully se lected synchronized stations . All of 
the qualitative evidence indicates that surges with 
periods of the o:;:-der of three minutes cause the ma--
jor po:r;tion of ship and pier damage However, quan-
titative measurewents of their vertical amplitudes 
are very fragmRntary, and of their horizontal ampli -
tudes and velocities are nonexistent 
B. RECOiviM_sNDA_T ~ON_~ 
(l) It is recommended that the alignment of the ·west or 
main mole be made in accordance with Figure i37 , i e., 
with two arms at right angles one perpendicular and 
one parallel to the shoreline connected with a di-
agonal arm inclined at 30° to the parallel arm and 
3, 000 f t 1 ong 
(2) It is recommended that the gate opening be restricted 
to 750 h width , toe to toe of slope This opening 
should be centered o n the existing 45 ft deep chan-
nel from the east breakwater gate to the drydocks 
area . The plane of the opening should be perpendi-
cular to the channel 
( 5) It is recommended thnt in the planning of any addi -
tional construction within the basin . due consider -
ation be given to the existing disturbance pattern: 
(a) To determine the suitability of the site 
from the standpoint of the local disturb-
ances and their effect on the proposed 
Clctivity. 
( b ) T o e s t i rna t e t h e e f f e c t o f t he p r o p o s e d 
construction on the disturbance pattern 
in the vicinity of other critical areas 
Such information is presented in this report Pe1ra 
graph (e) , Pages iOi to i08, for specific designs 
and locations of new drydocksJ marginal wharf and 
pie rs . etc , which have been proposed by the Naval 
Operating Base 
(9) Tt is recommended that a continuing program of field 
measurements and studies b e initiated under compe-
tent technical re sear ch direction, independent of 
the operational activities of the Base and that the 
scope of such studies should include: 
(a) Determina tion of amplitudes, periods and 
' direction of travel of the various exist -
in g wave trains 
ix 
(b) De termina tion of the standing wave pattern 
p roduced by thes e trains . 
(c) Measur eme nt s of the horizont a l amplitudes 
and velocities of the surge currents ) and 
correlation of this information with the 
corresponding vertica l amplitude s 
(d) S tudy and measurement of ship motions under 
normalJ surge J and storm conditi ons. and 
correlation of these mo tions with the hori -
zontal and vertical water movements , 
X 
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I . STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
This study has been made for the purpose of inves tigati n g 
the effectiveness of a proposed mo le) designed to prote~t the 
Dr ydock Area at the Naval Ope ratin g Base ) Terminal Island ) Cali-
fornia . The scope of this investigation was intended to include 
eval uation of the various parts of the design and the rec ommenda-
tion of al ternat e features if the ·study proved them to be more 
advan tageous . 
The reason for the construction of the mo l e is to eliminate 
obje ctionable conditions of water movement which have been inter -
fer ing with the docking of ships) maintenance of moo rin g lines, 
and operat io n of the drydock gates and facilities This water 
movement also has been causing ship movement of sufficient magni -
tude to result in damage to fend er pile s y s te ms and piers This 
obje ctionable water movement is the result of combination of waves 
and surges . This study has investi ga t ed the effect1veness o f the 
various featu res of th e mole configuration and allied construct -
ions as means for reducing the water motion within the basin. On 
the other hand J this study has had no connection with t h e design 
of the mole section or the method of construction . 
This study was authorized by the Bureau of Yards and Docks 
through a letter of intent of December 24 i943 from the Officer 
in Char ge of Co nstruct ion) Naval Operati n g Base Terminal lslond 
The terms of the st u d y were ba~:~ed on o rrPmorandum prE>pored by the 
II ydraulic Structures Laboratory of th e California InslltutP of 
Te chnology . This memorandum wa s in response to a request from 
the Officer in Charge of Co nstruct ion ) who wished ta ascerla1n 
whether or not the I nstitute would be willing to carry out such a 
study and J i f so J under what c a n d it i one 
follow ing items were s tr essed: 
I n this "memorandum the 
(1) Very little reliable information was ava ilable at th e 
begi nnin g of the study concernin g the actual natu r e of the water 
motion which produced th e darr.age t o ships) piers) and drydock 
ga tes and gate seats 
(2) Although it was contemplated tha t considerable effort 
wou ld be expended t o obtain such measurements ) it was r ecognized 
that conditions capable of causing severe damage occurred at ir -
regular interval s and that the r e was no surety that the required 
informat i on could be obtained before the s tudy was completed 
(3) That the urgency of the study was s u ch that 1t would be 
··1-
-2-
impossible to devote adeq uate time to it to cov~r the range of 
possib i lities that would be inves ti gated under normal circum-
stances. 
(4) That if the model study were undertaken, the inherent 
limi t ations put on it by the above conditions would have to be 
recognized. 
I I FIE LD OBSERVATIONS OF NATURE AND SCOPE OF PROB LE M 
A. FIELD DATA REQUIRED 
I n generalJ a mode l s tudy of any kind is made to de ter mine 
conditions at specific po ints of interest re sulting from ce rtain 
general conditions obtaining outside the problem area , In order 
to know how to operate the model and represent conditions in na -
tureJ it is necessary to kn ow the conditions at the boundaries 
of the areQ covered by the model . For instance. in a river study 
it is necessary to know the size of the flood and the shape of 
the flood hydrograph at the upstream boundary of the reach which 
is being studied in the model in order to study conditions during 
floo d stages . S i milarly J in any model study involving wave 
ac ti onJ it is ne:::essary to knowJ at sorne boundary _, what are th e 
waves comi ng into the problem area from the seaward side Fo r th e 
purpose of the study at the Naval Opera ting Base it was n ecessa ry 
to know the characteristic periods heights , and direction of 
approach of the wave trains corning into the harbor area during 
tirnes of excessive motion when difficulty was experienced 1n 
berthing sh i psJ and duri.ng n ormal timesJ i e _, whe n ships could be 
handled without difficulty 
B. INFORMATION FROM EYE WITN ESSES 
The first step in collecting data necessary for the model 
study was to inter view pe rs onnel who were familiar with cond i-
tions in the drydock area and i n the Los Angeles Harbo r in general. 
Personnel with whom these problems were discussed included a num-
ber of civilian harbor engineers a n d Nava l architects and several 
Naval officeis w ith extensive experience in handling ships wi th in 
the harbor area A numb er of conflicting opinions were encobn -
tered regarding just When conditions of unusua l ship motion in the 
drydock area and in the harbor actually took place , and even more 
d ifficulties oc curred in the evaluation o f the relative intensity 
of the motion Th is indicated that a give n wave action or surge 
condition produced varying degrees of interference with operations 
of different kinds It also indicated that during a given time 
the action at different poi nt s in the ha rbor was probably differ 
en t The various individuals were in agreeme nt that ships ran on 
their lines " indicating that there were some periodic currents or 
su r ges of water which moved the ships However . there was very 
little information on the actual cause of these movements or 
surges A number of 1nd1 viduals attributed the surge t o seiches 
set up in the harbor but there was no reasonable explanation of 
- 3 -
--4-
how such seiches were excited The e xplanations advanced included 
differences in atmospheric pressure over the harbor area and 
seismic disturbances In this connection it is well to remark 
that for th e purpose of this study it is not necessary to know the 
exact cause of th e motion as long as the motion itself is known. 
~lowe"lfer, the sou rc e of the motion is of considerable interest 
because once it is known, a more complete analysis of the problem 
is possible and the whole study is placed on a sounder basis . 
One important question that hod to be answered before the 
model study could proceed was, "How much protection did the outer 
braokwoter afford to the harbor area?" Another way of stating 
this question is, "f-low much of the wove action, if any, could come 
through the breakwater?" This i s on important question J since it 
will delermine whether all of the disturbances come in from the 
novigot1on entrances and the open east end of the harbor , or 
whether disturbances can come in all along the breakwater There 
seemed to be considerable difference of opinion on this question. 
thus indicat ing that further Investigation was necessary to obtain 
the information needed to settle this point 
C" VISIBLE EFFECTS 
Among the most important observations were those made visual -
ly and qualitatively during visits t o the problem area It was 
always possible to see waves in the drydack area with periods of 
from iO to 20 seconds and with heights varying from i foot to 
5 feet Ship motions varied through o rather wide range and 
through a number of different charact eristic motion patterns At 
times the ships would lie at their berths with slack lines and 
with very little motion. At other times there was a very marked 
oscillatory motion involving lon gitudinal and transverse move -
ments of iO feet or more I t wa s during these rather large oscil-
latory motions that mooring lines were broken, ships and piers 
were damaged and the work on the ships was interrupted In the 
course of observing these actions, it was noted that the periods 
of oscillation were rather long compared to the periods of the 
visible waves The periods of the waves were measured in seconds, 
whereas those of the ship oscillations were measured in minutes 
and varied within the range of, soy , i to 3 minutes T his im --
portant elementary observation indicated that the damaging ship 
motion could not be attributed to the visible waves and that some 
other type of disturbance existed This tentative conclusion was 
also supported by other observations of paradoxical nature It 
was observed that damaging ship motion did not necessarily occur 
during times when the drydock area was visibly rough i e • when 
the visible waves ~ere unusually high On the contrary, some of 
the worst damage to ships and docks was sustained during a condi-
:ion of apparent calm 
Another operation that was interfered with by the motion·of 
the water was the handling of the drydock gates Considerable 
damage occurred to the seats of the gates on several occasions 
The oscillating motion of the gate appeared to be of o relotively 
shorter period than the damaging motion of the ships AlsoJ it 
-5-
appea red that the gates could be handled without difficulty during 
periods of apparent calm but when ship mo tions were excessive . 
These observations indicated that the s h o rter period waves; i.e J 
the visible waves; were probably causin g the damaging moti o n t o 
the ga tes. The ter rr "visible waves" is a relative one. A wave 
having an amplitude of 2 feet and a wave length of 600 ft. would 
p r obably be visible to careful observation if the water surface 
were smooth and free from surface chop . On the other ha nd; a wave 
o f the same 2 fo ot a. mp litude but with a 6;000 ft. wa ve length 
would n o t be visible to the eye. T h e 60C ft. waves are common 
in th e basin A 6,000 ft wav e of 2 ft arPp litude would be a 
tremendous s ur ge of abo ut a ~ minute period 
The visual o bs e rvati ons of ship rroti o n; wave rro tionJ and dry-
dock ga t e behaviour ; formed a basis for f u rther detai le d obser-
vation and measurements o f wave mo tions and disturbances in the 
d rydock and har bor area and; as the evidence presented below will 
show ; served to c larify the prqb le~ 
D. PREVIOUS MEASUREMENTS 
Tide gages have been mai ntained in the Los Angeles and Long 
~ea ch harbor areas by the United S tates Coas t and ~eode tic Survey 
(USC~GS) and o ther agen cie s foT on extended period of ti me and 
conside rabl e v aluable information has been co llected regarding 
ti de and wave action. Some of these data have been publishe d (i; 
2) in papers which analyzed harbor condi tion s A very valuable 
and comprehensive st u d y of the entire harbor area was mo de by th e 
Unit ed States Coast and Geoae tic S urvey (USC~ ~S) in 1 0 35 and 1 °36. 
(i). A s urrrrnry of the findings of this s1u·v i". show n in Figure i; 
wh \ch is a cha rt cove rin g the Los Angeles and Long Beach harbor 
areas show in g the o bservation stations . T he sta tions a r e indica-
ted as .dots a pd th e data observed at the s tation ore summar.i.7ed 
in notes ad ja cent to th e dot Two types of s tatiou s -k n own as 
tide s tati ons and current s t a tion s were used in this study. In 
the tide sta tion s; whi ch ore des igna t ed on the chart b y letters; 
conventional float ty pe water l e vel recorders were ma intained At 
current stations; wh ich are designated by numbers, observations 
of current we r e mode from a barge by means of Price and Eck man 
curren t me t e rs and by timing floats The current data from fl oa t 
meas ure ments ore considered more reliable than those from current 
me ter measurements. 
I n this Coast and ~eode tic Survey report the terms seiche 
and s u rge ore used to denote ; res pe ctively; · the surface disturb-
once indicated by a WC1'7e and the periodic horizontal f l ow of the 
water. Therefore; reference is made to su r ge in :th e numb e r ed 
sta tions where velocit i es were meas ur ed; and at ti de stations 
reference is !T'ade t o seiche. Fo r e xa Pple; at Tide Station A; the 
notation on Figure i indicates that a wove or seiche with a 2-\-
mi nut e period and a maximum hei g ht of i.4 ft. was observed and 
that the doily average maximum height of this wave was 0.4 ft. 
I t also ind ic a t es that waves w ith pe ri ods ranging from i2 t o i P 
seconds we r e observed and that these waves had maximum hei g ht s of 
about 0 . 3 ft A trace of waves with a pe riod of one hour was also 
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present The legend for S t ation 1 indicates that there were fluc -
tuations in the current wit h periods of about one hour. The moxi-
~um strength of the hourly flood surge preceded the peak of thA 
seiche at the inn er harbor by i ~ ~i nutes and the peak of the ebb 
flow preceded the low point of the seiche at th e inner harbor by 
i6 minutes . The ~oximuw hourly surge velocity was 0.5 knots on 
the ebb and ~.6. knots on the flood flow. The overage velocity 
of the surge for the hourly waves was C' . 5 knots . Oscillations 
w1th periods ran gi n g fran 2 to 0 minutes were also detected. 
One ve ry interesting fact t o be noted from the results s hown 
on f i gure i is tha t most of the tide stations indica t e the pres-
e n ce of waves w ith per iods in the r ange of from 2 to 5 minutes . 
It is also to be note d that in this period ran ge t here is a pre-
dominance of waves having per iods of about 2 or 3 minut es Thi s 
would indicate that a disturbance or wove train havin g approxi-
ma t ely this characteristic pe ri od is r e a c h ing the area from the 
seaward s ide This is contrary to the op inion of some en g ineers) 
who believe that the periods in thi s r ange ore · p resent because they 
r epre s e nt the natural period of the va riou s basins involved This 
important quest ion c o uld be answered if tide gage records we r e a -
vai lab le for some s tati o n on t h e seaward side of t he outer break -
water. Unfortunately ) s uch data ore not available and they ore 
very di ff icult to obtain 
It will be noted that the heights of the short period waves 
indicated ir' f igure i ore small The writers of the United S t a t es 
Coast and Geodetic Su Jvcy (USC"x GS) report state that the record-
ed heights of these wave s were undoubtedly less than the actual 
heights because of restricted openings in the float wells 
The report of the tide and current survey (i) contains ob -
servations o f the mo tion of two ships berthed at Long Beach Pier 
A. T h e pe:I;"iod of rise a nd f a ll o f both s hi pswos 14 seconds This 
corresponded closely with the pe riod of waves observed at tide 
stations . The report also states t ha t during the ti me of the sur -
vey no dama gi n g surge occurred in th e harbor Therefo re ) the much 
n eeded correla tion between ship and water motio n during periods 
of active s hip mot ion cannot be ob ta i ne d from thi s report In 
orde r to delineate th e problem of th e model study, information of 
this kind is very necessary. 
E . MEASUREMENTS MADE FOR STUDY 
l. ~I SU AL OBSERVATIONS 
In o r der to correlate the 
motion ) a rrangements were mode 
sustained by ships and drydocks 
water motion with damaging shi p 
to obtain reports of any damage 
beca use of s ur g e action During 
surge action " observa ti ons were also mode by the Navy of the wove 
height) period and di r ec ti o n of mo t ion of the waves at a number 
of f ix ed observation stations Several of these were located at 
the outer breakwater whe r e observations were mode on the waves 
outside a n d inside the breakwater. Stoff gages mounted on dol-
phins outside the breakwa ter and on individual piles inside the 
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breakwater were used in these observations . Readings were token 
every fifteen minut es and rec o rded a l o n g wi th notes of other ob-
servations. These observations ore summarized in F igure 2; along 
wit h the reports of intens ity o f surge and damage at the d rydocks. 
The location of the obse rvat io n stations is shown in F igur e ::. . 
Sur ges were r eported on eight da ys during the period of the study. 
The surge which occurred on Novem b e r 26; i 9 4:?:>J was th e most in-
t ense a nd caused the hea viest damage. The other surges were con-
siderably less serious. I t Will be noted that th e waves outs i de 
the breakwa t er on November 26 were higher than during any other 
su r ge. condition. The average height was 4.8 ft HoweverJ t he 
narrative report indica t es that waves as high as 8 . 5 ft . were ob-
served. Figure 4 is a pho t ograph of the fender p ile system show-
in g damage which occurred duri n g the surge of Novemb er 26 . The 
batt ered cond ition of the piles and timbers indica te s that th e 
ships hove been striking the pier with considerable force . Other 
photographs and report s show that quite a number of f ende r piles 
were broken and that many lines were ported> due t o th e excessive 
motion of the ships Another point to b e n o ticed in Figure 2 is 
th e appreciable reducti o n in wave height inside the breakwater . 
Reductions o f from thre e to six - fold occurred in every case ex -
cept on Decembe r 1.5 > 1.94:?:>, where the waves inside a t Sta ti o n 8 ; 
which is east o f the east navigation e ntrance > were slight ly high-
er than ou ts ide. This peculia r situation was r epor ted in seve r al 
narrative reports and was subs t antiated by the staff gage meas ur e-
me nt s. 
2. TIDE GAGE MEASUREMENT S. 
When the model study was started in DecemberJ 1.943 the Navy 
was operoti ru;, two float type mechanical gages at the end of Pier 
1. At this time one of thes e gage s ; known as the port able gage; 
hod a time scale of 0 . 4 inches to the hour . The o the r one known 
as th e standard gogeJ was operated with a time scale of 4 inc h es 
to the hour and a vertical scale of 1. " to the foot . I n February; 
1.044 the standard gage was revis ed t o give a ti me scale of 30 in-
ches to th e hour and was operated continuously at th is rote . The 
portable gage also operated continuously but its time s c ale was 
not changed . Subsequently; float ty pe gages were installed at 
several other stati o n s . Th e locati on> type> and pe r iod of opera-
tion of thes e gages ore shown in Figu re 5 .- The location of all 
of the s tations is also shown on the mop of Figure 3 . 
In set t i n g up these tide gage s ta t i ons> it was r ecognized 
that the data of most importance t o t h e study would be co ll e ct ed 
du r ing times o f damaging action in the drydock area . I n order to 
mak e sure that these vi t al data were collected; it was conside r ed 
adv isable to ope rate tide stat i ons continuouslyJ even though in 
this manner colls i derobl e data not absolut el y necessary for th e 
study would be collected . 
F igure 6 shows section s o f morig r oms a t Pier i and in th e 
outer Long Beach harbor a r ea. Curves a) b) c) e> and for e for 
th e pe riods during which s ur ge was reported . Curve g is the mo r i-
g ro m at Sta ti on o during February 1.9 ; 1.044; which is conside r e·l 
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DESCRIPTION, LOCATION, AN D PERIOD OF OPERATION OF 
TIDE GAGE STATIONS 
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a fairly normalJ quiet day. Curved is for Station 9 during 
February 22J 1944J on which extremely high waves occurredJ al -
though no surge was reported on this day. It is easy to see that 
the waves with periods of about three minutes were unusually high 
on November 26. It is also plain that the wave conditions during 
s u r g e a c t i on a r e a b n o nil a 1 . I n e a c h c a s e o f r e p or t e d s u r g e J t h e 
marigrams show abnormally high waves with periods of about three 
minutes. These waves are also present during the norma l con-
dition shown by the marigram of February 19J but they are quite 
sma 11. 
Figure 7 summarized the dQta on wave heights and peri o ds 
obta ined fr om the marigrams for peri ods of reported surge. I t is 
interesting t o n o te that o n all of these days waves with peri ods 
of about three minutes were of ap preciable height. It is particu-
larly interesting to note that on November 26J 194~J at Station 9 
and in the outer Long Beach flarbor the three minute waves were 
high even c ompared to the shorter period waves. It will be re-
membered that on this day the most intense surge condi tion occu r-
r2d in the drydock areaJ indicating a definite correlation between 
height · of three minute waves and the intensity of action a nd 
damage . 
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SUMMARY OF WAVE DATA FROM MARIGRAMS DURING PERIODS 
OF REPORTED SURGE ACTION 
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FIG. 8 MARIGRAMS FOR STATIONS lAND 6 DURING AND AFTtR 
SUR GE OF JULY 20, 1944 
Although the action a t Sta . 9, which was the station nearest 
the pr oblem area , i s of most interest, similar 
ther out in th e har bor are also of importance. 
observations far-
ror this purpose 
float gage recorder s were set up at stations inside the outer 
breakwater . F igures 8, a and b, show ma rigrams during and im-
mediat ely following the surge of July 20, i944, for Stat1ons i 
and 6, respectively. In each case the rnarigra!'ls after the surge 
followed t h ose during the surge by from 6 to i2 hours. These rna-
rigrams i nd icate that the surge of this pcrticular day was of 
rathsr s h ort duration and subsided rapidly. By observing the 
marigrarn for the surge C:;Jndition, it is possible to de-::.~ct waves 
-i 5-
of appreciable height with peri ods of about three minutes . Waves 
with these pe~iod s are dlso present a fter the surge condition. 
but their height is very s mall. 
In order to bring out the relationship between the waves a nd 
the ship motion and damage . Figure 9 wGs prepared. Th is chart 
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FIG. 9 HEIGHTS OF WAVES WITH THREE MINUTE AND FIFTE EN SECOND 
PERIODS RECORDED AT ST ATION 9, PIER l 
shows the heights of waves w i th periods of about fifteen seconds 
and of about three minutes during times of reported surge and for 
ni neteen days during February and March.i944 when no surge action 
was reported. Here the correlation between reported surge and 
maximum h eig h t of the three minute waves is very striking. It 
is seen that on November 26 the three minute waves were the high-
est of any of the surge periods. In each case where a surge was 
reported, the height of the three minute waves exce eded O.i ft. 
Apparently this h eight is in the ne igh b o rho od of the c riti c al 
height beyond which damagi ng motion can be expected. However. 
the motion is probcbly not always severe enough t o ca use inter-
ruptio n of operations so that s ome of the milder surges which 
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exceed the O .i ft . only slightly ore n ot always reported . Accord-
ing to Figure 9, there is opporE! n tly no correlot:cn betc.veen surge: 
action a n d the height ot the fifteen second waves. On February 
22 , :!.944, extremely h i gh waves were recorded at Pier i Jnd the 
water was very rough in appearance. However , no e.urge action '"a" 
reported. The ships were observed to be riding at their berths 
·withouT running on the lines and work proceeded without in:er-
ruption. :rurth e rmore , o n November 26, 1944, during the most S"-'-
vere action recorded. the 15 second waves were very :ow and tn8 
har bor probably appeared ver y calm. 
3 . FL O AT DR 1F T MEA SUREMENT S 
Observatio ns of float drift wer e made near the end of Pier 
1 during surge conditions . These observations were made in un 
attemp: to detect a ny unusual surges or currents that might ex-
plain the mot 1on of the ships whi ch cau s ed damage and inter-
ruption of wor k. Figure 10 is o ph o t o graph of a fl oat used in 
this study. 
F I G . 10 ~LOAT USED IN CURRENT STUDIES 
-i 7-
It :s iS feet long and mode U:p of four sheetmetol vanes :)-:)/4 
inche s wide fastened together at right angles on o 1! x i! ii,ch 
·t~ood pole . The float is weighted so that the sheetmetol portion 
is entirely submerged when it is in the water. A few observo-
t i on s o f t h : s k i n d we r e ma de d u r i n g De c em b e r, i 9 4 :) o n d o r o t h e r 
extensive ser:es was mode in Jonuor~ 1944. In practically all 
or these observations the positio n of the float was determined 
every ten minutes. A study of the charts showing the plot of the 
p::;ths dues not show any systematic, periodic oscillation. At-
tempts to correlate the float motions and velocities with wove 
motions cecorded by the tide gage were unsuccessful because the 
ten m~nute interval between successive observations was too long 
to show fluctuations with periods as small as three minutes. One 
set of observation s made on December 15, i94:), a nd shown in f'igure 
1.1., was token at from three to five m1nute intervals A slight 
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reriodic oscillation with periods of about six to ten minutes is 
observable in the float orbi t. Oscillations corresponding with 
the periods of the wove trains are to be expected and their pres-
ence has been established by measurements by the United States 
Coa st and Geodetic Survey (i) . In or der to measure them, the 
Evon s 
-1.8-
observations must be taken several times pe r period Thus, to 
measure fluctuations with a three minu te period, readings should 
be taken about every twenty se con ds 
4. SHIP MOVEMENT OBSERVATIONS 
Detailed observations were made of sh ip movements in an ef-
fort to get a quantitative correlation between the wave motion 
in the drydock area and the motion of the ships ~he longitudi-
nal, transverse ; and vert ical amplitudes and periods of rnocior 
of ships berthed at piers were observed every hour over extended 
pe riods, along with other pertinent information such as wind ve-
locity and direction and damage to piers and lines . Observa-
tions of t~is kind were made during Ma rch , April and May,i944, 
on n i n e d i f f e r e .n t s h i ps be r t he d a t P i e r s 
1 
i 2 , a n d 3 . T he d i s -
placement of the ships varied from iO,OOO to i4 500 tons The 
longest periods of observation on any one ship 1n one position 
were made DJL thR Tanker " A' at Pier 3 and Troopship " .5 " at Pier 
2 . The resul t s of these observations which cover practically 
the enti r e months of March and April , 1944 are shown in Figure i2 
The amplit\Hl<'-',.., or 1""tion in this case are defined as the distance 
between th e extreme positions rather than the distance from the 
mean positions to the extremes In this chart the av!Broge ampli-
tudes and periods for all observations in a ny one eight - hour pe -
r ' iod are shown one' hen ce tend to mask the most severe condi tions 
However, they do give a good indication of the trends of the mo -
t i o ri . The 1 a s t two 1 i n e s of t h i s f i g u r e s h ow , f or s e 1 e c t e d i n -
tervals of time, re presentative heights of waves with periods of 
Qbout fifteen seconds and three minutes Figure i3 shows the 
data obtained from observations OR Troopship "B at Pier 2 during 
th e period April 23 to 27 As shown by the notes at the top of 
the chart, on April 26 and 27 considerable difficulty was experi-
enced with this ship and a number of lines were snapped and some 
damage occurred to the pier On April 23 and 24 there was no 
damage and the ship motion apparently was not obj•"c:tionable It 
is of int e rest to examine the data on wave hei ghts during the 
period of damage It will be noted that there was a signif,cont 
increase in the height of both the fifteen second and the three 
minute waves , although these waves were not abnormally large Jt 
will l>P seen that the amplitudes of ship motion also increased 
during this period. F r om this it can be concluded that the in--
crease in the ship motion was due to the increa se in the wave 
motion . 
A further examination of Figures 1.2 and i3 sho~s that the 
period of rise and fall of the ships is in the neighborhood of 
and agrees rather closely with the period of the short wave length 
waves and that the amplitude of this motion seems to vary approxi-
mo tely as the amplitude of the waves For i r•stance, the average 
of the period of rise and fall for each eight -hour interval over 
the two -month period varied between ten and twenty seconds and 
the maximum period ever recorded was twenty -three seconds, except. 
for one seven-hour period on March 26 where the period was as 
high as fifty-two seconds From this observation one is led to 
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F IG I 13 OBSERVED MOTION OF WA VES AND OF TROOPSHIP "B" BEFORE 
AN D DUR ING PER IOD OF DAM AGING SHIP MOTION 
~o n clude that the rise a nd fall of the ship i s a ffected pr ed om i n-
antl y by t he sh o rt waves havi n g per iods of about fifte en se conds 
whenever they are present . This agrees with t he fi nd i n gs of the 
United States Coast a nd Geode t ic Surve y (i) . The fact that the 
ri se and fall of the s h ip often ex ceeds t he average hei ght of the 
waves requires expl Cl nation . It is possible that the ship was 
pitching or ro lli n g and that these motions contri buted to the rise 
a nd fall o f the point where the measureme~t was ma de . 
An exam1n atio n of t he data on lo n gitudi n al a nd transverse 
-2 ~ 
dr1ft shows that the periods vary approximately between one and 
three minutes The ampl1tudes for these two motions range be 
tween one and five feet 'lhe fact that the long1tud1nal and tran--
sverse drif t have periods which are ·neasured in m1nutesJ wh1le 
the rise and fall period is measurea 1n seconds ind1cates that 
th e vertical motion is excited by the short waves and that the 
horizontal motionsJ i e J longitudinal and tronsverse 1notions, 
are excited by the longer w0ves ~ince the horiz0ntal motions 
are those that cause damage to piers and anchor lines, one is led 
to ths conclusion that the waves with neriods of from one to three 
minu tes are those responsible for ship and pier damage An ex-
amination of the wave height data on figure 12 also shows that 
there is a very striking correlation between the Increase in the 
height of waves with periods of about three minutes and ship and 
pier damage These data indicate that when waves of this period 
reach a height of approximately O.Q ft damag1ng mot1on will re 
sul t This is in fair agreement with the conclus1ons drawn ±rom 
the da ta presented in F'igure 9 and l1gure 7J which 1nd1cated that 
when the height of the three m1nute wove excP.eded O.<i it J seri--
ous damage could be expected 
As shown in F1gure 2, a mild surge was reported on ;'larch 
i q An examination of the ship mot1on and wave data for this 
day shows that no damage occurred and confirms the report that 
this was a mild surge 
As may be seen from F1gure 13J careful observat1ons were 
made of wind 1ntensity and direction concurrently with ship motion 
observations A study of the w1nd data did not show any corre-
lation between w1nd intensity and magnitude of ship mot1on From 
this observation it is seen that the action of the water on a 
sh i p is much stronger than that of the wind and, therefore is the 
controlling factor Judg1ng from the severity of sh1p motions 
during damaging condltio.ns, th1s conclusion is reasonable 
5. AEROPLANE' P: CTURES 
Some extremely valuable data were obtained fromphotographic 
and visual observations made from the air Information of particu 
lor value was obtained on. 
(a) Wave patterns and directions seaward of the outer 
breakwater 
(b) Passage of waves through the navigat1on entrances 
(c) Configurat1on of waves 1nside the outer b~eakwater 
(d) Passage of wave and surge disturbances through the 
outer breakwater 
(a) Wave patterns Figure 14 is an atr photograph looking south-
west showing the wave pattern on the seaward side and waves com-
Ing through the west gate at the outer breakwater on January 22J 
1°44, at 0230 The wave fronts on the seaward side ore about nor-
mal to the breakwater and are travelling about east northeast The 
waves coming through the gate can be seen eas1ly They appear to 
have a length of about i/4 of the gate opening or approximately 
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AIR VIEW TOWARD SOUTHWEST FROM 12,000 FT . ELEVATION 
SHOWING WAVE PATTERN SE AWAR D OF BREAKWATER AND WAVES 
COMING THROUGH WEST GATE - l/22/44 
SCO ft. to 600ft . These waves spread out in orcs with centers 
approximately at the gate and appear to be travelling toward the 
drydocks. Figure iS shows this some area on August i6J i944. 
Here again) waves of about 600 ft. wove lengt h con be seen coming 
through the gate. However) the waves on t he seaward side ore ap-
proaching from approximately south southeast and the wave fronts 
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I I G. 15 AIR VIEW TOWARD SOUTHNEST FROM 5,00U ~T. E~EVATION 
SHOWING WAVE PATTERN ENTERING WEST GATE- 8/16/44 
are almost parallel to the breakwater instead of normal to it as 
shown in Figure 1..4. Figure 1..6 is still another photographof the 
west gate taken on February 21.., 1..944. This photo also shows the 
waves coming through the gate with the waves on the seaward s1d8 
coming in approximately parallel to the breakwater. 
The wave pattern shown in Figure 1..4 occurs most frequent:y 
and is considered a normal condition. The condition shown in 
Figures iS and 16 where the waves come in from the south with 
crests approximately parallel to the breakwater occurs less fre-
quently and is assoc1ated w1th storm conditions. It will be re-
membered that on February 21 (see Figure 2) o surge condit1on was 
reported in the drydock area. A surge condit1on was also r8-
rorted dur1ng January 22, 1944, although on this day the wave put-
tern was normal. This indicates that surge condit1ons can occur 
w1th e1ther of the wove patterns. 
Figure i7 is a photograph of 
angle point, taken on February 21, 
the outer breakwater ~t the 
i 944. This photograph og~in 
FIG . 16 
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AIR VIEW TOWARD SOUTH FROM 3 , 500 FT . ELEVAT:ON 
SHOWING WAVES APPROACHiNG BRE AKWAT ER FROM SOU TH-
WE ST AND WAVE PATTERN ENTERI NG WE ST GATE - 2/21/44 
AIR VIEW TOWARDS SOUTHE AST FROM 3 , 50U FT . ELEVAT;ON 
SHOWING WAVE PATTERN AND WIND CHOP SEAWARD ~ROM 
OUTER BREAKWATER - 2/21/44 
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s hows the waves coming in from the sout h. It a l so s how s the rel -
ati ve calm in the harbor back of the breakwater COm:p::lred with con-
ditions o n the seaward side. 
Figures i8, i9 and 20 ar e a ir p h otog raphs of the east gate 
s howing waves coming in frorr. the south. In Figure i8 the wav e s 
can be seen distinctly coming in thr ough the gate a nd in Figure 
i9 the waves are shown well inside the gate . In Figure 20 the 
waves coming into the gate are not as d istinct. However, the :p::lt-
tern on the seawa rd s ide s hows up very clear ly. By compari n g 
the wave length with the gate ope nin g , it is possible t o estimate 
that the wave lengths are of the order of 600 ft. 
Figures i4 to 20, inclusive, show some of the chara cteristic 
wave :p:1tterns that oc cur in t hi s area . Stor m waves have a l so . been 
obse rved t o approach this a rea from the southwes t However, no 
photographs o f this conditi on were ava ilab le. Taken as a group , 
these photographs demonstrate clearly that wave e n ergy comes into 
the harbor a rea from the seaward s ide. 
;::: I G . 18 AIR VIEW TOWARD SOUTH ~ROM 3 , 500 FT. EL EVATION 
3HOW ING WAVE PAT TERN EN TER i NG EAST GATE- 2/ 21 / 44 
- 2 6-
~ IG. 19 AIR VIEW TOWARD SOUTH FROM 5000 FT . ELEVATION 
SHOWING WA VE PATTERN INSIDE EAST GATE - 8/16/44 
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FIG. ?0 AiR VIEW TOWARD SOUTHWEST FRCM 5,000 "T. ELEVA-ION 
SHOWING WAVE PATTERN APPROACHING BREAKWATER ~ ROM SOUTH 
AND CROSS WAV ES ENTERING EAST GATE- ~/18/~4 
(b) Pas5age of waves through breakwater. Observatio n s at the 
harbor from the air and from the water gave some information on 
the amount of wave energy that could pass through the breakwater. 
From the air it was possible to see white wate r on the shoreward 
side of the breakwater that corresponded to the arrival of the 
wave crest on the seaward side of the breakwater. Figure 21 is 
a view of the outer breakwater from the shoreward side showing 
water coming through. The "white wate r" on the outside is caused 
by the breaking wave and the flow reaching the inside causes the 
"white water" o n the shoreward side. This demonstrates conclus-
ively that some wave energy definitely comes through the break-
water. This · was also reported in at least two official Navy re-
ports o£ observations during surge conditions. Figure 22 shows 
typical cross sections of the outer breakwater which are at Sta-
tions 185 + 75 and 203 + 75> whe re the origin of stations is at 
the San Pedro breakwater light. It will be noted that above ele-
vation-10ft. the breakwater is made of large rock through which 
water can flow. The wave trains in Figure 21 which cause wate" 
to come through the breakwater are the short trains with wave 
lengths of about 600ft. If these short period waves can cau5e 
any water to flow through > it is easy for relatively large flows 
to come throug h with waves of longer period> since the rise in 
elevation persis ts for a longer time> thus allowing more flow to 
occur. As an extreme,example> it is obviout:> that there is no 
appreciable difference in elevation between the inner and outer 
side of the breakwater during the tide cycle. The tide can be 
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FIG . 21 AIR VIE W TOWARD SOUTH ~ROM ABOUT 1,000 c T ELEVATION 
SHOWING WHITE WATER COMING THROUGH BREAKWATER - 8/ 16/44 
consi dered as a wave with a per i od of about twe lve h our s. As the 
period shortens> one would expect to detect certain differen ces 
i n elevation> i.e.> a certain protection from the breakwater. 
This pro te c ti o n would i n cr ease as the period decrea sed until f m 
the extremely s h or t period waves> such as the wind c h op > complete 
protection would be anti cipated . 
6 . SPECI AL ELE CTRI C GAG ES 
I n order to get some much needed specific informati o n r e-
garding the waves in t h e harbor area, a rat he r extensive s yst em 
of special electric a nd electroni c gages was established i n t h e 
area. These gages were procured > installed and o perated by Novy 
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FIG . 22 TYPICAL CROSS SECT ION S OF OUTER BREAKWAT ER 
personnel who were n o t under the di rection or control of the 
Labora t ory. These gagesJ which will be referred to as electric 
gagesJ had the adva ntage over the conventional float type tide 
gages that the units which record the rise a n d fall of the wa ter 
surface could be installed on the b ot t om and the signals from 
these units transmit ted t o au tomatic recorders by means of elec-
tric cables. The installation points for grou ps of these units 
are indicated by the names "Sugar" J "Uncle" J "Roger" J ''Ge o rge" J 
a nd "Easy" sho.,..·n on Figure 3. At stations "Uncle" and "R o ger" 
groups of three units each were installed inside the breakwater 
at the ve r ti ces of right triangles with 300ft. sides. At the se 
stat ions units were also installed a t the toe of the breakwater 
o n the seaward side . A group of three units was also installed 
at s tation "Sugar" at the end of Pier 3 . S ingl e unit s were in-
stalled at stations "George" and "Easy", Because of the flexi-
bility of these unitsJ it was consider ed possible to obtain s ome 
very iml o rt a nt inf ormation from which it was h oped to attain t h e 
f o ll owin g o bjectives: 
(i) Det ermi ne magn itude a nd pattern of waves seaward of the 
outer bre a kwa ter. 
(2) Determine mag n itude and pattern of waves coming through 
t he navigation openi ngs. 
(3) Determine the type and amount of wave motion coming 
through breakwater. 
(4) Determine direction of travel of wave trains at sever-
al important points in the harbor area. 
UnfortunatelyJ none of these objectives was raalized. The prin-
cipal reason for this was the inherent limitations of the instru-
ments. These devices recorded only the relatively high frequencyJ 
or short periodJ w.aves . None of the records from these instru-
ments ever showed distinct evidence of waves with three mi nute 
periodsJ although such waves are known to be present most of the 
time. AlsoJ they did not record the rise and fall of the tide. 
F igure 23 is a record from the electric gage unit Cat Station 
"Sugar" compared with a marigram from the tide gage at station 9 
for the same period. It is clear from this figure that the _electric 
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TYPICAL SI MULTANEOUS MARIGRAMS FROM ELECTRIC GAGE AND 
FROM STANDARD TIDE GAGE . 
gage does not record all of the waves present in the harbor. An 
analysis of their operation showed that their damping character-
istics were such that it was impossible for them to respond to 
wave motions having periods greater than a fraction of a minute 
in length. Apparently the instruments were designed for an appli-
cation where the characteristics desirable for a wave gage were 
unnecessary or undesirable and the attempt to use them as a wave 
gage was a fundamental error. The heights of even the short 
period waves measured with these instruments did not agree with 
those obt a ined from the st a ndard tide gages. 
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The arran gement of uni t s in triangles at stations "'Sugar " " 
"Uncle " and "Poger" was int ·e n ded t o dete r min e the directi on of 
travel of waves . The d ir e cti o n could be determined if th e dif-
feren ces in ti me of arrival of a given wave at the th ree units 
could be measured . I n order to do thi s; it was necessary to have 
the time scales of any group of thr ee units synchronized so the 
time int ervals cou l d be measured to a frac tion o f a second Al-
thou gh prec ise synchronization was r equ es t ed ; it was not obtained 
and; therefore; such determinations of wave d irect ion that were 
attempted gave very e rrati c results th a t coul d not be accepted 
Because of th ese in s t rumental d i fficulti es and operating 
defec ts; it became obvious tha t· th e data from the e l ectr~c gages 
could not be use d and; therefore; th e analysis of thes e da ta was 
d ropped . 

I I I PLAN OF MODEL STUOY 
In planning the steps required to carry out the model study 
it was recognized that some preliminary information would have to 
be obtained before the s tudy of the basic problem could be started 
Frim arilyJ it was necessary t o establish a set of standard test 
conditions for severe wave motion in the Cperating Base areaJ both 
for the short wave len g t h (approximately SCO ft) trains anj the 
long wave length (approxi-nately 600G ft ) "su r ges'' To establish 
these conditions it was necessary to determine such factors as the 
d irection and relative magnitude of the wave trains reaching the 
Operating Base area from the three breakwater openings. Simi larl~ 
the modifying effect of the outer harbor on these wave trains had 
to be ascertained To answer these and similar questions two 
preliminary studies were started simultaneously 
A PILOT STUDIES 
Tn order to provide a rapid qualitative means of exploring 
th e problemJ a "ripple tank " was constructed The ripple tank 
is a device in which very small scale studies of surface wave phe-
nomena can be carried on quickly and easily Its use in this p"ro--
blem was anticipated to be as a guide or pilot for the studies in 
the main model basin Such pilot studies are useful in pointing 
out profitable lines of development and eliminating those which 
are clearly unpromising They also give a preliminary picture 
of the over-all conditions to be encountered and some of the cper-
ating problems to be dealt with in the larger scale model 
B. PRELIMINARY STUDIES I N MODEL BASIN 
The second project that was started immediately was the first 
model in the mai n basin This was constructed on a sufficiently 
s ma ll scale to permit the modeling of the· entire Los Angeles har-
bor and adjacent areas from "o int fermin to Sunset Beach The 
purpose of this model was basically as outlined in the beginning 
of this section; i e J to establish the conditions for the final 
comparative tests of the mole and the allied constructional fea-
tures To do this it was proposed to investigate the following 
factors: 
(i) The general wave pa ttern in the outeT harbor 
(2) The relative importance of the west gateJ east ga teJ and 
open end of the breakw~ter as sources of disturbance in the Naval 
pera tin g Ba se area 
(3) The effect of the wave direction in the open ocean out-
side of the breakwater on the magnitude and configuration of the 
disturbance pattern in the outer harbor 
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(4) The comparative effectiveness of different mole align-
ments and the relative desirability of different locations of th e 
entrance to the enclosed area 
(5) The evaluation of the probable effect of using varying 
degrees of model distortion on the reliability of the study re-
sults . Note that th e term "model distortion" in this connection 
means the increasing of the vertical scale with respect to the 
horizontal in order to increase the water depth in the model 
C . FINAL STUO ! E S I N MODEL BASIN 
The final series of models contempla t ed for the main basin 
were all planned for a single scale so chosen that the area to 
be enclosed by the new mole would be as large as possible con-
sistent w1th satisfactory boundary conditions for the study The 
basic plan contemplated the instdllation of moles of various con-
figurations in the modelJ together with selected structuresJ and 
the subjection of these combinations to a series of s t a ndardiz ed 
test conditions of waves and surges I t proposed to determine 
th~ relative effectiveness of these various configurations by com-
paring th e behaviour of the area enclosed by them with that of 
the same area in its unmodified condition The following are some 
of the specific items it was desired to investigate: 
(i) The amount of protection afforded by the mo le if con-
strqcted as it was originally designed 
( 2) The best performance that could be obtained by accept --
able modifica t ions of the original design 
(:;,) The natural frequencies of the new basin formed by the 
moleJ wi th the view of compar ing this f requency response with the 
probab l e frequencies of the waves and surges existing in the har-
borJ to evaluate the possibility of thG occurrence of undesirable 
resonance phenomena 
(4) The location J size J and shape of the navigation gate in 
the mole . 
(5) The ship movements at piers in relation to the verti-
cal and horizontal water movements at the same location J together 
with the amount of reduction of these movements obtained by the 
construction of the mole 
(6) The effect on th e water mo ve ment within the mole of the 
installation of various proposed structures i n the completed basin 
IV . GENERA L PHYSICAL BACKGROUND 
I n order t o provide a back gro un d fo r th e discuss i o n of the 
results of the various por tions of this study; it s eems des irabl e 
to include a brief discussio n of some of th e known ph ysi ca l fact -
ors invol ved in the problem at th e harbo r . 
A NATURE OF TH E PROBLEM 
All the d isturbances which have been obse rve d t o cause the 
present diff iculty in the area of the Naval Operating Base fal l 
in one class . The disturbances en ter th e area either as solitary 
waves o r as trains of waves an d ; therefore; the problem as a whole 
is one of wave mechanics . A s atisfact o ry solution of the problem 
must of necess i ty bring about the elim i na ti on; o r at least the 
re d uction t o a t olerable magnitude; of these wave trains within 
the working area . There appear t o be only two possible approach-
es to this solution : ( i) the p rovision of me thods for preventin g 
the wave trai ns from enterin g t he c riti cal area; and ( 2) the es-
tablishment of condi ti o ns which will e nsure the damping out of 
such wave tr a ins i f they are permi tt ed to en t er the area These 
statements and this study ar e not concerned with the cause and 
origin of th e waves that p r oduce the d isturbance in the area . 
Asi de f r om s u ch obvious causes as wind and storm; it has been 
sugges ted that they may be th e results of earthquakes or submarine 
explos ions; or that sudde n changes in barome tric pressu r e may 
start the outer harbor pasin oscil latin g at its fundamental per i od 
or some low harmonic of ' it 
8 . WAVES TYPE S 
The surface' waves that can cause disturbances of sufficient 
mag nitu de t o be i mportant in th is problem are gravity waves . 
For the purpose of this study grav ity waves .can; in turh; be sep-
arated i nto two general classes : ( i ) deep water o r "short" waves, 
( 2) shallow wa t er o r "l ong " waves . These two types of wave trains 
have quite diffe rent characteris tics . The pri nci p al ones that 
conc ern this proble m involve th e relatio n between the depth of 
water; th e wave length a n d th e vel o city of the wave . I n the case 
of deep water waves; the wave velocity is a function of the wave 
l eng th an d varies a s th e square root of this length . This velo-
city is i ndependent of th e depth of the water . I n the case of 
shallow water waves th e conditions are exactly the oppos it e . Th e 
wave veloc i ty is i n dependen t of the wave length . However; it is 
a ±unc ti o n of the dep t h; varying directly with its sq uare root 
Tn betwee n these two di stinct types of wave trains th ere is an 
in ter med iate; or transition; typ e in whic h the wave velocity is 
a fu nction both of the wave l e n g th a nd the water d epth . For the 
clarificat i o n of this classifica tion; th e fun damental equation 
±or the velocity of a wave of ver y smal l ampli tude (3) is help-
f ul This is : 
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I t w i l l be n o t e d t h a t when t h e de p t h J h J i s 1 a r g e w i t h r e s p e c t t 0 
t he wave len g t h ) LJ that th e hyperboli c tan gent appr oaches un ity 
.a s th e limit I n this case ) th e expression for t he wa ve vel ocitv 
re d uc es t o 
c = v gi , -
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This is the expression fo r the veloci ty of a deep wat er or sho rt 
wave I t will be seen that such wave s are called short bec ause 
in gene ral their wave len g th is small in comparison t o t he depth 
Therefore thi s term h as n oth1ng t o do with th e ir absolute wave 
l eng t h Howeve r ) it s hould be n oted th at ) in wate r of a g 1 ven 
dept h ) th e d e ep water waves always h ave s h orte r wave l engths th an 
d o the shallow wat8r waves 
Whe n t he dep th becomes s mall with respect t o t he wave length _ 
the value of th e hyp e rboli c tan gent app r oaches that of th e an g le 
a n d) there fo re ) in the li mi t t he e x p ressi o n for the velocity be 
comes 
c=F ( 3) 
This is t he well known expressio n for th e ve l oci ty of a shal low 
water wav e of smal l a mp litude l' igur e 24 shows a compar1 son of 
the veloci t ies of th e se wave types I t will be observed that wh en 
th e dept h exceeds one -half the wave len g th the wave behaves a s a 
true deep wa t er wav e where as when th e dep th i s less th a n one 
twentieth of the wave le n g th ) the velocit y is una f fected by the 
length of the_ wave and is c ompletely con t ro l led by the d·epth n 
other words ) i t is a true sha l low water wave Th 1s 1s a rath er 
severe class1ficati o n J if sligh t ly larger deviations f rom th • 
" ty pical " pe r fo rmance a r e tolerat ed) 1t can be sta t ed that :111 
wave tr a in s wh ose wave lengths are ten times th e depth or great eJ 
behave as sh~llow wa t er wav e s ) wh ereas those whose wave len gths 
are less than fo ur ti mes the de pt h b ehave as deep water wav~s 
Tn this class1fi cation it should be n o t ed that th e arch -type o• 
the s h allow water wave is J of course J th e solitary wav e 
Th is classificatl'on has a direc t b e aring on the wave typ•'S 
encoun tere d in th e p r ese nt study A r eference t o S e c t1 o n 11 un 
fi eld Ob servatio n s shows th a t t he min imum wave length o f wove 
tra1ns which e nter th e harbor i s abo ut 6CO ft Th av erage der th 
of the water at the breakwa t e r is abc ut 50 ft This d epth ~ 
creas es as th e shore is approached It will thu s b e seen t h~t 
the s hor test wave t rain entering th e harbor has a wave l ength ot 
about twelve t1mes the depth Thi s is the average wave len gt h ot 
OJ 
r:: IG. 24 
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the normal wave tra i n havi n g a peri o d of from twelve to twenty 
seconds . On this sa me basi s _, the wave length o f a three minute 
surge train would be about i44 times th e maximum depth . Thus., it 
wi ll be seen tha t sha::.low water waves ore the only type that are 
encountered in this problem . 
C . WAVE REFLE CTI ONS AND EFFECT OF OBS TR UC TI ON 
One group of wa ve phenomena which concer ns t he interaction 
of wove trains with va~ious harbor constructi o n fea ture s has a 
common contr o lling variable. This common factor is that the na -
ture of the phenomena is greatly affected by the ratio of the 
le ngth o f the units of the solid boundary to the wove length. In 
this class will be found such phenomena as the reflection o f waves 
from brea kwaters a nd mo::.esJ passage o f waves through gatesJ etc . 
Co nsider the case of the reflection of a wave hitting a 
shore . This can be compared to a beam of lig ht hitting a solid 
surface . If J i n this latte r caseJ th e solid surface is roughJ 
eac h little element o f the surfac e wil.l reflect the p ortion of 
the light that h its it and the a ng le at whi c h the li ght leaves 
the s urf ace will depe nd upon the angle of that partic u lar surface 
e::.ement . The re sult is thot t h e roug h surface sca tters the light 
a nd there is lit t le or n o reflecte d beam. However J if that sa me 
sur face i s polished until all the irregularities are so smoot h ed 
1.9 2..0 
that the deviations from a true surfac e are less than the wa ve 
length of the light, th e n th e surfac e b ecomes a good mirror ani 
the light beam is ref l ec ted from it in accordance with the well 
known optical principle tha t the angl e of reflection equals th · 
ongle of incidence T h e same thu s hol ds for the refl ection 01 
an ocean wave from the shore If the irregularities of the shore 
line are small in comparison wi th the wave l ength, t hen th e wav~ 
wil l be reflected i n th e di rection accurately predicted fr o~ th~ 
direction of travel of the incoming wave and the angle o± th0 
shore . If th e shorelin e is a breakwater or mole constructed ot 
loose rocks, it would appe a r a t first glance that this woul d be 
a r o ugh surface, b ut when it is r emembe re d th a t in the harbor 
the shortest s i gn i fi cant wave len g t h is 600ft . , it will be seen 
t hat in compariso n to th is t he r ocks are very small and , ther e 
fore, such a shoreline wo ul d b e a good reflecto r and little dis 
tortion should be e xpect ed in the r eflec t ed wave trai n 
It is possible that when a wave hits the sho r eline it will 
be dampe d . Tha t is, · the amplitu de of t he refl ec te d wav e trai n 
will be r educed below that of the incoming t rain Damping, how 
ever , is synony mo u s with l oss of energy The breakwater or mole, 
or other shoreli ne co nstruction hav ing a fnirly steep sl ope, has 
very lit t le oppor tuni ty to absorb energy f r om th e waves In oth-
er words, i t is a good reflecto r and th e amplitude of the ret.Lect--
ed wave tra in i s ver y little smaller than that of the initial 
t rain . The mos t effective means of damping waves of th is order 
of wave length is a slopi~g beach which causes the wave to bre ak 
and thu s dis sipates the k lneti c en ergy by transferrin g it ulti mate-
ly into hea t throu gh th e med ium of viscous friction 
I t wou ld be possi bl e to buil d a breakwater or mole that wou ld 
be a good energ y dampe r a t lea s t for a narrow range of wave len gths 
This co ul d be done by making th e mole porous enough to allo w an 
appreci able flow t o t ake p lac e thr ough it as each successiv e wave 
caused a raising and l owering of th e wa t er level on the mole Th 0 
passage of the wa t e r back a n d for t h th rough the interstices wonl~ 
d issipa t e e n ergy through fluid fric t ion in the some manner th at 
i t does in a pipe l ine . However, this would b e a ruther delicate 
d esign problem; for if t he mole were too porous , th e wave would 
p ass thr ough it with littl e damping; whereas) if the mole were n et 
po rous enough) th e wave would be r eflec t ed with little l o ss of 
e nergy . 
The passage of waves through gates or around obstructions 1s 
also affected by the relative magni t ude of the object and the· wov8 
length . ror example ) if a wave train hits a small obstructio~ 
';uc h as a group of piles, i t p asses around them and o shor-t dis-
tance behind the obs tr uc t ion th ere is ~o vi~ible effect left on 
the wa ve train . On th e other handJ if th e same wave train 1s 
in t e rcepted by a good sized islan d) the disturbance produc c'd on 
the wave train pe rsists for a long time This same effect is also 
very noticeable at ga t es in breakwaters an d mol es If th e gate 
o pening is large in comparison with the wave length) then a wave 
train of that width is admitted through it without Of'prec Jn bl<' 
mod i f i cat i on On t he i n s i de o f the g at e t he t r n i 1, C' on t 1 n u 
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essentially straight while a c1rcular pa tt ern develops fro~ each 
corner of the gate w1th the corner as the center 21nce the 
energy 1n the curved sect1ons spreads rapidly this part of the 
wave pattern is decreasing in intensity much faster than the 
straight section This causes energy to be transferred from the 
straight to t he curved sections This gradually transforms the 
pattern into circular arcs The wider the gate the farther away 
the straight part of the pattern can be d1stingu1shed The amount 
of energy that comes through the gate is that brought 1n by the 
width of wave t r ain adm1tted If however the wave length is 
long in comparison to the width of the gate; conditions are quite 
different In this case an appreciable difference in elevation is 
maintained across the gate and this difference produces a flow 
s1nce if the wave length is long the per1od also mu st be long 
This flow may be very appreciable and 1f the basin 1s relatively 
small this flow may create serious currents A typ1cal example 
of this type of wave IS the t1de If 1t were desired to construct 
a mole to pro t ect a mile or two of shorel1ne from th e moveme n ts 
produced b y th e t1de it 1s quite obvious that the only way of 
accomplis h i ng th is would be to co~struct a n imperviou s mole and 
provide it wit h locks for 1ngress and egress It lS equally ob 
vious t hat if th e l ocks were to be removed) the impervious mole 
would protect t he enclosed basin from the effects of ; say; the 
600 ft waves; even though the ampli t ude of th ese short waves 
were the same as that of the tide The reason for t his is that 
although each length of wave may produce the same ins t antaneous 
difference in elevation across the gate; the short period waves • 
do not maintain this difference long enough to produce an appr&-
ciable flow) whereas the tide maintains the difference for so long 
a time that only a complete closure can prevent the water inside 
the basin from following thP motion of that on the outside If 
this chain of reasoning 1s pursued; it leads to the statement that 
th e longer the wave length ot the wave train approaching a gate; 
the greater is the difficulty of preventing it from passing through 
and the larger is the energy flow through the gate into and out 
ol the basin This discussion implies that the wave crest is par-
allel to the gate opening It is equally true if the wave crest 
is at an angle to the opening I n the latter case; it is easy to 
see that if the gate has a width of several wave lengths; there 
is no effective difference in level across the gate ; since there 
will Qe several crests and troughs existing simultaneously in the 
opening 
D. STAND I NG WAVE PATTERNS 
When a continuous wave train impinges on; and is reflected 
by) a shoreline such as a breakwater; mole or other good reflect-
ing surface; the reflected wave train passes through the oncoming 
one In general) the direction of the oncoming wave travel will 
not be normal to the reflect1ng surface hence. the reflected wave 
train will be passing through the initial one at an angle The 
result will be that an interference pattern will be set up If 
two peaks coinc1de they will reenforce and thus increase the maxi-
mum amplitude If a peak co1ncides with a trough; their motions 
will cancel Since the wave lenaths of the two trains are the 
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sameJ the points where reenforcement or cancellation takes place 
w1ll be f1xed In other wordsJ the interference pattern will be 
stationary Th is is normally called a "s t anding wave pattern" 
ft f!'ust always exist under such circumstances ''his means that 
there will be a standing wave pattern off shore from any land 
unless the land is bounded by beaches which effectively damp out 
the wave trains and eliminate the reflection Such a stan ding 
wave pattern exists to the seawar d of the Tos AngeJes breakwater 
r iJ(ewiseJ a standing wave pattern has always existed in the area 
of the Naval Ope rating Base whenever any wave trains reach ed this 
area These standing wave patte rns are only fixed with respect to 
the reflecting surfaces This means ihol if t h e surf ace cor, fi gur-
ations changeJ the standing wave will likewise change ThusJ the 
co nstruction of a new mole around the Nava l Operating Base area 
mus t chan ge the stan di n g wave pattern along the existing shore 
line and within the entire area enclosed by the mole rurther-
more J the disturbance pattern in the outer harbor area adjacent to 
the mole will likewise be affected 
l. DIMENS IONS OF STAND I NG WAV E PATTERN 
A standing wave patte~n has a wave length . This is the d i s-
tance between points of similar behaviour , for example J f r om one 
point of maximum vertical movement to the nex t adjacent poi n t of 
similar movement For a straight reflecting su rface t his dimen-
sio n would be de t e r mined b y the wave length of the trains and 
the angle between t he two trains In an actual case in which 
reflection occurs from several surfaces at different a n glesJ the 
resulting standing wave pattern becomes very complica t ed In such 
a case it is difficult to predict the location of maximum and 
minimu m points of mo tionJ e J the loops and nodes 
T h e f act that for a give n set of boundaries the standing 
wave patt e rn is determined by the wave length and direction of 
the incoming wave train means that a given area has as many stand-
ing wave trains as there are different wav e lengths tha t enter the 
area tur t he r ~o r e J since wavs tr ai ns in nature are never uniforn 
and regularJ the standing wave pa t tern will fluctuate in cycles 
around t he mean configuration This fluctuation will increase 
with the d istance from the reflecting walls 
2. EFFECT OF BOUNDAR I ES 
The very fact t hat a standing wave pat t ern is the r esu~t of 
the inter- action be t ween an original and a reflected wave train 
means that this standing wave pattern is very much affected by 
the sizeJ shape and type of the enclosing boundaries In parti-
culcrJ th e standing wave p att ern in a closed basin is greatly af-
fec ted by the frequency of the exciting wave train This is be-
cause in any closed basin there are opposite walls which will re-
flect wav es back and forth l n other wordsJ a wave is reflecte d 
from the first surfac e to the secondJ from there back to the first 
and again to the secondJ and so on In s uch a system there ore 
alway s certain frequencies for which the second reflection has 
t he same phase as the fiist J e J wh e re the second reflection 
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a~pl1fies the first reflection These are the dangerous frequen 
cies of resonance for which the wave heights are much larger for 
the same amount of incoming energy than for any other frequency 
Thus, any closed basin with reflecting surfaces is an oscillator 
and especially responsive to certain frequencies 
The response of a particular basin to different exciting wave 
trains is gove rned by its own fundamental characteristics for 
example, a solitary wave will travel from one end of th e basin to 
the other and return in a given time In makin g this round trip 
a certain amount of ener(T" ; f -, ost Now if just at the instant 
that the wave starts on its second round trip. it is given a push" 
by another wave whose energy is equal to the amount that was .lost 
by the first wave on its round trip. the second round tr1 p will 
be a duplicate of the first one Thu s, in order t o keep the wave 
traveling back and forth continuously with no loss in amplitude. 
all that is necessary is to admit a small exciting wave train 
whose period corresponds to the t1me of one complete roun d trip 
of thA wave in the basin and whose amplitude corresponds to the 
energy lost per round trio Since for long waves this loss of 
energ y per trip is small, a wave train of the proper frequency 
but of very small amplitude can maintain a continuous large am- --
plitude nc,cillation in the basin . Now, if the period of the ex-
citing wave train were to be reduced until it became one- -half of 
this fundamental period. it would set up a double oscillation in 
the basin; e. two waves going back and forth continuously _. sep- -
arated by equal intervals Since each wave is only half as long. 
the amount of water moved as it passes a given point is. for the 
same amplitude. onl.y half GS much By the same token, it only 
takes half as long to pass The result is that the induced velo--
city is unchanged Hence the total energy that must be added 
per unit time to compensate for that lost through damping is a 
constant, independent of the wave frequency By the same reason 
ing. it will be seen that a similar situation will exist at each 
frequency which is an integral multiple of the fundamental one 
and that the amount of energy that must be brought in by the ex-
citing wave train is a constan t , providerl that the amplitudes of 
the bas1n oscillation and the existing train remain unchanged 
The time of the round tr1p of a single wave is the fundamental 
period of the bas1n One--half. one- - th1rd and one fourth of th1s 
amount correspo nd to the first second and third harmonics of 
the basin If the exc1ting wave train has a per1od which 1s not 
an exact fraction of the fundamental period of the basin . i e • 
if the frequency of the train is not an integral multiple of the 
fundamenta l frequency . the ampli tude of the standing wave pat --
tern which is set up in the basin will b e much smaller 
3. BASiN FREQUENC E5 
The above discussion shows that any new basin th a t is con-
structed will have a fundamental frequency and a series of har-
monics If an exc1t1ng wave train can enter the basin , there-
actlon of the basin to the wave train will depend upon whether 
or not the frequency of the train is the same as that of the 
basin or one of its harmonics 
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The p revious discussion considers only one path- for the os--
cillating wave, i . e . , from e n d to end of th e basin In a real 
basin , such as th e one th at will be formed by the mole, compli-
ca t ions are added by th e f act that there are several possible 
paths for the o scillating wave. The amplit u de of the standing 
wave pattern will be re enfo rce d in case the frequency of the ex-
citing train corresponds to the fundamental or harmon ic s of any 
of the possible p aths . 
I f the frequencies of two or more of these pa t hs are whole 
'llult i p les of each other, an excitin g train of a frequency corres--
pond in g to the fundamental or a har mo nic of the high er frequency 
pa t h will excite both modes of oscillation . In such cas es, the 
maximum a mp litude of the standing wave pattern will be reduce d, 
since the available energy is divided between two or more wave 
trains . 
I t will be seen that, d ue to the very nature of standing 
wave patterns, th e re is no uniformity of behaviour possible in 
an area in which o n e exists, since conditions may change quit e 
radically within a distance of the order of magnitude of th e wave 
length . Thus, along the Naval Operating Base shore] ine, both at 
p resent and after the mo l e is constructed, it can be expected that 
the disturbance due to the normal 600 ft wave train will not b e 
uniform, but will vary from pier to pier and drydock to d ry dock 
(a) Seiches and standing waves . I t is interestin g to note in 
passing that a "seiche" is si mp ly a standing wave gene rally; but 
not necessarily, on an enclosed body of water in which th e oscil -
lation is occurring either at the fundamental frequency of the ba--
sin or at one of the low harmonics . 
4. HORIZONTA L WATER MO TI ONS 
So far, the discussion of the wave pattern has been confine d 
to the character istics of the vertical motion . I t is obvious that 
there must be an accompanying horizont a l mot ion to move the neces~ 
sary water t o form the c r ests and troughs . This can b e seen easi-
ly in Fig ure 25 which shows diagrammatically a vertic al cross 
section of a standing wave pattern Po ints A1 , A2 , and A-:, are 
nodal points at which th ere are no vertical mo tion s The solid 
line represents the configuration of one wave of the stan ding pat-
tern which has a wave length; L . Th e half-amp litude of the wave 
from the me an water level is H, and the period o f the oscill ation 
is T.. Ass ume that at time, t, the wav e has a con figuration shown 
by the solid line . Then at time= t + ±T ( i . e .. , on e-h al f period 
later) th e configuration will be as s hown by the dashed line 
Ass ume also that the ~olume of water pe r foot of wave crest con -
tai ned in the po rtion o f th e wave above the mean level is Q cu ft 
This is the volume of one f oot of the section shown shaded in the 
d iagram . NOW consider the sections A1 -· A1 and A2 -- A2 In time 
+T the volume Q must fl ow across each section in order to permit 
the reV3<rsal of the positions of th e crest and the trough This 
I~ 
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is also true for section A2>- A:) and all similar sections. There-
foreJ the total flow i.n time !Tout of J or into Gny area between 
two nodes is 2QJ and the flow across each n odal section is ~ - If 
the mean depth of the water is hJ then the average velocity across 
all sections A-A must be give n by the simple expression: 
VA- A 
Q 
T/ 2h 
2Q 
Th 
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If it is assumed that the wave profile is a true si ne curveJ then 
L 
--lAy....-- --~ 
- ---
h 
1 
FiG. 25 DIAGRAM OF STA NDING WAVE 
the volumeJ QJ is given by the integral: 
H sin 2n: x dx 
L 
H L 
n: ( 5) 
If this value is substituted in the expression for the a verage 
velocityJ this becomes: 
VA-A = 2 LH 
n: Th ( 6) 
The maximum velocity will be a bout 50% greater than this maan. 
It will be observed that equation (6) conta ins both the wave 
length and the period. The former can be eliminated by intro-
ducing the relationship: 
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~,f n sh!Jl:ovJ v•oter wove. 
1nto equation (6) 'Thp rf'?SUl t J S . 
2 
n: 
·<1 ncej at n given locatton, nll th e quar:tJl.Jes are con.jtant x · • 
V and HJ F:q uat1on (8) Ind ica tes thot th e horizonl ·Jl wole1 v,• ,,,.lt{ 
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con be written for the direct i o n of hori·z.onlnl mol ion ) f t h 
sh i p 
s 
S t ated in words, this means that the amplitude of th · hor1Z0r1••r 
ship motion is proportional to th e squares of the wav e heights an' 
the wave pe riods producing th e motion Here aga i n 1t wtl1 n. 
noted that much simpllfic a tion has been introduc ed 1nto th1 ~ "1 
s1derotion This is a 'one--d1men s1onal sol uti on [n rl•·' ", 
case there 
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both regarding ~otions and forces If this rule were followed 
rigoro usly very few model studies could be carried out rhe com 
promise which has proved satisfactory is that these conditions 
must be fulfilled fo1 th e main phenomena invoJvedJ but that com 
promises may be permitted concerning effects that are 01 minor 
importance In many cases quite wide departures from similarity 
between the model and the prototype or some of the secondary phe 
n0mena have been perm itt ed without affecting the validity of the 
results This has been made possible by the applying of coriec-
tions to the results for the know~ deviat1ona These statements 
imply that in OTder to plan and carry out a succes3ful model study 
It is necessary to have a clear understond1ng of the bc~.c nature 
of the phenomena involved and the relative rnaqnituae of their irrt·-
portance to the study In ether words, c model study is like any 
other calculating machine The operator must understand the pro~ 
lem in order to set it up in the machine and be able to Interpret 
the reading on the dials in order to make use of the answers 
These statements are somewhat nt variance w1th the popular con 
ception of model studies It Is oftPn assumed that by the use of 
models it is possible to set in the problem and get out the ansvle:::-
Wl+hout the necessity of Laving any 1dea of whe1t actually g0es on 
In constructing hydraulic models whi,ch have free water sur 
faces, one of the problems which has to be investigated is the 
effect of surface tension on the phenomer\a to be studied In 
generalJ surface tension forces are negligible 1n the proto~ype, 
hence the model must never be made so small that they become of 
major importance Likewise_. 1n river and harbor problems the vis 
cos1ty of the water has very little Influence on tKe actual water 
movements because the dimensions are so targe that even for flows 
at very low velocity the effects of VIscos1ty are not appreciable 
The keynolds number 1s the param0ter wh1ch Js used to measure the 
relative 1mportunce of the v1scous forces For water at a ncr 
mal atmospheric temperature this reduces to the simple product 
of the velocity and a linear dimension such as the depth As the 
product of the depth In Inches and the velocity In feet per seccnd 
gets bP.low a value of ubout one tenth the flow WJ.ll be lam,r1ur 
If 1t is above this value +he flow w1ll be turbulent If the 
product exceeds unity the flow will be well i nto the turbulent 
range and viscosity will have l1ttle effecl It 1s obv1ous that 
lam1nar flow is never encountered 1n the prototype in r1ver and 
harbor problems It IS thu~l rlesirable lhat for the flow 1n the 
model this product should be kept above unity 
Another fnctor that must be considered 1n deciding the scale 
of the model IS the absolute magnitude of the measurements that 
must be made In the case ot a wave study such as th e one under 
d1scussion the most difficult meas11rements to make a1e those of 
the horizontal and vert1cal water motions The model scale must 
be chosen so that the resulting motions are large enough to be 
measured with satisfactory accuracy by the 1nstruments available 
In making this decision one aux1liary factor Js of importance for 
the motion of the water surfaces involved This is the probable 
magnitude of the extraneous disturbances that may occur in the 
model without regard to what happens in the prototype In the 
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present case this r esolves pri~arily into the amount of movement 
that may be produced as the result of th e e xis ting l ight breezes 
in the area of the model basin Such disturbances have an abso--
lute magni tu d e in dependent of the model scale and thus the larger 
the model is macle , the less th e ir importance will be 
In many cases of river and harbor models the horizontal and 
vertical scales are give n separate considerati o n n a specific 
laboratory t he maximum horizontal d i ~ ensions ol th e ~odel are 
fixed by the faci lities availabl e ~n the other handJ th e pr o to-
type con f i gu r a ti on de t e rmines how much area must be represented in 
the model if the p r o totype phen omena are to be reproduced The se 
two fact o rs fix the ma xi mu~ horizontal scale which can be used 
I f the cons i de rati on of the model requirements prev i ousl y di s-
cussed shows that this scale is equal to or larger than that re -
quired f o r the operation of a satisfactory model) then the same 
ver tic al scale can be used and an undist orted model constructe d 
Ho wever) in problems c overing a lar ge areaJ such as harbor prob. 
lems, the solution is seldom s o simpl e I t is very probable that 
when the ma ximum permissible horizont al scale has been determined) 
it will be fo un d that the surf ace t ension effects will be t oo 
great) the viscosi ty will play too important a role J or that th e 
moveme nts wi ll be so small as to offer severe d ifficultie s in 
their measure ment The existence of any of these d i fficulties 
raises the question of the possibility of d istorting the model 
Laboratory facilities generally pe r mit the use of a much larger 
vert i cal s c a 1 e t h an the rna xi m \~ JCI h o r i z o n tal one I f the mo de 1 
considera tions allow thisJ it mean s that the surface tension and 
viscosity effects can be reduce d an ~ the mag nitude of the q uanti -
ties to be measured can be increased Howeve r) such a d i stortion 
is only pe r missible if the re sulting ~ ode l behaviou r will still be 
similar to that of the p r ototype after t he p ro p er allowance has 
been ma de for the ·:lifference in scal es 
In general) distorted mod els can be used mo st satisfactori -
ly in problems involving only one ty p e of phenomenon If the 
inter ·· action o f two or mo re d ifferent phenomena are to be stud -
ied simu l taneo usly) it wi ll us u ally be found that the distortion 
affects each phenome non di fferently a nd thus their inter action 
in the mo del may have little si milarity with that in th e proto-
type The present harbor study isJ as has been stated) basic-
ally one of wave mechanics only and theisfore mode l distortion 
is not a utomatically ruled out 
I n Section IV-B on wave types) i t was pointed ou t that t here 
are two limi tin g types of waves - deep wa ter waves and shallo w 
wa ter waves - an d that the p resent study involves only shallow 
water waves . A mome nt's consideration wil l show that a distor-
tion in the direc tion of the inc rease of the vertical scale will 
inc rease the ratio of the depth to the wave length ) which means 
that the waves wil l behave mo re nearly li ke deep water waves 
ow the depth in the ha rb 8r varies co nsiderably) he nc e the ve. -
loc ity of th e shallow wate r prototype wave s will vary from place 
to plac f and this variation wi ll affect the wave pattern I f a 
model distortion is use that is great enough to result in turn 
ing the model waves into deep water waves_, this variation in ve-· 
locity will not occur and consequently the standing wave pattern 
will be incorrect 
A careful consideration of all th e fac tors involved in the 
model performance resulted in the decision to use different dis· 
tortions for the two sets of "'"~"'s In th o ~~eJ.iminory small 
scale studies it was decided to use a rather large distortion 
beccuse it was frd t that the advantages ot greater vert i col , .. ,., .. 
tion and ease of operation would overbalance the diso~vantnge 
that the waves would all be of the deep water type 1nstead of 
the shallow water ones that exist in the prototype ;his letter 
factor was not felt to be particularly seriou~ for the preli~in~ 
ary studies because it was not plan n ed to ma~e an y measurements 
of the actual standing wave ~attern ~~wever; the sa~e chain f 
reasoning pointed to the desirability of using a very S"'all dis--
tortion for the final studies of the larger scale model so as to 
make significant measurements of standing wave patterns; both in 
their configura tion and amplitude In Section TV-B it was shown 
that the largest ratio of depth to wove length that will be en 
countered in the prototype is about i to i2 figure 24 shows that 
such waves differ from the performance of a solitary or true shal~ 
low water wave by only about 5% If the vertical scale is ln·-
creased to twice that of the horizontal; this ratio of depth to 
wave length will increase i to 6 8 uch waves differ by about 
iS% from the true shallow water performance; although they are 
still very sensitive to changes 1n dep th It was felt that this 
deviation is as large as should be permi tte d in the study of the 
fina·l models 

V. RIPPLE TANK 
In Section III-A in discussing the plan of the model study> 
the use of the ripple tank us a p1lot model was ou tlined. 
A. OUTL INE OF EQUI PME~T 
A general view of this equipment is shown in Figure 26 and 
a l i ne diagr am of the optical method ot observatio n is seen i n 
Figure 27. A more complete description of the equipmen t will be 
$ observ8ftf:Jn ScrtJen 
5park. UniT 
· for PhofosJ 
l. 
FIG . 26 GENERAL VIEW OF RIPPLE TANK AND OPTICAL EQUIPMENT 
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF RIPPLE TANK 
found in Appendix I. Bas icallyJ this equipment c o nsists of a 
shallow glass-bottomed mo de l basin BJ in which the shoralines 
a n d other features of the mo d el to be studi ed are constructed. 
A cone of light from t he point source J L J is projected o n the 
mirrorJ MlJ up through the model basin to the mirrorJ M2J and 
thence to the observing screenJ S. If the water surface is smooth 
the area on the screen 1nside the model boundaries will be even-
ly illuminated. HoweverJ disturbanc es on the surfaceJ such as 
waves J refract the light so that it does not reach the scr een an d 
thus they appear as dist inct dark lines that can be observed eas-
ily and phot o gr aphed. In these models no attempt is made to rep-
resent th e vertical dimensions to scale. Shoreline and ot her con-
structi o n fe atu re s such Gs moles and breakwater s were cut to a 
true hori zontal scale from one-half inch thick lucite sheet. The 
horizontal contours were c ut with vertical faces. In op erati o n 
the basin was filled with water t o a depth of a bout i / 4 inch . Two 
complete models were constructed. The first o ne covered the en-
tire coas t from Point Fermin to Sunset Beac h a nd inciuded the 
outer broakwa ter and a portion of the ocean to seaward . The se-
cond one cove red o n l y the area in the immedia te vicinit y of the 
Naval Oper at ing Base a nd the proposed mole. Figures 28 and 29 
show the first and second modelJ respectively. It will be n o ted 
that in the a re a covered they correspond to the pre limi nary and 
final mode ls in the main basin. 
B. RE SULTS F ROM FIR ST MODEL 
The first objective of the study was to determine the gen-
eral wave pattern to be expected in the outer harbor as c result 
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FIG. 28 RIPPLE TANK, MODEL NO. l COVERI NG AREA FROM 
POINT FERMIN TO SUNSET BEACH 
FIG . 29 RIPPLE TANK, MODEL NO. ? COVERING DRY DOCK 
AND LONG BEACH HARBOR AREA 
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of nDrmal and storm waves in the open o c e a n . Fig u res 30 a nd 3 i 
s h ow ripple tank pictures taken with waves c o ming fro m bot h th e 
n or mal and the storm directi o ns. 
RIPPLE TANK MODEL BAS IN 
FIG . 30 MODEL NO . l WITH WAV ES FROM NORMAL DIRE CTION 
RIPPLE TANK MODEL BASIN 
FIG. 31 MODEL NO. l WITH WAVES FROM STORM DIR ECTION 
These fi~ures als o show the wave patterns obt ai ne d l ater in the 
large basin and demonstrate th at a good qualit a t ive pic t u r e was 
furnished by the ripple tank. These results sh o wed cl early t hat 
with normal waves the west gate was the principal sour ce o f di s -
turbanceJ that the east gate contributed less an d that t he o pen 
end contributed very little . It was rec o gn iz e d t h at e ve n t his 
contribution of the open end was more than would be expected in 
the prot o type because the studies in the l arge basi n s h o wed tha t 
a sloping beach east of the Los Angele s Ri v er woul d probab l y damp 
out most o f the energy that was seen t o g o a r o un d t h e end o f t he 
breakwater in the ripple tank. 
All t he studies in the ripple t a nk s h owed thatJ as f a r as 
the sh o rt p e rio d wa ves were c o ncernedJ the porti o ns o f the wave 
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trai ns that came through the gates wer e sufficient to cause con- -
side rable d isturbanc e in the Naval Opera ting Base area and , for 
that matter, _in the entire oute r harbor Co ns equently, an ex-
plo rat or y study was made t o see how muc h modification would be 
required at the gates to decrease a pprec iably the amount of wave 
en ergy coming in through them . f igures ~2 and ~~ show th e re-
sults of this study . In mos t of the ga te configurations proposed 
an atrempt was ma de to keep th e navigati o n entrance as unrest rict-
ed as po ssible . The results of these studies indicate that there 
is a possibility of reducin g appreciably the magnitude of the d is-
turbunc e due to these s hort (688 ft . ) waves that come through the 
ga te . However; it was quite clear that the scale of the changes, 
i.e., the length of spurs, etc . , that would be necessary to ac-
complish this would have to be reas o nably large as compared t o 
the wave len g th . I n other words; major modifications of the gate 
ope nings would be required to produce any satisfactory reduction 
of the wave disturbance coming through them 
C. RESULTS FROM SECOND MOD EL 
The second; or larger scale, model wa s used for the study 
of possible changes in the configuration, gate location, open-
ing and other construction features of the proposed mole figure 
~4 represents conditions in the basin with and without the mole 
f igure ~5 shows the co mp arative effect of two diffe rent gate 
open ings; and figures ~6 an d ~7 present a mo re detailed study of 
ga te protective co n structions to see whether or not it would be 
fe asib le to produce a further reductio n of energy at th e mole 
gate s by using constructions sim ilar to those tried at th e break-
wate r gates in th e first mode l As the photographs show, it is 
possib l e to re duce the d i sturbance in this ma nn er , but only by 
sac rificin g ease an d f lexibility of navigation Also , t he cost of 
construc tion undoubtedly would be increased 
During the course of the study in the large model basin an 
interestin g phe n omeno n was observed A dredged channel exists 
from the proposed mole openi n g to th e east gate of the breakwater 
It was observed that in th e water over this d redged channel the 
amp litude of the waves in th e train that came from the east ga te 
was l ower than it was o n ei th er si de This p h e no me non was ex-
plored further in th e ripple tank with the results as shown in 
Figure~ ~ - I t will be seen that th e ripple tan k stu d ies con-
firmed th e observation and at the same ti me threw more li ght on 
the nature of the phenomenon This dampi n g effect of the wav es 
in the deep channel may be explained from at least two poin ts of 
view It should be emphasized that these explanations a r e not 
confl i cti n g, but simply differen t ways of describing th e same 
thing . The first explanation is very simp le The d istur bance 
is a wave train of shallow wateJ waves and, hence, the vel ocity of 
each wave i s determined by the dep th Tha t portion of the wave 
cres t which lies in the deep water channe l will move faster than 
the segments of th e same wave crest lying on each side of the 
c hannel where th e water is shall o wer Hence , th e po rti on of the 
cres t in the deep channel t e n ds to pull ahead The relativ e dis-
pl acement of the trough and crest between the different segments 
STORM WAVES 
FROM SOUTHEAST 
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GATE 
CONFIGURA! ION 
\~oo' ~ 
NORMAL WAVES 
FROM SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST 
F IG. 32 RIPPLE TANK STUDY- WE ST GATE MODIFICATIONS WITH 
EAST GATE AND EAST END OF BREAKWATE R CLOSED 
STORM WAVE S 
FROM SOUTHEAST 
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GATE 
CONFIGURATION 
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NORMAL WAVE S 
FROM SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST 
FIG. 33 RIPPLE TANK STUDY- EAST GATE MODIFICATIONS WITH 
WEST GA TE AND EAST END OF BREAKWATER CLOSED 
WAVES FROM 
EAST GATE 
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BASIN WITHOUT MOLE 
BASIN WITH MOLE 
WAVE S FROM 
WEST GATE 
FIG. 34 RIP PLE TANK STUDY- INFLUENCE OF STAN DARD 
MOL E ON WAVES REACHING THE DRYDOCK AREA 
WAVES FROM 
EAST GATE 
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MOLE GATE OPENING 2070 FT. 
MOLE GATE OPENING 750 FT. 
WAVES FROM 
WEST GATE 
FIG. 35 RIPPLE TANK STUDY- INFLUENCE OF THE WIDTH 
OF THE MOLE GATE 
WAVE S FROM 
EAS T GATE 
FIG . 36 
= 
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FORE BAY 
STRAIGHT 
FORE BAY 
STAGGERED 
OPAQUE 
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of the wove allows the crests of the deep water segments to 
spread int o th e trou ghs of the adjacent shallow wa ter ones, and 
converse lyJ the crests of th e shallow water segment s spread into 
the troughs of the deep water groupJ although the mechani sm In--
volved is quite different in the two cases S in ce the length 
of the deep water segment is ver y shortJ 1 e J of the some order 
of magnitude as the wave len g th J and since the lengths of the 
adjoining shallow water segments are very l ong the v1s 1b le re--
sult is th a t the deep water segment o f the tro1n is damped con-
sidera blyJ th e damping inc rea sin g with th e d 1 stonce from the 
breakwa ter ga t e 
A more analytical explonot1on is as follows . 
The equation for wove propagat ion 1n two d1mension . when th e 
vertica~ acce~eration i s neg~ected i s given in fomb's Hyd r o-
dyn a mics (4) J P age 29i For a sheet of wa ter of vor 1oble depth h 
the surface elevation satisfi es the equot1on 
(h 5 a x + 
where 
x and y ore the horizontal coordinates 
g is the acceleration of gravity 
t is t ime 
(h _-a s0 
o y] (9) 
For the case of un1form depth Equot1on (9) redu ced to t h e s1mple 
wove equation 
~ 02 ~ c2 _S_ + 
a t 2 (:j 2 2 X d y 
( iO) 
where (' is the wave velocity or 
(' 2 
= gh (H) 
fhe prob~em s of water waves in two dimensions ore thus analogous 
to those of the propagation of sound in two dime n sions and to 
t h o s e o f t h e v i b r o t i on cf o s t r e t c h e d me m b r an e Wh en t h e r o 
lotion of the earth is t o k en 1nto cons1derotionJ the the ory 1s 
g1ven by Lomb (4) on P age .)1'3 the equot1on being now 
Ou 2 = as 
d t 
wv 
- g 
-a:; ( i 2) 
ov + 2 0 s 
ot 
wu 
--
g ~ 
(U) 
os 
= 
0 ( hu) a (hv) at ::lx -;sy ( i4) 
where u and v ore the veJocit1es 1n the horizontal d irect1on x or.d 
Y respect1vely re l ative to the ox1s a n d w 1s the angular veloc1ty_ 
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the rotation beind about an axis normal to the xy plane. A more 
general theory of water waves in which viscosity is taken into 
consideration has been given by Arakawa (5), but these effects and 
the effect of the earth's rotations ore too small 
problem, so acoustical, optical, seismological, 
analogues con be safely used. 
for our present 
and electrical 
The transfer of the energy of progressive waves from a chan-
nel to the adjacent shallow water may be just one example of a 
peculiarity in wave propagation which has been notic~d in geo-
physical prospecting by the explosion method, and is of importance 
in connection with the explanation of anomalous propagation of 
sound waves, electromagnetic waves, and waves of light. In geo-
physical prospecting, for instor.ce, it is found that a roy from a 
source seems to strike the boundary between two media at the 
critical angle for total reflection, and then to run for a time in 
the foster medium parallel to th~ boundary, finally reenteting the 
slower medium at the critical angle just as if it were totally 
reflected but at a different place. The phenomenon seems. to be 
connected mathematically with the fact that the primary waves from 
a point source cannot be analysed completely into homogeneous 
plane waves for which the lows of reflection and refraction ore 
well known. The analysis of Weyl (6) indicates that, in addition 
to the homogeneous plane waves, some nonhomogeneous plane wcves 
must be considered, and for these the ex tensions of the lows of 
Fresnel must be used. 
In i938 0 . V. Schmidt tested ex~erimentolly t~e behavior cf 
a sphe~ical pulse produced near the plane dividing a salt sol ution 
(velocity of sound i6a) meters a second) from xylol (velocity of 
sound ii75 meters a second). With the aid o£ the multiple spark 
method of CTanz and Schordin he got Schliere nphotogrophs of the 
different waves. They showed clearly (see diagram be_low) that, 
in addition to the ordinary incident reflected transmitted waves, 
there is a fourth wove which has a conical wove front (in the 
three-dimensional propagation) tangential to the spherical wove 
in the slower medium and having o trace on the boundary which 
travels with the speed of propagation in the foster medium. Th is 
fourth wove is thought to be analogous to the oblique port of 
the wove front which causes the transfer of energy f:om the deep 
channel to the shallow water. 
DIAGRAM SHOWING THE PRESENCE OF A CONICAL WAVE IN 
THE TRANSMISSION OF A PULSE FROM ONE MEDIUM TO ANOTHER 
Since the appearance of Sc hmidt's work there has been much 
math8matical discussion of t he acoustical; geophysical ) and elec--
tro'11agnet ic proble-r1s Joc s and Tetl ow (.<>) showed i.hat th e cor1ical 
wave front can he derived fro~ Som~e rfel d 's the or y of the spread 
ing of electromagnetic waves along the surface of the ea rth; but 
their work was limited to the case in which th e s o urce wa s very 
close to the boundary A more complete analysis of the el ec t ro 
magnetic problem for a source away from the boundary has been 
made by i<Tuger (9) and other writers The acoustical an d geo--
physical problems have been discussed very fu lly by T Sakai and 
S Syono (ii). They have even discussed the acoustical pro bl em for 
the case of an atmosphere divided into two parts when reflect i on 
at the surface of the eartn is also taken into consideratio n 
This problem , which is most closely allied to the channel problem; 
provides the solution of a point source for a n in f1nite slab of 
mat·erial between two unlimited spaces filled with the same differ--
Pnt ma terial A transition to the two - dimensional problem of wave 
propagation in a chmtnel when the waves arise from a point source 
can be made by integration A further integration is then n ece s -
sary to give the solution for tne case in which point sources are 
distributed along a line perpend1cular to the d1rect1on of mean 
pro pagation of the wav es 
Geometrical ly the phenomenon of the transfer of energy from 
the chan n el can be regarded as a ~onsequence of the Princ1ple of 
Hu y gens or of th e P rinciple cf the ron t1nuity of the Wave Front 
(i3) . There must, in fact ; be an obl1qua port1on of the wave 
front between two parallel straight portions and this oblique 
portion indicates that there is a flow of energy from the deep 
channel into the shallow water" but the geometrical argument gives 
no indication of the amount of this flow or of its dependence on 
Lh e w6ve length of the waves and the ang le of divergence (if any) 
of the channel Much may depend also on the ratio of the width of 
the channel. t o the wave length Some experiments were made with 
divergent chQnnels with good results in some cases Experiments 
also indicated that for a given wave length there wa s an important 
influence of the width of the channelJ so then:, are many matters 
that need full investigation 
When the slower med1um is imagined to be cent inued beyonc. t he 
surface of discontinuity of the materJ.al, the crmiccl wave front 
may be imagined as coming from a cone whose vertex 1s the image of 
the po int source It may also be regarded as coming from a l1ne 
of sources extending from th is i ma ge to inf1nity) each source 
hcving a proper intens1ty and p hase Coulomb (i~) considered the 
last type of representation in the stu d y of earthquake waves 
Si nce the appearance of his p aperJ much work has been done on line 
integrals involvi ng the elementary wave po tential ( iS) . Some 
tables have now been prepared by men working on different projects 
r iS) and it is hoped that numerical solutions of some of these 
difficult ma thematical pro blems will eventually be obtained 

VI . PRELI MINARY STUDIES IN MODEL BASIN 
The objective of this group o f studies was outli n ed in para-
graph B of Section III on the Plan of the Model Study. 
A. OUTLINE OF EQUIPMENT 
A general v1ew of the model basin with the prelimin a ry model 
in place is shown in Figure ~9. It will be seen that the coast 
line from Point Fermin to Sunset Beach is included. The entire 
FIG. 39 GENERAL VIEW OF MODEL BASIN WITH F IRST MODE L IN PLACE 
length of the breakwater is represented) together with six miles 
of the open ocean lying southerl y of the breakwater. The hori-
zontal scale used was i to i800 .. whereas the vertical s cale was 
i to ~00. This means that the distortion in the model was i to 6. 
These scales, a nd their ratio, conf o rm to the considerations pre-
scribed in Section IV-E, Pag e 44. When the s tudy wa s first sta rt-
ed the then existing wove machine was used for produci ng the wove 
trains in the open oc ean. This machine proved to be unsuited to 
the high frequencies demanded for this st udy and, therefore, was 
replaced by the wove machine shown in Figure 40. A more complete 
description of the model basin and its equipment will be found i n 
Appendix I I. 
FIG . 40 WAVE MACHINE 
B. SUM MARY OF RE SUL TS 
l. GENERAL WAVE PATTERN 
The first objective of this st udy was to investigate the gen-
er al wove pattern in the outer harbor and in particular in the vi-
cinity of the Naval Op erating bose area. figure 41 shows the wave 
pattern which results from the wove train approaching the break-
water from the sou thwest. This is the normal directi o n o f the 
waves. This ph otograph s hould be compared with Figure 30 from the 
ripple t on k and Figu res 42, 43 and 44, which ore aerial photo-
graphs of the breakwater gates when the wove train in the ocean 
is coming f r om approximatel y t he some direction. It will be o b-
served that a striking similar i t y between the pattern s see n in 
the models and in the prototype offers qualitative confirmation 
of the conclusion reached from the study of the field data t h at 
the prot o type breakwate r could be considered near l y imuervio~s 
t o the trai n s of sho rt wove length a nd that the gate openings 
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would be the principal sources of disturbance fr o m wav e s having 
periods of the o rder of fifteen seconds. 
F iG. 41 MODEL NO. l WITH WAVES FROM THE SOUTHWEST 
2 . RELATIVE IM PO RTANCE OF OP ENINGS IN BRE AKWATER 
The second step in the study was to investigate the rela-
tive importance a f the west gateJ east gateJ and the open east 
end of the breakwater as sources o f disturbance in the Naval Op-
erating Base area. It developed that an integral part of this 
investigation was the determination of the effect of the change 
in wave direction in the open ocean . The criterion used to e-
valuate both of these effects was the magnitude and configura-
tion of the disturbance pattern in the critical area of the Naval 
Operating Base. 
(a) Action of openings with normal wave trains. Figure 45 shows 
the wave pattern resulting from the normal wave train approach-
ing from the sou t hwest. For c o mparat ive purposes) compar-able 
phot o graphs ar e shown both for the model basin and for the ripp le 
t a nk. The upper set shows the pattern with all openings funct-
ioning normally . The seco nd set shows c onditions with the west 
gate open a nd the east gate closed. In the third set the east 
gate is t he o nly o ne open; a nd in the last picture the op en east 
e nd is the ~ole communication with t he o cean. It will be obse r-
ved that for this n ormal wave direction) t he greater part o f the 
dist urbance that reaches the Naval Ope r at ing Bose s h oreline comes 
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FiG. 42 WAVE PATTERN ENTERING WEST GATE 
FiG. 43 WAVE PATTERN ENTERI NG WEST GATE 
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FtG . 44 WAVE PATTERN ENTERING EAST GATE 
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FIG. 45 WAVE PATTERNS 
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BREAKWATER OPENINGS 
NORMAL WAVES 
FROM SOU THWEST 
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FIG. 46 WAVE PATTERNS 
FROM 
BREAKWATER OPENINGS 
STORM WAVES 
FROM SOUTHEAST 
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t h r o u gh th e west gate , that a smaller percentage of the di stur- -
bance canJ however J be traced to the east gate J and that pra.ct i---
cally none of the disturbance can be traced to the open east end 
This is particularly clear in the picture which shows the open 
east end functioning alone . 
(b) Action of openings with storm waves Figure 46 presen ts a 
similar series of wave patterns produced by a wave train approach-
ing the breakwater from the southeast This is the direction from 
which some of th e severe storm waves have been observed to come 
I t will be seen that with th ese conditions the secondary wave 
trains from the two gates produce nearly the same amount of dis-
turbance J although the east gate appears to be slightly the stron~ 
er source AgainJ the disturbance coming through the open east 
end is very small compared to the s1ze of the opening but with 
this wave direction a small amount of d1s turbance from this source 
does reach the Naval Operating Base area It would appear that 
waves from the southeast are potentially the most serious ones and 
that the mole should be designed; if possible _ to protect the en-
closed basin from these conditions in which wave trains of approx-
imately equal amplitude approach from both gates 
·3. EFFECT OF MODIFICAT IONS OF BREAKWATER GATES 
A study was also made to ampl1fy the pilot study from the 
ripple tank in which the possibility was explored of mod1fying 
the breakwater gate openings to decrease the amount of distur-
bance reaching the critical area F1gures 47 J 48 and 49 show 
the resulting wave patterns It will be seen that with the sim-
ple spurs proposed re asonably effective results were secured with 
the waves from the normal direction HoweverJ the protec tion was 
much less effective from the "southeasters" This is particularly 
true for the east gate In this location the only adequate pro-
tective construction extended across the 45 ft channel and thus 
would present a serious inconvenience to navigation It should 
be remembered that such construction offers protect1on only from 
the 600ft . wave trains The three m1nute surges and those of 
longer periods would probably be unaffected Since these long 
period waves apparently cause the most serious d1sturbance at 
the Naval Operat1ng Base J it was felt that th ese gate altera-
tions did not offer enough promise to warrant further study at 
this time 
4 . OPTIMUM LOCATION OF MOLE GATE 
The d3sign of the mole as proposed before this s tudy was 
commenced called for the naviga tion ope ning into the protected 
basin to be at the eastern end of the mole near the poi nt where 
the 45 ft channel from the east gate enters the drydock area 
A short study was made on this model to see whether or not any 
othe r posit1on of the entrance would offer more protect1on to 
the inner basin A visual 1nspection of other entrance loca -
tions served to demonstrate that any movement of the entrance 
toward the west was detrimental because it admitted more dis-
turbance from the wave train orig1nat1ng at the west gate Such 
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NORMAL WAV ES STORM WAVES 
FIG. 47 POSSIBLE MODIFICATIONS OF OUTER BREAKWATER OPENIN GS 
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NORMAL WAVES STORM WA VES 
FiG. 48 POSSI BLE MODIFI CATIONS OF OUTER BREAKWATE R OPENINGS 
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a westerly move ment of the entran ce presumably would re duce the 
amou nt of disturbance caused by the wave trains originating at 
the eas t gate) but since these wave trains normally have lower 
ampli tudes than tho se from the west gate) the total disturbanc e 
in the basin would tend to increase as the entrance was moved 
to the west even with wave trains comin g in from both gates. It 
was t heref ore decided that the locatio n p roposed originally was 
the most satisf actory one and that no further gate location stu-
dies would be ne cessary. 
NORMAL WAVES STORM WAVES 
FIG. 49 POSSI BLE MODIFICATIONS OF OUTER BREAKWATER OPENINGS 

VI I. FINAL STUD IE S IN MODEL BASIN 
The basic objectives of these final studies were, as pre-
viously stated, to study the details of the mole configuration 
as they affect the motion of the water and to investigate the 
conditions to be expected inside of the mole basin after the con-
struction has been completed. 
A. OUTLINE OF EQUIPMENT 
Although, in the presentation of the results of these final 
studies in the model basin, different models will be referred to, 
it should be noted that these are all modifications of a single 
model, since all the models cover the same area, are made to the 
same scale, and are studied to ascertain their reaction to the 
same standard series of waves and surges. They differ only as 
to the design of the mole and the amount and extent of the dredg-
ing in the inner basin. 
l . MODEL AREA AND MODEL SCALES 
Figure 50 shows a general view of the model basin with the 
model in place, including one of the various mole designs studied. 
FIG. 5U GENERAL VIEW OF MODEL BASIN WITH MODEL NO. 2 IN PLACE 
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I t wi ll b e seen that t h is model covers a much smaller area than 
Model No. i ':l n th e west it begins . at th e Naval Air Station, and 
on the east it ends at I. os Angeles River Flood Con tr ol Chann el 
It was felt that this was the smallest area that could be repr&-
sented in the model and still get undistorted conditions in the 
cr i tical area under study The horizontal model scale which 
permitted this amount of area to be represented is i to 430, and 
the corresponding vertical scale with a distortion of i to 2 is 
i to 240 These scales are in accordance with the discussion 
presented in Sec tion IV-E (Page 44) 
? . WAVE AND SURGE MACHINES 
Figure Si shows the location of the wave machine as it was 
installed for this series of models Lt will be seen that this 
location of the wave machine coincide • very nearly with the posi-
tion of the breakwater Si nce the brea kwate r is consider ed to 
be opaque for 600ft waves, the two gates are the only sources 
of disturbance . Hence, the long plunger of the wave machine was 
removed and two short plun g ers were 8\Jbs tituted in its place 
Their location corresponds to th e position of the breakwater gates 
If figure Si is again referred to, it will be seen that the walla 
of the model basin made it impossible to locate the plunger for 
the west gate at exactly the required position However, rt was 
placed directly on the line from the west gate to the critical 
area 
t ern 
been 
and, of course, normal to this line Th us ) 
f r om the plunger was approximatel y t he same as 
if i~ had been located exact l y at the west g a te 
the wave pat--
i t would have 
These plun-
ge r s were so co n s t r u cted tha t t hey could be r emoved qu i ckly and 
thus s tudies could be made of the effect of the disturbance from 
either gate alone or both gates simultaneously 
For the use of this model a surge machine was constructed 
which can produce a continuous wave train of any desired pro-
to t ype amplitude and any period between one minute and twelve 
hou r s . It is a l so capable) within limits, of producing a mo--
tion which combines several frequencies and amp li tudes . 
3. MEASUREMENTS OF VERTICAL WATER MOTION 
The t ype of information required from these 
manded ·that measurements be made of the ver t ical 
studies de-
amplitude of 
motion of the water surface , corresponding horizontal amplitudes) 
the determination of the wave patterns. and the amplitudes of 
the various components of ship motions 
Th e method of measurement of the vertical amplitude of the 
water motion was developed in conjunction with the studies on 
the f i rst model The measurement consisted essentially in the 
determination of the quantity of electric current flowing between 
two vertical wires . A constant low voltage is maintained across 
the two wires The amount of current that flows is. therefore) 
propor tional to ' the amount of wire surface in contact with the 
water and this) in turn) is directly proport ional to the depth of 
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DIAGRAM OF MODEL NO. 2 SHOWING POSITION OF 
WAVE MACHINE AND PLUNGER SECTIONS 
immersio n of the wires. The current passes through an oscillo-
graph and the resulting record gives a variation of the water 
depth with the time. The experiments in the first model demon-
strat~d that the standing wave pattern in the basin was so pro-
nounced that it was impossible to get a staisfactory single 
measurement that would represent the performance of the b as in as 
a whole and that ins tead of single measurementsJ it would be 
necessary to determine the mo vement of the entire surface. To 
accomplish this a number of the wire conductivity elements were 
constructed and mounted at fixed intervals on bars that could be 
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moved fr om one posi tion to another in the basin. In this way the 
entire area could be covered by a grid of measuring poi nt s spaced 
closely en o ugh together to supply information from which c ontour 
ma ps of the surface motion could be constructed. Fi gure 5 2 shows 
two o f the elements. 
FIG. 52 CONDUCTIVITY ELE MENTS FOR MEASURING WAVE HEIGHTS 
Figure 53 s h ows a t ypical record of 600 ft. wave train. 
54 gives a sim ile~ reco rd for a three minute s urge. 
Figure 
The visible wave trains were reco rded pho t ographicall y by 
the same equipment used in the first mo del. Figure 55 s h ows a 
phot o graph fr o m thi s s eries. 
4 . MEASUREMENTS OF HORIZONTAL WATER MOTIONS 
The horizo nt a l motion of t he water surface was also reco rd-
ed photographica lly by introducing into the bas i n a large number 
of small floa tsJ each of which carried a small refl e ctin g bril-
liant s o c o n s tructed that on a wide range of incidence angles the 
prism wo u l d reflec t back the light towards the light s o ~rce. A 
spotlight was mounted on the camer a plat f orm close to the lens 
and time exposures we re taken at nightJ using only the illumin-
ation of this si ngle spotligh t. Figur e 56 shows a photograph 
t a ken by this method. It will be seen th a t this i ndic ates driftJ 
o r current) as well as the osci l lation due to the individual surge. 
5. MEASUREM ENT S OF S HIP MO T ION 
It was felt th a t valuable informalion concerning the types 
o f disturbance that c a used undesirable ship movemen ts a n d also 
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FIG. 53 TYPICAL 15 SECOND (600 FT.) WAVE RECORD 
FIG. 54 TYP ICAL 3 MINUTE SURGE RE CORD 
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1260 b, 5 44 
RUN NO I 2 8 0 
F I c, . 55 ~ nEL NO . 2, TYP IC AL WAVE PATTERN 
the comparativ~ value of the di tt e r e nt mole con!1gu rat1 o n s a nd 
1nternal arr~ngemEnts cou1d be obtaine d fr o m a study of the mo-
tion o f model ships. Consequently ) seve r a l ship mo dels were con-
st r uct ed and placed in the basin fo r o bse rvatio n. Co mparative 
1ualitative records were obta1ned by t a king motion pictu r e s of 
a give n group of ships under varying co n d itions of b asin opera-
tion and co n figuration. In an endeavor to obtai n addi tion al semi-
quanti tat i v e i n formatio n Jo n e sh i p mo de l thought to be the mo st 
typical o f th e general class tha t wo u ld require the facilities of 
the ba se was equipped with pointe r s which indicated the motion on 
scales f aste n ed to the pier . A mo t io n pi cture camera was used 
again to r ecorL the sh1p' s moveme n ts un der a variety of c onditions 
but this time the !ilm was used for direct measurement pu rpo ses. 
The installation is shJ~n in figure 57 . 
A more complete descript1on of th e mo del basin a nd its ap-
paratus and instrument equipment will b e fou nd in Appendix II . 
B . SUMMARY OF RESU~TS 
The following <l1sc.ussion of the results will be found di-
Vlded 1nto :wo f' .rt · under the headings o f Mod e l 2 and Mo del 3) 
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F IG. 56 MODE L NO. 2, _TYPICAL 3 MINUTE SURGE REFLECTOR PATTERN 
respectively. The basic difference between the two models) with 
the exception of the various ~ole configurations and additional 
s tructures) is that in JVtodel 2 the basin to be enclosed by the 
mole was left at the original depth) which was approximately 35 
ft. except for a small area with a depth of 45 ft. in the vicin-
ity of Pier i and the large drydo cks; whereas) in Model 3 nearly 
the entire are a o f the basin is dredged to 45 ft. depth. The ex-
tent of this basic difference is sh o wn in Figure 58. 
l. RESULT S OF STUDIES OF MODEL 2 
The following summaries of the results from studies of this 
model are gr o uped together according to subject. Therefore) the 
order of presentation does not necessari ly agree with the order 
in which the studies were made. 
(a) Standardization of wave trains. In the description o f the 
wave machine used in this set of tests it was stated that two 
plunger s were usedJ one to produce the wave train originating at 
the west gate a nd one f o r that coming from the east gateJ and that 
these p l ungers were constructed so that they could be rem oved 
readily f or study of the effects of th e i ndividua l train s. A 
shor t investiga tion was carried out t o determine the relative mag-
nitude of t he dist urb a n ces coming from each o f the two gates. This 
was d o ne o n the model with the mole in place and with th e eight 
measuring elements gr o uped in two different positions) fir st in 
the 45ft. ch a nnel as s h o wn in Figure 59 and second) in the dry-
dock area as s h own in Fi gure 6 0 . This was c a rried out for three 
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FIG. 59 LOCATION OF 8 GRID ELEMENTS ACROSS 45FT. CHANNEL 
FIG. 6o LOCATION OF 8 GRID ELEMENTS IN DRYDOCK AREA 
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wave frequencies and measurements were made with waves from each 
gate alone and f~ om the two gates simultaneously. figure 6t shows 
the results ot th is study for the elemt;!nts in the first positionJ· 
a nd figure 62 is a similar analysis of the results from the ele-
ments in the drydock area . It will be seen that the relative ef-
fect var ied considerably with the frequency but that the disturb-
ance pr oduced by both gates ope rating together was the most se-
vere. In factJ in most cases it was roughly the same as the sum 
of the disturbance from the two indiv idual gates . It wasJ there-
foreJ decided to standardize on the c ombi ned wave train from both 
gates as the normal test condition. 
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( b) Frequency response of the basin In Section lV--D it was point--
ed out that any basin will have a fundcmental frequencies and a se 
ries of harmonics Therefore, in the case of the construction Jf 
a new basin such as that encl os ed by the mole, it is very ifl'por-
tant to explore the frequency response characteristics of the ba-
sin to ascertain the fewquencies at which it will oscillate in 
resonance with the exciting wave train and the relative amplitude 
of t h e oscillations in the basin as compared to those of the ex-
citing wave . In order to determine these characteristics for the 
Naval Ope rating Base basi;r, o series of runs was made in which 
the magnitude of the disturbance within the basin was compared to 
t hat of the exciting wave train The period of this exciting wave 
train was varied from a mininum of ten seconds to a max imum of 
f if teen mi n utes These studies were carried out for both the 600 
ft.. an d 2CfXJ ft gate openings , measured from toe to toe of slope 
P ar a ll e l l i nes of measuring elements were installed in the basin 
a n d a simi l ar string of elements was placed outside of the basin, 
p ar a l lel wit h the direction of travel of the exc1ting wave train 
T h e r e sult s are shown in Figure 63 The ordinate represents the 
ratio of the maximum amplitude of the motion within the basin to 
t ha t of the exciting wave It will be observed that there are 
defi nit e res on a n ce points The largest response was obtaine~ for 
th e six mi nut e surge A visual examination of the basin during 
these t ests showed that with a SIX minute exciting wave train the 
basin was oscillating longitudinally with two waves traveling in 
oppo s i t e d ir ec t io n s This corresponds to the first harmonic of 
t he b as i n an d i n dica t es t hat t h e fundamental is a twelve minute 
pe r iod However, t h e results of the twelve minute test show that 
th e basi n had a lower response to this period Visual observa-
ti o n a gain indicated the reason , which is really obvious from a 
co n s i deration of the basin configuration The gate opens into 
t he basin at a point on one side not far from the center of the 
lon g it udinal dimension When a wave crest enters through the o-
peni n g i t t ends to spread in both directions, i e, wave crests 
s t a rt t oward both ends of the basin In other words , a s in gle 
e nt er i ng wave produ ces two disturbances traveling in opposite di-
rections in the basin If the wave enters at twelve minute in-
tervals, it still does the same thing This means that the twelve 
minute wave within the basin makes one round trip before it re-
c eives a n ew impulse from the gate since the time of travel for 
o n e r ou n d trip i s t welve minutes (Round trip = 24,000! ft, 
wa ve velocit y for 35 ft depth = 34.6 ft per second Ti me = 
7 20 ~ s e co n d s ) T h u s , w i t h t h e t we l v e m i n u t e e x c i t i n g wave t h e 
d i s tu rb a nce within the basin h cs the rtampi ng of one comple1e 
roun d t rip between each addition of energy and thus the basin 
re s po ns e is diminished 
wove wi thin the basi n gets 
ea ch r ound trip and thus 
With a six minute wove each traveling 
a replenishment oi its energy twice for 
the basin g1ves the maximum response 
The three minute period is seen to be a resonant point as 
we ll .However, visual observation shows that the pattern move-
ment within the basin has been altered radically because with this 
shorter period on oscillation across the width of the basin is 
possible as well as one in the longitudinal direction The refore, 
the pattern is more complicated and the energy is more subdivided, 
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with the result that the mcximum amplitudes a re lower than they 
are for the six minute frequency. Figures 64 and bS show the ty-
pical c on t our maps of the surface motion of the basin for both 
the six minute and three minute frequencies. The numbers on the 
contour lines indicate the height of the waves to some conveni-
ent length scale. The height s of the standard wa ves used in the 
model to represent the fifteen second, three minute and six min-
ute waves are appr o ximat ely the same . Therefore, when the heights 
o f the wa ves of the various frequencies inside the mole a re the 
same, the amount of reduction o r a ttenuation in wave height is a l-
s o the same. although the amount o f the attenuation is n ot given 
by the figures Gn the cont our maps. 
IS 
/ 
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It will be observed that as the periods grow shorter, the 
s h a rp ness o f the resonance becomes less. The result is that in 
the pe r ioc that contains normal 600ft. waves, i.e., the pe r iod 
r a nge fr om t welve to twenty seconds, the basin response is abou t 
constant. Thi s is t o b e expected both because the harmonic fr e-
quencies a re get t i n g closer and closer together and because, du e 
to the ir r e gular shape of the basin, there are more and more pos-
sibl e p at hs for oscillations as the wuve length gets shorter and 
sh o rter. Th is means that the inco~ing energy from the excitin~ 
wave t rain i s split up so as to maintain more and more indivicual 
oscill a t io n s . Thus, the standing wuve pattern becomes increas-
ingly complicated but the max1mum amplitude remains smaller than 
that f or the sill'pler modes of oscillation. l'igure 66 is a typical 
cont o ur ma p of the surface motion for the fifteen second wav9s. 
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I n e valuating the signif1cance of the results of this f r e -
q uen cy r e sponse study, it must be remembered that t he y ar e us e -
ful o n l y for comparison purposes since they represent the behav-
iour of one specific config,nation of mole and basin as it re-
spo n ds to the range of frequency. This configuration does not 
ne ces sa r ily correspond with that of the final construction. Fur-
t he rmo r e , changes in the structures within the basir,, i.e.·' dry-
do ck s , opaque piers, fills, etc., may modify response to the short-
e r pe r iods but they will have less effect on the long ones be-
cause their dimensions are necessarily small as compared with tha t 
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of the basin it se lf The significant conclus ion frorn this stuay 
is tha t the most d an gerous period which external disturbances can 
have to excit e mo tion i n the basin IS about six mi nut es and that 
no o ther period , wheth e r longer or s horter , will create such a 
lar ge disturbance Di sturbances having periods between two and 
four minutes will also produce comparatively large movements in 
the basin _ but all peri ods shorter than thiS will produce corre 
spond in gly lowe r disturhances It IS I nt erestrng to note that 
th e re ar e distInct maxunc fo r- one und ono -half rrnnute and for 
fifteen second periods fteld reco1ds seem to 1nd1cate the possi 
btlity of the existence of d1sturbances with SIX m1nute per1ods 
but their occurrence seems to be quite rare Three minute dis 
turbances , however are not uncommon and It 1s probable that they 
will become th e most Important remaining source of undesirable 
wa ter motion in the bas1n after the mole IS completed The damp 
ing of th e basin is fa1rly hi gh £or all frequen cies as IS shown 
by the fact t hat the maximum amplification fact or observed for the 
widest gate and the frequency correspondi n g to the fundame nta l 
mode of motion was only L6 The fact that t he fu n dame n tal period 
of the basin does lie within the ran ge of freque n cies of the dis· 
turbances that are known t o exist in the outer harbor means that 
there will always be the possibility of large disturbances wlthin 
the basin which probably will seem especially severe in comparison 
wtth the improved conditions f o r all normal wave and surge periods 
that will exist within the basin after the mole is completed 
(c) ~i ole configuration At the time this study was started, a 
prelimin ary design had been prepared of a proposed mole configu--
ration The general outline of this design can be seen in fig -
ure 67 By the time that thi s sectton of the study was being ca~-
ried out this design had been mod1f1ed tc the shape seen in F igure 
6' It will he o bserved that the main d 1fference be tween the two 
designs consists in t he mov in g of th e parall e l section 3"-2 ft sea· 
ward, whi ch increases the width of the enclosed basi n from 4070 
ft to 4452 ft , and in the elim ination of the arm of the mole in--
cli ned at iS degrees to the shoreline ·O n e of the basi c objec--
tives of Model 2 was to compare these two designs a n d to explore 
other configurations which would result in a working basin area 
of app roximately the same SIZe as the sec ond design The purpose 
of this exploration wa s to see if a more favorable shape could 
be fo und for the mole conf igu r ati on I e one that would result 
in a quieter basin 
(i) P reliminary investigat io n of mole configurations In all, 
fifte en different mole conf1gurat1ons were tested A comparison 
of their outlines w1ll be seen In figu re 69 In each case the 
outli ne of the S tandard Mole is shown All of these configura--
tio ns except the S tandard Des1gn were tested with the same gate 
opening (600 ft toe to toe of slope) a nd w1t h wave trains origi- -
nating at both th e east and west gates In the following discu& 
s1on of th e results, the t erm Ori ginal Design w1ll refer to the 
ftrst design proposed by the Navy with thn parallel leg 407S ft 
f1om shore , and th e S tandard Design w1ll refer to the second 
des1g n proposed with th e parallel leg 4452 ft from shore Com-
para tive tests were run not only w1th the waves but w1th two 
FiG. 67 ORIGINAL DESIGN OF ~OLE 
FiG. 68 STANDARD DESIGN OF MOLE 
FIG. 69 WAVE PATTERNS OF 15 DIFFERENT MOLE CONFIGURATIONS WITH 
WAVES ORIGINATING FROM BOTH EAST AND WEST GATES 
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minuteJ three mi n uteJ and four minute surges At the time of this 
study only e i ght e l ements were available for measur1ng vertical 
ampl i t u des . These. were grouped in the area in front of the pres-
ent drydocks .and piers Their location is shown by the photo--
g r aphs of Figure 60 Runs were also made on the model without 
mole to serve as a standard o-f comparison The results are shown 
o n th e bar graph of Figure 70 The amplitude of motion in the 
critica l area covered by the elements is pre~ented as the ratio 
of the average movement recorded by all elements with a given mole 
configuration to the same average with the Standard mole config~­
rat ion It will be observed that the Standard mole modified with 
e i t h er a t hi rty degree (F1gure 70H) or a forty-five degree (Figure 
70G) d i agonal in place of the square corner gives the lowest dis-
turbance for th e ave rage of the d1fferent conditions and t hat 
th e fiftee n degree diagonal corner (Figure 70E) is also very good 
Figure 71 shows t he comporison of the effect of moles w1th these 
diagonals a nd w i t h t h e origi n al square corner It w!ll be seen 
from this prese nt ation that there is little d1fference between 
the thirty degree and fort~ - five deg~ee d1agonal Therefore the 
th irty degree o n e was chosen as the conflguratJon to be recom-
me n ded since i t c ut off less of the basin In mul<ing this recom--
mendati o n ) i t was re a li z ed t h at t h e cr1tet1on of choice was the 
deg r ea o f dist u rbanc e in the v1ci n ity of the drydocks and piers 
only a nd no t t he a verage disturbance in the bas1n as a whole The 
reason f or this was that th is area h ad bee n def1ned by the Navy 
as the c r i t ic al are a wh i ch was t o receive t h e best possible pr~­
tecti o n I n mak ing th i s re commen da t ion i t wa s proposed that it 
b e a ccepted as dete r mi n i n g t he co n s t ruction only from the shore 
t o th e o u ter end of t h e th irty degree diagonalJ since it was felt 
t hat it might be &esirab l e t o ma ke some further experiments on 
slight changes in alignment of the ftnal section from this point 
t o t he gate This recomme n dation was accepted and construction 
wa s c o mme n ced i n the harbor on t his bas i s Therefore the re-
mainin g st u d i es we re all made wi t h mo l e co n figurations in accord-
an c e w i t h i t . 
(2) Final comparison of 90° and 30° mole corners At a later 
date when the complete se t of wave measur1ng elements were a -
vailab le for u se i n t h e basJn , measuremen ts were made of the rel-
a t iv e performa n ce of t h e Standard Des1gn w1th the square corner 
and modified wi t h th e thirty degree diagonal . Their character-
i stics were compared with each other and with the behav1our of 
t h e basin area with no mole in place The results are present .. -
ed i n contour maps of vertical amplitude of motion figures 72 
a n d 73 show t he behaviour of the standard mole as compared to the 
u n modified basin The f1rst ma~ shews motion due to the fifteen 
second wave train and the second one the three minute surge Fig--
u res 74 and 75 show the correspondlng 1nformation for the thirty 
degree diagonal modification and " f1nally " Figures 76 and 77 show 
the direct comparison of t he two moles It will be noted that in 
all these comparisons the mole gate open1ng 1s 600 ft toe to toe 
of slopeJ which gives a w1dth of 750 ft at the water level F1g 
ure 77 for the three m1nute surge tra1n shows clearly the supe~ 
iority of the thirty degree diagonal in reducing the vertical mo 
t ion along the shore of the drydocks area It will be noted that 
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the disturbance in the channel directly inside the gate i s s l i ght-
l y g r ea t er for the diagonal mole. The absolute magnitude of this 
dist u r b a n ce is s mall and it is felt that it will have little 
eff e c t o n t h e difficult y of navigation in this area. 
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(d) Gate opening. The location of the mole gate wa s investiga-
ted on t h e first model and the conclusion reached that it should 
remain at the location of the 45ft. navigation channel from the 
east gate to the drydock area. HoweverJ the width of the open-
ing was left undetermined. For the purposes of navigation ) it 
is desir~~le to have the maximum gate opening consistent with the 
desired reduction of the disturbance within the basin. Three 
groups of tests were run to investigate t h e effect of gat e ope n-
ing on this modelJ i.e.J (i) with an opening of 2070 ft. from toe 
to toe of slope symmetr1cally spaced about the 75~ ft. wide navi-
gation channel; ( 2) a i3 20 ft. oper.ing which was obtained by re-
ducing the 207 0 ft. opening by installing an extension to Pier A 
out to the l i ne of the navig a tion channel; (3) a 600 ft. open-
ing formed by ext e nding the mole until it reached the navigation 
channel. A series of runs was made with these three configura-
tions with (a) i S second waves ; (b) 3 minute surges; (c) 6 min-
ute surges. The configurati o n of the gate area is shown in pho-
tographs) Figures 78J 79 and 80, and the contour map s of t h e ve r-
tic a l movements for the three different lengths of wave trains 
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are shown 1n F1gures Bi ~2 and 34 In all cases 1t w1ll be 
noted that there 1s an Improvement 1n the conditions 1n the ba 
Sin as the gate opening 1s made smaller and tha1 the 1~provement 
1s mon~ marked with the reductron from 1320 ft to 600 £t than 
from 2070 ft to i320 it However~ the SIX m1nute surge cond1 
tions are far from sot1sfactory even w1th the smallest gute open 
ing The same general trend IS seen 1n F1gure 71 (page 07) wh1ch 
was used in the preceding s•o,ct ron to present the results of the 
d1fferent mole configurations 
(e) Effect of additional structures with1n mole One of the d1f-
frculties encountered In corry1ng out lh1s ent1rP s:~dy arose from 
the fact that conditions both 1n Long Beach harbor and 1n the area 
of the drydocks were very flutd and that several unforeseen rna 
jor changes 1n the construction within th1s area took place after 
the study commenced Consequently a ser1es of tests was mode on 
this model to determ1ne the effect of thP installut1on of d1ffer 
ent structures that were propo~ed or authorized and 
actually under construct1nn 
1n some cases 
(1) Pier A wharf The f1rsl of these structures to be lnvesti -
goted Has what is known as Prei A Whorf an extens1on to Pier 
A or V1ctory P1er of the Long Beach Harbor ~1gures 84 and ~5 
show the model w1th and without this construct1on Frgures R6 
and ~7 are the wat8r movement contour maps show1ng the ~ompara 
tive b8haviour of the basrn wrth and. wrthout the wharf It wrll 
be noted that both for the frf~een second and :he three minute 
wave trains, the water movement 1s appreciably 1ncreased by the 
presence of P1er A Wharf Th1s rncrease is particularly notrc&-
able in the Long Beach harbor area , although the effect of it is 
opprecrable throughout the ent1re bas1n The reason for th1s is 
that 1t removes some corners and probably slrminates some wave re 
flect1ons that produced both 1nterference and damping and hence 
decreased the d1sturbance Thus the ev1dence 1s that Pier A Wharf 
IS a detriment to the conaltions both w1thin Long Beach harbor and 
i~ the VICin1ty of the Naval Bose No runs are ava1lable from 
Model 2 to confirm this conclusion for conditions as they were 
with the mole removed However comparotrve runs were made on 
the ~odel 3 basin without the mole in place to ascertain the ef 
feet of P1er A wharf under these condrt1ons Frgure 88 shows the 
results from the f1fteen second wave t1oins It wrll be sE:en that 
aga1n Pier A wharf 1ncreoses the vert1cal amplitude of the motion 
both rn Long Beach harbor and 1n the drydocks area In these test~ 
however the effects in the drydock area are not so evrdent prob 
ably because they are mcsked by the great 1ncrease rn ampltlude of 
the dtsturbance rn th1s area without the mole 81nce at the time 
these tests were completed the actual construction 1n the harbor 
was well under way 1t was de~tded to contrnue the studtes w1th 
Pre~ A wharf as a permanent part of the model 
Ul_~-~_!_ Another new p 1 e c e o f cons t r u c t 1 on prop o sed by the 
C1ty of long Beech was a large extens1on to Pier F Figures ~o 
and JO show the vertical amplrtude contour mops for the f!fteen 
>econd und three minute surge~ fo1 the modeJ wrth and w1thout tt->rs 
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VERTICAL MOVEMENT CAUSED BY 15 SECOND WAVES WITH AND 
WITHOUT PIER A WHARF- UNMODIFIED BASIN 
extension in place. It wi~l be observed in both cases that t~e 
presence of Pier E extens1on produces a slight decrease in the am-
plitude> probably due to o n increase in the basin damping and the 
introduction of on odditiorol group of interfering wove reflect-
ions. 
( :)) Drydock> mo:cginol wharf and mole piers. Another structure 
proposed for the future development of the ~rydock area was t~e 
installation of a large fill for the construction of a new drydock 
beginning at Pier 4 and running to the west. Figure 91. gives a 
comparison of the height of 3 minute waves with and without this 
drydock fill. Figure 92 shows the effect on the three minute 
waves of the further addition of marginal wharf and mole piers 
to the oute~ arm of the mole. It will be observed that the gen-
eral result of all of these addit ions is a continuing decrease 
in the amplitude of the motion within the basin; ogcin due prob-
ably to increased damping. 
(4) Effect of mov1ng mole p1ers. In Figure 92> however> it will 
be observed that the a mplitude of motion at the ends of the mole 
piers is rather high. In on 8ffort to reduce it> the piers wer e 
moved westward until they loy along the thir:y degree diagonal 
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portion of the mole Figure 03 shows that this is a more satis--
factory position but that the movement still is rather large A 
solid or opaque protective wharf was then added i n the original 
position on the parallel leg of the mole The results ore shown 
in Figure 94 It will be seen that the vertical motion 1n the 
vicinity of the mole piers has now been reduced to a very satis- -
factory amount It may hov e been noted that in making these co~ 
porisons. the results hove been presented for the three minute 
surge train only This is because the o~plitude a£ the motion 
caused by the fifteen second waves with i.hesEJ coHflgurotions wo·3 
so small as to be insensitive t o these small changes Further-
more. the conditions due to the three m1nute surge tro1n are felt 
to be a better measure ot the degree of excellence or the basin 
.\_2_~- Ef~ct __ ~i_~~_qu~_PL'0~- Visual observat i on of s hip rrodels 
docked at Piers i. 2 an d 3 in•iico t ~~d that even though the pres. 
ence of the mole hod reduc e d the motion within Lhe basin to u 
considerable degree; the slup !llOdels still hod quite lorve ex 
cursions under the effects of three m1nute or six minute surges 
In on endeavor to reduce or eliminate th e caus e of these mov& 
ments; tests were mode with solid or opaque piers in place of 
the existing pile or transparent Piers i. 2 and~ Figure 05 
shows a comparison of the wove heights obtained with and with-
out the solid piers I t will be noted that docking cond1tions 
are markedly improved as the motion of the water under the piers 
is el iminated .. 
(6) Effec t of mole and basin structur es on Long Beach harbor All 
of the preceding mops show clearly one point of interest to Long 
Beach Harbor. i e J that the pTesence of the mol e~ both with or 
v11thout any of th e accompanying internal structures , always 1m 
proves conditions in Long Beach Harbor , and this improvement is 
more than enough to count~rbalonce the bod effects of the con-· 
struction of ?ie r .A wharf 
(f) Horizontal water mo!lons A series ·of reflector shots obtoln· 
ed as described in Sect ion VJI--A were mode for both 600ft and 
)070 f t gate openin~s This series covered the various Gosin 
~truc tures described 1n this sect1on The t-aces of the reflect--
ors indicate the horizontal motion F igure 96 shows the effects 
oi fifteen second. three minute J and six minute wove train s with 
the 2070 ft ga te and Figure 97 shows the some group of configu 
rations with the 600 ft gate lt wil l be observed th a t these 
reflector shots. which delineate the horizontal water motion. con-
firm the results obtained by measuring the v er tical amplitudEs of 
the water motion < The decrease in motion which accompanies the 
d9creose in gate width is clearly visible both for the fifteen 
second and the three minute wove trains T he damping eff ect 0f 
the addition of the various structures to the basin shoreline 
can be clearly traced However , this series of reflector shots 
nos been superseded by a later study of approximately the som e 
scope which was mode on Model 3 with the final mole and b~s1n 
destgn 1herefore J the more complete cons1derotion of the nori 
zontol water mot ion under th1s range of conditions w1ll b s found 
1n tn8 sect1on en t'iodel 3 
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In interpreting t h ese photographs it will be noted that the 
reflectors show a steady 1rift as well as oscillatory moti o ns. 
The drift motion was not completely reproducible, indicating that 
more than one circulation pattern was possible for given condi-
tions of mole configurations and waves. However, the oscilla-
tory path s wer e reproducible and can, the refore, be relied upon 
to give the horizontal motions of the water. 
(g) Shupe of mole ends. Near the termination of th e investi--
gation on Model 2 , a proposal was mode to increo.se the width of 
the mole from 287.5 ft. to 537.5 ft. It w.ill be seen that this 
increase was sufficient to make it necessary to consider the shape 
of the mole ends, since the width of the mole was no longer small 
as compared to th e wave length. At the same time it was proposed 
by the Naval Operating Base that the end of the Pier A extension 
be moved seaward to cl ear the line of the sub-channel from the 
main channel into JJcng Beach har bor. A series of tests was raade 
with this new mole al ignmen t and with two forms of mole ends -
first, the semi-circular ends p r oposed by the Naval Operating Base 
and second) the po i nted ends formed by ext~nding the mole to the 
line of the channel and cutting them off at a diagona l along t he 
edge of the chann<?l . These two end-shapes, toge th er with the re-
sults of the vertical amplitude studies, are seen i n Figures 98 
a n d 99. It will be observed that f or both wave tr ains the round 
ends admitted more disturbance. It is f e lt tha t the explanation 
is that the round ends serve as funnels to admit a longer section 
1 13 
of wave crest and that instead of being 600 ft gate openings 
they are effectively nearly i600 ft gate openings The use uf 
round ends on the wide mole , therefore appears definitely dis -
advantageous 
2. RESULTS OF STUD , ES OF ~ODEL 3 
(a) Phys~_£_al differences between Model 2 and IYlodel 3 In section 
VII· A 1 It was pointed out that both ModeL 2 and Model 3 are er.sen 
tially the same and that the only difference between them is in 
the depth of dredging w1~h1n the mole area This statement does 
not refer to any of the details of the ~ole construction J since 
these will be described spectfically as they are tested The 
difference in the basic conf1guration of the model is shown in 
Figurf 58 Page 8S The test condit1ons remain the same as they 
W<=Jre for tvlodel 2 , i e wave tra1ns hoving 600ft wave length 
and periods of about f1!teen seconds nurge wave Lrains of three 
minute periods . and surge wave tra1ns of six minute periods The 
six minuta surges were UBed Lecnuse , as was pointed out under 
paragraph (b) of the results of Model 2 the s1x m1nute per1od 
produces the most severe condtttono thnt can be wncountered in the 
bastn '!'he arnpl1tudes of theoe wave ond Burge lra1ns were kept 
ot tho some vaJuE:Js thol were ust"d loJ ·to cJel 2 Tt wuFJ r:l cidc:Jci 
to makfl mosl oi the te~llB uaing only o n0 wnve pflrlotl at a tune 
1natead of combininG. i· or exl'1rnple 1 tho lltl"lcm second wav~s and 
the three minut.o surges , bt1couse 1 t was 1alt des1rable to separ<-1te 
and evaluate the amount of d1sturbance resul~ing from each This 
wos considered to be consistent with the physical situation known 
to exist in the harbor J i e. that there appears to be little cor-
relation between the appearance of the maximum amplitudes of the 
fifteen second waves and the maximum amplitudes of the other 
period surges Furthermore . tests in the basin also showed that 
the disturbances from the different tra1ns were additive j at 
least within the accuracy of the model studies Therefore it was 
concluded that more information could be obtained by studying each 
source of disturbance separately 
(_b) Effect of deepen1ng of the basin C)leck runs were taken to 
ascertain the d1fference 1n the disturbance pattern which result 
ed tFom the dredging f1gures 1.00 to ~02 . inclusive show the 
disturbance without the mole in place for the fifteen second. the 
three minute and the s1x m1nute tra1ns In each case the dotted 
lines give the contours of constant vertical amplitude for the 
35 ft depth of Model 2 and the solid line shows the same inform· 
ation for Model 3 with portions of the area dredged to 45 ft It 
will be noted in all ccses that the disturbance pattern is essen-
tially the same although there appears to be a slight tendency 
for the magnitudes to be som~what lower for Model 3 
Similar conditions were f ound to ex1st with the mole in place 
Figures i03 and i Q4 show the vertical ampl1tudes for the fifteen 
second and the three rrnnute tr a lns w1th a 2070 ft gate It will 
again be noted that the de e p e r J>asin shows sl1ghtly lower ampli·-
tude e specially at p o1nts of maximum d1sturbance such as can be 
se e il directly 1nside the mcl e g ate for the fifteen second waves 
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The comparison in the horizontal motion is given ' by Figures i 05 
and i06J which sho\/ the reac t i on of the two basins to the three 
minute surge. It will be seen that the general effe ct o f th is 
deepening of the major portion of the basin within the mol e is 
to improve condition s within the area by decreasing the amount 
of movement produced for a given energy input from a wave o r a 
surge train. 
(c) Effect of mole widening. At the same time that the designers 
at the Naval Operating Base proposed to deepen the channel with-
in the mole, 
ed and that 
the suggestion was made al s o that the mole be widen-
this widening should be accomplished by c hanging the 
seaward side of the moleJ thus leaving the basin dime n sions un-
changed . The effect of this proposal on th e behaviour of the 
basin was investigated in the model. Ho~eve rJ no study was ma de 
to see if a difference could be detected in the disturba nce pat -
tern on the seaward side. 
Since this widening did not affect the dimensions of the ba-
sin itselfJ it is obvious that t he differences in basin beh avi -
ourJ if they exist, must be traceable to changes in conditions 
at the gate. These gate conditions will be modified by the wi -
deni ng cf the mole because the widening changes both t h e sh ape 
and th e location of the opening. The width of the mol e as o ri-
ginally designed was to be 287.5 ft. The p r oposed broadening of 
the mole increased this to 537.5 ft. It will be seen that this 
wide mole isJ therefore, approximately as wide as the wave length 
-i20-
FtG . 105 HORIZONTAL MOTION SAUSED BY 3 MINUTE SURGE 
MODEL NO. 2, 35FT. DEPTH 
FiG. 106 HORI?ONTAL MOTION CAUSED BY 3 MINUTE SURGE 
MODEL NO. 3, 45FT. DEPTH 
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cf the f ifteen second train With a mole of this wi dth it is 
obv i o u sly possible to design the mole e n ds so as to give sever-
al confi g urations that have significant geome t ric differences . 
The b ehav i o ur of th e basin was compared for a series of these con-
figtirations . The clearest results are obta in ed from the t ests 
using th e thre e minute s u rges 
( i ) Relative effective ness of sem i circular vs po inted mole en d s . 
F igure i 07 sh ows the comparis on of the effect of t he semic ircular 
mole en ds with the moles in which the ends were cut off so- that 
they were parallel with the 45 ft channel to th e east g ate . I t 
will be seen th at t he latter configuration results in the least 
di,stu rbance within the basin Howeve r) this latter cons truct-
ion offe r ed some disadv a ntages from the poi nt of view of navi-
gation) sinc e t he basin entranc e) in effect) is a shortJ narr ow 
channel which would require more .care and skill to negotiate than 
an opening hav i n g n o appreciab l e len gth in the d irection of the 
ship's travel . 
( 2) Semi-elli p tica l mole ends An at.tempt was made to combin e 
the advantaqes of both openi nqs by emplovinq a sem i-e lli p ti cal 
end fo r the mole This is shown in F igure i 03 whic h compares th e 
behaviour of this design with that of the r o und end . The compar-
ison is made for the i320 ft ga t e opening ins t ead of the 750 ft 
widthJ becaus e comparable data were not avail able for th e smaller 
opening . The wider opening wou l d ten d to mini mize the d iff erence 
in behaviour d ue t o the shape of the mole e nds . This increases 
the significance of the fact tha t th e movement s in th e basin are 
sligh tl y) but significantly ) lower with the ellip tical ends . 
(3 ) Quan titative evaluation of effec ti veness of semi - ci r cular 
a n d semi--elliptical mole e nds .. An attempt was made to obtain 
a more quantit ative comparison of these two mole end designs . As 
will be seen from an examination of any of the co ntour maps of 
the vertical motion) the measuring elemen ts) shown by the s mall 
circles) were located on a series of l i nes parallel to the sh o re-
line of the Naval Operating Base and the drydocks These lines 
are designate d as set - ups i to 6 Averages of the mc tions shown 
along each individual set- -up line were taken for the two design s 
of mo l e e nd s This was done both on Model 2 and Mode l 3 On 
Model 2 th ese computations were made both for the fifteen second 
waves and th e thr ee minute surges For the three mi nute surge 
each set-up average showed a lower value for the pointed e n ds 
than for th e rounded The average for the en t ire basin of the 
vertical motion for the poin ted ends was 85% of that with the 
rounded . For th e measurement with the fif teen second wav e t rain 
the i ndi ca tion s were not so clean - cut However ) the average of 
the basin showed nearly the same thingJ i e J that the motion for 
the po inted ends was about B9% of that for the round ends . On 
Model 3 measurements were made only for the three minute sur ge 
On this study there was little discerni ble diffe rence on the over 
all average for the two ends However) o ne striking fact was 
noted Along the line of set -up Hi the poi nte d ends showe d the 
motio n reduced t o 1)5% of that with the roti_nd ed o nes . On s et -- u p 
\ 
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#3 the motions were nearly equal On set - up #5 the motion for 
the pointed ends was about i 0 4 % of that with the rounded en dsJ 
wh0reas on se'up #6 the mot1on for the pointed ends was a b o ut 
i ',O% o f that with the rounded ends I n oti1er words; for condi---
tions along the shoreline of the drydocks and the Naval Operat-
ing Base areasJ the pointed ends produce a significant impr o ve- -
ment; whereas this effect decreased towards the gate and cl o se 
to the gate the motion was greater for the pointe d ends I t is 
felt that the conditions in the drydock and Naval ')perating Base 
areas are so much more critical than those near the gate that 
the good effects of the pointed ends in this area far outweigh 
any opposite effect they may have near +he gate The improve-
ment in conditions caused by using the pointed ends is also in 
accordance with the known behaviour of the wave trains 
(d) Width of gate openlng In the course of the model study it 
became increasingly clear that the width of the mole gate open-
ing was one of the most important of the factors controll1ng the 
condi tion of the basin within the mole V1sual observations 
pointed to the nece ssity of havi~g th1s gate as small as practi -
cable This conclusion was confirmed by a study of th6 contour 
maps of the vertical motion for the different gate openings that 
were available In order to get a more complete evaluation of 
the relationship between the width of the gate opening and the 
water movements with1n the basin a speciaJ study was undertaken 
with the ga te opening as the only var1able For th is study the 
wide mole design was employed with semielliptical ends in ac -
cordance with the findings of the previous paragraphs and with 
n o internal construction in the basin except Pier A wharf and Pier 
E extension It was decided that these sho uld be incorporated 
s1nce by this time they were authorized and under construction 
and ; therefore; would form a permanent part of the basin boundG-
rles The ga te openings investigated in this study were 100 ft J 
200 f t 300 f t 400 f t 500 f t 60n f t 7 so f t , u 20 f t 
and 2070 ft from toe to toe of the slope Figures i09 to ii7J 
inclusive; show photographs of the various gate openings with fi f --
t een s e cond wave trains com1ng from both gates 
(1 ) Comp arison of vert1cal water movements in cr1t1cal basin areas. 
In o rder to stud y in de t a il the effect of the change in gate open -
1 n n. a ser1es ot cr1t1cal ar e as was selected in the bas1n Fo r 
e ach area the average vert ical movement was computed from the mea 
surements made with the wave elements located in the area The 
areas selected were as follows 
( a) Drydock area 
( b) Na v al Operating Base corner 
( c) North-- south leg of the mole 
(d) 30° inclined leg of the mole 
(e) East- west leg of the mole 
(f) Tong Beach harbor area 
(g) The south front of P ier E extension 
Tn addition ; the average of the elements in the entire basin was 
computed to give an over -ell figure of me rit Figure 11 P sh o ws 
FI G. 109 100FT. GATE OPENING 
195 2 8 2 ~) 4·• 
:---t 'RU N N0.'2 2 7 0 A 
F IG. 110 200FT. GATE OPENING 
'1(:1sr: 8 s 4 · 
RUN N0. 2250A-
FIG . 111 300FT . GATE OPENING 
- i2 5-
FIG . 112 400FT . GATE OPENING 
9 2 g b 4 
- RUN NO. 2 2 -.A 
FIG . 113 500F T. GATE OPENING 
c. 0 3 5 ~ 3 .\ 4 
....,.,. .. ~_-___ RUN NO 2 3 o 3 A 
FIG. 114 600FT . GATE OPENING 
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FIG. 115 750FT. GATE OPENING 
FIG. 116 1320 FT. GATE OPENING 
FIG. 117 2070 FT. GATE OPENING 
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the boundaries o f these areas and the measuring elements used in 
obtaining the averages. The results are shown on Figures 119. 
12~ . and i2i for the fifteen second wove trains. the three minute 
surge trains. and the six minute surge trains. respectively. It 
will be observed that the ordinate gives the wave height in the 
different areas. plotted in percent. The movement in the drydock 
area with a 75~ ft. gate opening was taken as the standard o.t com-
parison ; the amplitude being defined as 100%. This area ·,.;as used 
because it had been defined by the Naval Operating Bose as the 
most critical area in the basin. FurthermoreJ the 750ft. gate 
opening was chosen as the standard because the Laboratory had been 
informed that this represented the minimum opening thct could be 
used without sacrifice of ease of navigation. The comparison of 
these three charts is very enlightening. 
( 2) Relation between period of waves and effectiveness of gate 
opening. In the first placeJ it will be observed that the 
effect of the width of the gate opening varies very greatly with 
the period of the wave train. The disturbance due to the fifteen 
second waves is greatly decreased even with the widest gate open-
ing. On the other handJ for the th:ree minute surges it will be 
seen that the 2070 ft. opening ~educes the motion only to about 
SO% o f wh at it is with no mole at allJ whereas the 750ft. gate 
opening brings the disturbance down to about 20% of its original 
value. For widths less than 750 ft. J the improvement of condi-
tions in the basin is quite slow. In factJ it is necessary to 
reduce the width to 200ft. to decrease the vertical motion to 
about one-half the value it has at 750ft. 
(3) Reaction of basin to six minute surges. Figure 121 serves 
to emphasize the seriousness of the situation which can be ex-
pected to exist in case a series of the six minu:e surges occurs 
in the harbor. 
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From this figure 1t will be seen that conditions w1thin the mola 
areJ ::m the average J only slightly 11nproved by the presence o£ 
the mole over wr.at they would be without the mole in place J ev<e>n 
for the smallest gate opening The only significa~t exception tc 
this statement occurs In the drydock area 1tself At this po1nt 
it ~Ill be seen that the d1sturbance w1th the 750 ft gate or uny 
smaller opening is less than a third of what It would be with no 
mole However this statement is slightly misleading ~ecause 
a further Inspection w1ll show that the drydocks area I~ appar 
ently a locat1on of especially high vertical rnovement when the 
mole IS not in place With the ~ole 1nstalled and the 750 ft 
gate opening this high value 1s reduced to about the average for 
the other areas in the bas1n It is also Interesting to note that 
with the mole in place there are two areas of outstandingly high 
amplitude i e the northwest corner of the basin which IS des 
igr:ated as the Naval Operating Base corner and the area along 
the north south leg of the mole It wtll ce seen that for both 
the 1:)20 ft and l!Hl 7.070 ft openings the disturbance 1n theRe 
two locations 1 ·~onsulerably greater than 1t 1s w1thout the mole 
1n place and that even for the smallest ~ate open1ngs 1nvest1 
anted the mottcn In still neatly as lnrg8 as 1t 1s w1th no mnl P 
( 1) ' Jptunum qnte openHICJ f'rorn lh1e slurly 1"1 can be soc•n tho! 
a 1 1 o f t h e f a c t o i. 3 p o 1 n t 1 n on e c I 1 r o c I 1 on e t o t h 8 c h o 1 c· e 
of a relatively no1row qnto opening C'onstder1ng nll the rose1 
b1l1ties of d1sturbance it appears that lhe max1rnum width nf 
open1ng that should be cons1dered 1s 750 it On the other hand, 
the Improvements secured by rednc1nq the op8nJng belo·..v Lhe SOO ft 
Width are probably too small to justlJ:y the accompanying handi 
cap to navigation 
(5) Relative motion 1n various areas in the basin Figures iiO 
to i2i, inclusive also serve to give a compariso1~ of the rela-
tive quietness of the d1fferent areas of the basin This inform-
ation should be taken into consideratioJ, In planning for the fu -
ture use of the basin For example, it will be noted that both 
f o r t h e f i f t e e n :::; e •: oil d w a v e s an d t h e t h r e e m I n u t e s u r g e s t II o 
areas along the 30 ° leg and the east west leg of the mole are p::n 
t1cularly quiet 
parison maps showtng contours of the motion In the entire bas1n 
have been prepared for six d1fferent gate openings In each case 
the behaviour of the given gate opening IS compared to that for 
the 750 ft gate opening F1gur~s 1. 22 to 124 Inclusive are for 
the 7.00 ft opening Figures 125 to <7.7_ Inclusive the 400 fl 
opening Figures 1. 28 to ~:)0 Inclusive the 600ft opening Ftg 
ures ~ 31 to 133 Inclusive the 1310 ft opening and Figures <34 
to ! 36 , inclusive the 207"1 £t opening 
'e Effect o~ additional structures within the bas1n 
( n P i e r A '"' h a r f P a r a g r :1 ph ( e ) o f , t he d i s c u s s i on o f t h e r e s u l t s 
o f studies of '·lodel 2 presen' s an evaluat 1on of the effect of the 
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installation of a series of different structures that were pro-
posed or authorized for installation within the basin. The pur-
pose of this paragraph is to present a similar evaluation for the 
same series of structures installed in Model 3. In this caseJ 
however; all of the investigations were made with Pier A wharf 
in placeJ since it now is a part of the basin. However. compari-
son tests were run for the empty basin with and without Pier A 
wharf . The results are sho wn in the two-line comparison maps of 
Figures 1.37 to 1.39. inclusive, It will be observed that for ·t he 
deepened basin the difference between the two conditions is much 
sma~ler than it was f or the 35 ft. depth. 
(2) Pier E extension. A comparison between the conditions in the 
basin with and without Pier E extension was made. Th9 results 
for the three minute surge are shown in Figure 1.40. The novements 
produced by the three minute surge were considered to be more 
significant than those for either the fifteen second waves or the 
six minute surge. Therefore, the three minute surge has been used 
as the standard of comparison. It will be seen that the results 
for the deep basin of Model 3 confirm those of Model 2 that Pier E 
extension reduces the amount of motion in the basin. 
tion is quite appreciable in the drydock area. 
This reduc-
(3) Marginal wharf and mole piers. Figure ~41. shows the condi-
tions within the basin w~th and without Pier E and the marginal 
wharf and mole piers on the parallel leg of the mole . The pres-
ence of the mole piers again produces a decrease in the vertical 
amplitude of motion. 
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(4) Drydock fill Figure :i42 gives th e comparison with and with -
out the presence of the proposed drydock, whose installation was 
contemplated to the west of Pier ::, In this case it will be ob-
served that there is little change in pattern in the general ~­
rea of the basin, although the vertical motion has been reduced 
locally to the west of the drydock by its installation However, 
in the remainder of the basin, if there is any significant dif .. 
ference, it seems that the motion with the drydock in place is 
slightly greater than without 
(5) Mole piers combined with Pier E extension and drydock fill 
Figure :i42> shows the motion in the basin with and without the mole 
piers and marginal wharf on the parallel leg of the mole, but with 
both Pier E extension and drydocks in place Again , it will be 
noted that the installation of the mole piers and marginal wharf 
imp roves con~itions in the basin However. with drydocks in place 
there appears to be a region of rather high vertical amplitude 
at the end of the east mole pier which might interfere with its 
effectiveness 
(6 ) Use of diagonal leg of mole for piers Figure :i44 ehows the 
conditions that result if ihe mole piers and marginal wharf are 
moved to the center of the diagonal leg It will be observed that 
in this location the mole piers seem to produce less reduction in 
motion on the basin as a whole than they do when they are located 
on the parallel arm However . conditions at the mole piers them 
selves have been improved 
(7) Mole piers with protective wharf Figure :l..45 shows the re-
sult of adding a protective wharf on the parallel leg It will 
be observed that the general conditions within the basin have been 
improved appreciably by this protective wharf and the conditions 
at the mole piers and marginal wharf are very satisfactory It 
should be remembered that the mole piers and the protective wharf 
are all assumed to be of opaque , i e .. solid construction Open 
pile piers in these location& would have no effect upon the motion 
in the basin 
(8) Opaqu e piers A study was made of the effect of substituting 
opaque piers for the open piers Hi to H4 that are now in exlst-
ence Figure i46 shows the basin conditions with and without 
these opaque piers It will be ob3erved that with the opaque co~­
struction conditions 1n the.basi r are improved considerably Dock 
ing conditions also are improved for Piers 2. 3 and 4. but with 
this configuration apparently Pier i is . if anything . somewhat 
worse than it is with the transparent piers 
(9) Comparison of basin with and w1thout all proposed structures 
I n the previous discuss1on the effect of additional structures 
within the basin has been presented by comparing conditions after 
the addition of each structure with those that existed without 
it In th1s manner the basin has been 1nvestigated for the ini 
tial condition of no structures in the area and then studied step 
by step as structures were added until a large part of the shore-
line of the basin was developed to its maximum possibilities I t 
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:s instructive to examine the over - all effect of the additional 
structures within the basin by comparing directly the wate~ move-
ments when the ~ntire group is in place with those existing with 
the basin empty. Figure i47 shows this comparison for the three 
mi nute surge train. It wi ll be observed that at nearly every point 
within the basin , conditions have been improved considerably by 
the presence of the additional structu re s. This is true in the 
area to the we s t of the gate; which includes all the Naval Dry-
docks and Naval Operating Base area . However, in the Long Beach 
harbor area, which lies to the east uf the mole gate) very little 
effect can be noticed, althoug h what little change occurs is an 
improvement. Figure i4B gives a similar comparison, but this time 
for the fifteen secon d wave trains. With these waves it will be 
noted that the addition of the structures within the basin does 
little more than modify the details of the standing wave pattern; 
the range of vertical amplitudes remains about the same. Figure 
i49 gives a third comparison) this time for the six minute surge. 
Here again) it will be observed that addition of the structures 
has served mainly to modify the standing wave pattern) increa~­
ing the vertical amplitudes of the water motion in some areas 
and decreasing it in others. The northwest corner of the basin 
consistently shows the maximum motion. In this area the addition 
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of the structures has produced an appreciable diminution in the 
amplitude. Furthermore) in the Long Beach harbor nreaJ the verti-
cal motion due to the six minute surge) has been decreased to 
approximately ha l f amplitude by the addition of the st~uctures in 
the basin. However) along the drydocks waterfront ) the cmpl i tude J 
7 
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if anythingJ is increased by the presence of the structures It 
is striking to observe that ; although in the outer harbor area the 
amplitudes of the exciting wave trains are approximutely equal for 
the three different wave per iods; the motion within the basin for 
the six minute surges is; on the average; severaltimes greater 
than it is with the three minute surges; while the motion due to 
the fifteen secon d waves is much lower than that due to the three 
minute surges .. 
(f) Horizontal motion in the basin ~ n the course of this section 
of the study observations were made of the horizontal water move-
ments by means of reflectors; usin g the same technique employed 
with similar studies on Model 2 . Figures i50 to i55; inclusive; 
show a summary of the reeults of these studies for the three dif-
f e r en t wave t r a i n s , Howe v e r J w i t h JVJ ode 1 3 J i n v e s t i g a t i o n s we r e 
made only for the 207 0 ft . ; the i320 ft . J and the 750 ft gate 
openings . These Figures are comparable to Figures 96 and 97 of 
the results of IY! odel 2 They can b e used to obtain several crosS-·· 
comparisons . The three p hoto graphs in each figure show the move--
ments produced by the th~ee standard wave trains Figures iSO; 
15:1.; and 152 demonstrate the effect of changing the width of the 
gate on the behaviour of the empty basin . Figures 153 ., :1.54; and 
:1.55 show; for the 750 ft. gate; the results of addi ng piers; dry--
docks; and slips to the basin . During the taking of these re--
f l ector shot photographs it was found desirable to indicate the 
direction of the motion of each reflector and also to obtain in-
termittent time measurements; so as to de tect any changes in ve-
locity as a reflector moved about . This was accomplished by turn-
ing the main light source on and off in accordance with a pre-
arranged schedule . These breaks may be seen in the traces of some 
of the more rapidly moving reflectors in the three minute and six 
minute surge pictures 
(1) Relative reliability of oscillating motions vs drift current& 
I n Section IV-C it was pointed out that the existence of a stand--
ing wave p attern of vertical mo tion necessitated a corresponding 
pattern of horizontal motion; since it is necessary that the water 
flow bac k and forth to form the alternating crests and troughs . 
Hoy:ever; when the standing wave pattern is the result of the add-
ition of a rather large series of reflected waves coming from a 
complicated boundary; as in the case of the present basin, it is 
very difficult to predict the horizontal motions from the observ~­
tion of the vertical motions of the water surface . This is be-
cause the direction; amplitude and phase of all the individual 
wave trains making up the over- all pat tern are not known precise-
ly at any given location As was previously pointed out ; the use 
of the reflector floats was developert to study these horizontal 
motions . In observing the photographic records of these reflect -
or studies; two different types of horizontal motion can be dis- -
tinguished Consid;,rJ for example . Figure J56 This shows the 
horizontal movement when the basin is excited by a six minute 
surge train . The lines of motion of the reflectors show clearly 
a cyclic motion having the same six minute period as that of the 
exciting train However ; 
may be called a drift ; or 
this motion is superimposed upon what 
steady current 0 which is apparently a 
-- i49 · 
by- p roduct of the ~ surge . For any given location the cycl ic mo-
tion is characteristic and reproducible . The dr i ft or current 
is not s o reproducible . This is probably due to a combination 
of effects . In the first place , th e current velocity i E ver y 
low, which means that it is the result of a very small force It 
is, therefore, easily affected even by the lightest breeze In 
the second place, the current pattern is of large scale with re-
spect to the d i mensions of the basin, and once established it per-
sists for a long period . Thus, _ it is very di fficult to be s ur e 
that the currents produced by one test run ore completely dampe d 
out before a second run is begun . 
In order to investigate the building up and the damping out 
of the drift current, a series of special test runs was made in 
the following manner . All test activities were suspended for sev-
eral hours and the basin was allowed to come to rest The surge 
machine was then started , thus beginning the test Two minutes 
later the first reflector photograph was token The aecond pho-
tograph was token five minufes after the surge began and photo--
graphs were then token at five minute intervals for a total of 
eighty minutes from the start of the test . The surge machine 
was stopped at the end of forty mi,nutes . Thus, the first half 
of the time was available for the currents to build up and the 
second half for them to decoy . To establish the directions of 
the motions recorded by the reflectors , the light sourcE was 
turned on and off as follows : 5 seconds on, 2 seconds off , then 
2 min utes on, broken for 2 seconds every 30 seconds . (These ore 
model times , so that a "3 minute surge" has an actual period of 
about 5.8 seconds) . Therefore, the beg ·i nning of each reflector 
line has a short streak and then a break During this test , the 
evening was cool, clear, and calm, with no percept ibl e breeze A 
t o tal of 2i0 reflect ors were used in the basin . The results ore 
presented in Figures i57 and i5 8 . F i gure i57 is the build- up ~er­
iod, commencing with the starting of the surge machine , and Fig-
ure iS S is the decoy period , comme~cing as the surge machine was 
shut down . The times shown ore counted from the beginning of the 
respective period . 
It will be observed that during th e build-- up period the os .. 
cillatory motio n attained its full amplitude in five minutes or 
less . The drift current increased more slowly , requiring about 
fifteen minutes to reach its maximum velocity . The most strik-
ing feature of the drift pattern is the large circular eddy which 
forms in part of the administrative area of the Naval Operati ng 
Bose This is quite well defined at the end of ten minutes . 
The records token during the decay period are rather sur-
prising . The oscillating motion damps out very rapidly At the 
end of the first 30 seconds the amplitude is not over half the 
steady state value, and at the end of two minutes the oscilla-
tions are hardly visible .. The drift current persists much long~ 
er. At the end of five minutes the velocity is still about a quoF-
ter of the steady state value, and the large eddy is plainly vis-
ible At the end of ten minutes the velocity is about one- eighth 
o f the original and there is little trace of the eddy However, 
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the results for fifteen, _- twenty and twenty-five minutes show ap-
preciable increases in drift velocities, whereas those for thirty 
and thirty-five minutes indicate considerable decay. This rever-
sal of trend is probably due to a very slight breeze, too faint 
to perceive and report. 
The conclusions from this special study are that the oscil-
lating motio n is strongly driven and strongly damped, and the 
motions observed are reliable and consistent. The drift cur-
rents due to the surge machine damp out sufficiently in ten min-
utes to permit the start of a new run. However, the drift di-
rections and velocity are much less reliable than are the oscil-
lation directions and amplitudes. 
(2) Horizontal velocity charts. It was felt lhat these reflect-
or photographs were rather difficult to evaluate from a purely 
visual study. Therefore, charts were prepared showing the hori-
zontal velocities. It was decided to indicate the directio~ and 
velocity of the drift, as well as that of the cyclic surge move-
ment, even though it was ~ealized that the former was not as re-
liable as the latter. In these maps the continuous line shows 
the direction of the current, or drift. The velocity of the cur-
rent is given in feet per second. In many of the long lines it 
will be observed that there are two or more velocities indica ted 
on one line. This means that the velocity is apparently changing 
along the direction of flow. The velocities are, therefore, to 
be interpreted as being the value corresponding to the given lo-
cation in the basin. On the maps for the three minute and six 
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minute surge conditions the surge velocities are indicated by 
d ouble-headed arrows which cross the line of the current direct-
i o n at an angle . The surge arrow lies in the direction of th e 
surge mo t ion . It will be observed that J in general, this is not 
at right angles to the current ) or drift Fur th ermore, it will 
be seen that in the majori ty of locations the surge velocity is 
considerably higher than the drift v~loci ty . In th e case of the 
motion produced by the fifteen second wave trains, the horizont-
al amplitude of the cyclic motion was too small to permit the de-
termination of the velocity . Howe ver) a careful examinati o n of 
th e o ri g in a l p hotograph s o f the r e flector shots for the fifteen 
seco n d waves sh owed t hat even wi th thi s high frequency mo tion) 
the c y clic oscillation was sup erimposed upon the drift 
( 3 ) Comparison of basin conditi ons , with and without the mole 
Figures i59, i 60 and i6i s h ow the motion in the basin w1thout the 
mole for the fifteen secon d, three minut e and six minute exciti n g 
trains, respectively Figures i62J i 6 3 and i6 4 show thR same in-
formation for the basin with the mole in place It will be seen 
t h at P ier F extension and P ier A wharf are now inc lude~ as part 
of the stan~ard configuration with the mole . 
It should be noted in all cases that the only horizontal 
oscillations that could be found were those having the same fre-
quency as the excitin g wave train The fact that th e horizontal 
a mplitude of motion p roduced by the fifteen seco n d wave trains 
was too small t o measure in the reflector pho tograp hs indicates 
that the fiftee n second waves cannot produ ce any appreciable hor-
izontal movemen ts of me dium and large sized ships . On the other 
hand J if the osci l latory mot1on due to the three minute surges 
1 s examined and compared ·for the two series of maps , i t wi 11 be 
seen that the amplitude is greatly increased For e xampl e) it 
will be observed that i n the basin withou t the mol e at the end 
of P ier i there is an oscillating motion whose average direction 
is parallel with that of the pier and whose average ve loc ity is 
a b o ut 2 . 6 ft per second Thus J i n a half cycle of i . •S minutes 
the wat e r moves a distance of n e arly 250 ft Fortuna t ely) this 
i s for a six fo o t surge which has a v e rtica l amplitude man y times 
that ever observed at t he harbor If the vertical amplitude is 
reduced) the horizontal amplitude should be decreased by th e same 
ratio . This would indicate t h at a three minu te surge with aver-
t i cal a mplitude of 6 inches wo uld r e sul t in a horizontal oscil -
latory motion of about 20 feet amplitude Th is is very much in 
accordanc~ with observations of the ship mo tions d ue to surge at 
the harbor 
NowJ if conditions caus e d by the six foot surge withou t the 
mole are compared to those shown to exist in the mode l with the 
mole and Pier E extension in place ) it will be seen that the av-
erage surge velocity had been reduced to 2 f~ or 3 ft pe r sec-
ond or , in other words ) by a factor of .'\ to i2 This is probably 
a somewhat optimistic estimate of the reduction produced by t he 
mo le J since a similar comparison for the horizonta l motions which 
are caused by an exciting surge having a period of six minutes 
s h ows that the mole has much less effect on re ducing motions of 
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!h is period than any other . Thus for the six minute surge . be 
tween Piers 1 and 2 without the mole in place the average veloci -
ty of th e oscillating current is about 2i ft per second! where 
asJ with the mole in place J it has been reduced to 1- 1/ 3 ft per 
second , At a point near the east limit of the area of 15 ft 
dept h an approximately equal ratio of reduction has taken place , 
from . 7 ft . per second to 3'3 ft per second . Near the end of 
Vi cto ry PierJ however J the average velocity without the mole is 
apparently 2 . ~ ft . per second ~nd with the mole it seems to very 
from 2ft . to 2.7 ft per second LikP-wise J in the Long Beach 
h a~bor. a r ea the average veloci ty seems to be about the same w1th 
and wit hout the mole . 
The same comparison with and without the mcle for the fif -
teen se cond waves shows that the drift velocity is considerably 
reduced by the presence of the mole . 
Figures 161 and i64 again emphasize the very ser1ous condi · 
tions which will be produced by six minute s urges The velocity 
o f oscillation with these six minute surges with the mole in plac~ 
the 750f t . gateJ and P ier E exte·nsionJ is as high as it is for 
the thre e minute surges without the mole at all The fact that 
the hal f-oscillation l asts ~wice as lon g increases the serious-
ness of this condition . ThusJ for exampleJ in the areas in which 
the osc i llation velocity is 2 ft per secondJ a condition which 
is fairly general within the basinJ the water .would move a dis-
tance of about 360 ft. in the 1 80 seconds of th e· half-cycleJ as-
suming the six fL verticc.l amplitude of the test surge I f this 
amplitude were reduced toJ sayJ 1/10 of a foot ; a q~antity too 
small to be detected by. 1 any existing tide gagesJ especially when 
overlaid by a fifteen second wave train and by surface chopJ a 
resulting horizontal motion of as much as 6 ft should be expect -
ed .. 
(4) Gate opening . The effect of variations in the width of the 
gate oFening can be studied further by an examination of Figures 
165 J 166 and i67 . In these figures only the conditions for the 
three minute surges are shown . These maps are J therefore J d i -
rectly conparable to Figures 160 and 163 for conditions without 
the mole and with the 750 ft gate openingJ respectively The 
following table shows that the amplitude of the horizontal mo-
tion re duces consistently as the ga t e opening is decreased I n 
this t able certain areas have been selected for the comparison 
and the velocities of the oscillations are read from the map It 
is i mpossible to obtain great accuracy in this comparison since 
it wi ll be observed that the reflectorsJ and therefore readingsJ 
were never in exactly the same position in the basin 
the t rend is clear and unmistakable . 
HoweverJ 
FIG. 165 
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( 5 ) Effect of additional structures The effects of adding struc-
tures withi n the basin are shown in F igures i6 8J i69 and i 7C an d 
Figures i7iJ i72 and i73 . Here againJ only conditions for the 
three mi nu te surges are sh own I t wi ll be observed that all of 
the maps are for the 750 ft . gate opening wi th the poi nt ed mole 
en d s . Figures i6 B and i6 9 show th e horizontal movements without 
and with Pier E extension It is necessary to observe these maps 
very criticallyJ since the number of reflectors in th e basin f o r 
the two maps was quite different an d , therefore J t he one with more 
l ine s is a pt to be t aken as indicating more motion It wi ll be 
observe d that P ier E extensi;n produces a substantial reduction 
in the oscillation velocity in the entire basin This is parti -
cularly not iceable along the drydocks frontage .. The reduction is 
not so stri king in the Long Beach harbor area. or along the parol ·· 
lel leg of , the mo le . The drift pattern will be seen to be essen--
tially unchan ged . In t he balance of the maps it will be observed 
that P ier E extension remains in place . Figure i70 shows the ef-
fect of adding th e drydocks to the basin Th is addition has lit-
tle apparen t effect , F igure i7i presents the conditions with Pie rs 
i t o 4 o p a qu e . 0 n e o f t h e o b v i o u s r e s u 1 t s i s t h at t h e r e i s n o 
longer any detectable motion n o rmal to the piers However J the 
drift motion parallel to the pier is reduced to a low v alue Ap-
parently --the addition of the opaque p iers also tends to quiet the 
mo t ion in the remainder of the basin F i gure i72 is a ma p fo r th e 
basin with P ier E ~x tension and the mole piers and marg in al wharf 
on the parallel leg If this is compared t o F igure i6 9 J which is 
for th e same configuration but without th e mo le piers and margin -
al wharfJ it will be seen that the main results of the insta l la-
tion of the mole piers is to qui e t conditions along the diagonal 
leg . Movement within the mole slip is not de tectable There ap-
parently are rat'her severe conditions existing at the ends of 
' these piers In F i gure i73 it will be seen that the drydock has 
been added wi th about the results that would have been expected 
from a consideration of Figures i70 and i72 Figures i74 and i7 5 
have been constructed to show an over-all comparison between the 
emp t y basin and the basin in the fu lly de veloped c o ndition It 
will be observed that in Fig ur e i 75 all of the structuresJ in-
c luding th e opaque p iersJ are present in the basi n This c om-
par i son shows clearly the damp ing effec t produced by th e addi -
tion of this series of opaque structures It should be borne in 
min d that this damp in g is p robably d ue both to the additi o nal e n--
e rgy d issi pation that takes place and to t he multitude of reflec-
tions of t he wave trains from all o f these new opaque surfaces 
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(6) General results of horizontal motion studies A comparison 
of the results of th ese studies of the horizontal motions within 
the basin with the analogous studies of the verticcl motions 1n 
the same area shows very ~learly that results from both studies 
are in agreement . Thus, both s tudies show conclusively that the 
presence of the mole reduces the motion within the basin for all 
periods except that of the six minute surge . Both studies like-
wise show that conditions within the basin continually improve 
as the gate opening is reduced, but that below the 750 ft . width 
the amount of improvement that can be obtained does not seem to 
justify the additional inconvenience to navigation Both studies 
also show that, in general, the more the shoreline is broken up 
by additional structure s, such as opaque piers, slips, drydocks, 
etc . , the greater the damping within the basin and the less the 
water movement for the same degree of excitation from the outer 
harbor . However, in addition to confirming the results of the 
studies of the vertica l movement , the horizontal motion studies 
demonstrate very clearly the reason that the long period surges 
cause so much more trouble in the basin than do the relatively 
short period waves . Thus J it was seen that a three mi nute surge 
having an amplitude of only about 6 inches could produce a hori -
zontal oscillating motion having an amplit ude of about 20 ft . J 
whereas J a fifteen second wave o f th e same amplitude woul d re-
sult in a horizontal motion of only one or two feet . 
The d ifficulty·of predicting the horizo ntal motion at any 
given point in the basin from the known vertical motion at that 
pointJ or even from a knowledge of the entire vertical pattern 
of motion for the basin J was pointed out at the beginning of this 
p resentati on . In order to illustrate this point more clearly the 
map shown in F1gure i76 was pre~ared . On this map the contours 
of constant vertical motion are shown in dot ted lines and the ar-
rows show the horizontal motion . A condition of rather bigh mo-
tion was chosen to make the comparison as clear as possible . There-
foreJ a 2070 ft .. gate opening was used with the three minute surge 
and with nothing in the basin except Pier A wharf and P ier E ex-
tension I t will be seen that J in general J large horizontal mo--
tions occur in areas where the vertical motio n is comparatively 
small . There is a tendency for the horizontal motion to be ap-
proximately normal to th e lines of constant ver tical motion . How-
everJ there are many exceptions to these general statements These 
exceptions are due primarily to the extreme comp l exi ty of the wave 
pattern existing in the basin 
'(g) Ship movements In Section III of this reportJ one of the ob--
jectives outlined for the final model studies was the study of the 
movement of model ships at the piers and the correlation of this 
movement with the vertical and horizontal water movements observed 
in these locations One way of describing a model study is that 
the model is an integrating mach ine Into this machine are put 
all of the individual factors that are thought to affect the per-
formance of the area being studied The resulting behaviour of 
the model is due to the inter-- action or integration of all these 
factors . NowJ one of the primary objectives of this model study 
was to ascertain how much reduction could be obtained in th e 
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mo tion of ships berthed at the dryd ocks and piers. Fr o n the 
studies of the horizontal and vertical motions of the water wi thin 
the basin. the motions of these ships can be inferred. Ho we v e r . 
it was felt that much could be learned from an observation of the 
motion of mo del shi ps themselves. The re sults fr o m such a study 
should be as v a li d as- any other model results. since there is n o 
more difficulty involved in modeling a ship than in modeling the 
basin and the wave trains that excite it. 
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(i ) Qualitative measurements. A series of model ships was con-
s tructed from drawings furnished by the Naval Operating Base which 
g a ve the principal dimensions and typica l under water contour s . 
Inf o rmation was secured also concerning the pitch and roll per i ods 
o f these ships. The models were ball asted until they had the 
proper waterline and the correct roll and pitch periods according 
to the harbor model time scale. However. the model ships were 
made using the horizontal scale of the model basin for both the 
h o rizontal and vertical dimensions. These ships were then tied 
t o the piers and their motions observed visually. After a per iod 
o f such visual observations. a motion picture study wa s ma d e o f 
the various conditions covered by the preceding studies of the 
v ertical and horizontal motions within the basin . The s hips were 
f as tened t o the piers by l o ose lines which permi t ted a r a d i u s o f 
mo t io n o f 40 ft. o r 50 ft. A study of these pictures showed th a t 
the ship motion was very similar to the c ombined water moti o n i n 
that area and that all factors that reduced the water moti o n r e-
duced the ship motion proportionately . 
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( 2) Quantitative measurements " In order to get a more quantit a·-
tive measurement of the ship motions. a second motion picture 
study was made. This time the study was confined to one ship 
mode l which was assumed to be typical of many that would use the 
facilities of the Naval Operat ing Base " The type selected was a 
tanker. which has a length of 500 ft . and an extreme beam of 57 
ft . It was berthed on the west side of Pier i . A ser1es of 
scales was fastened to the pier and the ship was provided with 
bow and stern pointe rs. a poin t er amidships and a pointe r on the 
mas t . A set of mirrors was installed so that one motion picture 
camera installed vertically above the model and pointing downward 
was able to record all of the ship motions. i .e . • the horizontal 
motions of the bow and the stern both longitudina l and lateral. 
the roll • the pitch and the heave . Figure 57 shows a photograph 
of this general set-up . Motions were measured for three types 
o f t i e s. i . e .. • no t i e s • loose t i e s. and res t r i c t e d t i e s The 
loose ties were the same as those used in the preliminary study 
and gave the ship a radius of motion of about 40 ft The re-
stricted ties reduced this radius to approximately iO ft . and 
thus corresponded quite closely with normal prototype conditions 
Measurements were made for fifteen second. three minute and six 
minute waves and surges .. Approximately the same set of basin 
configurations were investigated for their effect on the ship 
movements as had been studie d for the horizontal ana vertical 
water motions. However , the study of the effect of additional 
structures within the basin was restricted to the comparison of 
the behaviour of the ships ,,,ith P i ers 1 . 2. :'>and 4 transparent 
and opaque " 2070 ft. 750ft.. a nd 600f t . gate openings were 
studied . I n all of the runs with the mole in place. Pier A whar f 
and P ier E extension were in th e basin . Runs were also taken with-
out either the mole or Pier E extension . 
To evaluate the ship mo t ion the individual frames of the mo-
tion picture film were projected and the readings of the point ers 
were tabulated . These r ead ings were then corrected to eliminate 
the effect of the lenoth of the po i nters and a l so the op tical dis-
tortion through the mirror system .. Thus. th e results as present -
ed here re p resent th e actual ship movements expressed in proto-
type dimensions . An examination of the results showed that the 
runs with no ties had littl e significance because the drift was 
enough to move the ships so that the pointers moved off the scales 
before a cycle could be duplicated .. Therefo re , the only measur&-
ments that were evaluated for the no- tie runs were for the three 
minute surge with no mole and for th e 750 ft . ga t e with and with-· 
out opaque piers . The experiments with loose ties and the re-
stricted ties were very satisfactory . The results of these runs 
furnish the basis for the following discussion 
( :'>) Comparison of ship motion caused by the three wave trains 
without the mole . One of the first items to be investigated in 
the study of ship motion is the relativ e effect of wave trains 
of different periods on the motions of the ship . This effect is 
seen very clearly by comparing the motion of the ship without the 
mole when subjected successively to three different wave tr ains 
figures i77. i7 ~ and i79 show the measured ship motions due to 
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the fifteen second wave train) th e three mi nut e s ur ge train) a n d 
the six minute surge train) respectively . I n al l cases the loose 
ties were used . I n exami nin g thes e d iagrams it shou ld be noted 
that the unit of mo ti on used is t h e vertical amplit u de of the wave 
trains causing the ship movemen t .. I n other words) the figures 
on each chart for the four li near mo ti ons) i . e) the l ongit u d inal 
moveme nt along t he p ie r) the lateral movemGnt of t he bow) the 
l a ter al movement of the s t ern) an d the ve rti cal movement of th e 
cent er of g ravity) can all be thou g ht of as indicating the feet 
of motion pe r foot of wave height The angular mot ion of pit c h 
and roll are simply exp ressed in degrees The ab scissa for all 
diagrams is the pro t otype time sca l e .. An exami nation of the three 
diagrams shows tha t in al l cases the periods of the three hori -
zontal compo~ents of th e linea r motion are the same as that of the 
exc itin g wave train .. For example) on the d iagram for the fifteen 
secon d wave train ) i t is seen tha t maxima of longitudinal mo tion 
occur at four seconds) nin eteen secon ds) and thirty- three and on e-
hal f seconds) L e ) at a n i nte rval of about fifteen seconds . The 
lateral bow mot1on shows a mi nimum at abo ut twelve seconds and 
a n o th er at t wenty a n d one-half seconds . The lateral stern motion 
has peaks at fi v e s ec onds) t wenty seconds) and about thirty-four 
seconds The same c y clic behavior is nlso evident on the dia g ram 
for the th ree mi nut e surges and the trend is also visible on that 
fo r the s ix mi nut e surges J altho u g h in the la tter case the ab-
scissa is too short to trace mor e than on e complete cycle . ThusJ 
it is evident that these motio ns are forced vibrations for th e 
ship Furthermore) in the f irst series of motion pictures simu~ 
taneou s trains of f ifteen sec ond waves and three minute surges 
were i ntr odu ced in the basin . It was claar ly observable that the 
ship had a compound mo tion made up of bo th of these p eriods . One 
important coro llary to this co nc lusion that the sh ip oscillates at 
the same frequency as that of the exciting wave trains is that the 
horizontal mo tions of the ·ships at t he piers in the harbor furnish 
defin ite indicatio ns of the periods of the various wave trains 
existing in the area at that t ime . The vertical motion appears to 
oscillate at apparently constant frequency for all wave trains . 
The period co rresponds roughly to t hat of the fifte en second wave~ 
but this is also about the n at ur al pe r iod of the sh i p . 
A second item which is s h own by thes e three diag r am s is that 
the vertical mo tion of the center of g ravity of the ship is the 
same as the vertical amplitude of t he e xcitin g wave train ThusJ 
in all thre ~ di~gramo it wi l l be seen that th e shi p oscillates 
between+ 5 a n d - . 5 i e . , an amplitude of o ne wave or surge height 
This does n ot mean that n o part of the shi p has a vertical motion 
greater than that of the waveJ but si mp ly that the center of gra-
vity moves that amo unt The bow and s tern will mo ve . through a 
larger ~istanc e if the ship is pi tc hing and roll can increase the 
vertical motion of po int s not o n the l o ngitudinal centerline . 
If the three remai nin g components of linear mot ion are now 
examined) it will be seen that th e ir behavior diff ers markedly 
with different wave lengths of the disturbing wave train Thus ) 
with the fifteen second waves ) it will be obser ved that the ampli-· 
tudes of the lon gi tudinal motion ) the lateral bow J and the lateral 
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~tern motions are all about the same as that of the vertical 
motionJ in other wordsJ the same amplitude as the height of the 
wave . Th usJ for exampleJ a fifteen second wave train having an 
amplitude of about 2 ft could be expec t ed to move a s hip about 
2ft. in any d irection horizontally or vertically NowJ if . the 
r esults for the thre e minute surge train are examinedJ it wrll 
be seen that the longitudinal motion is about seven times that of 
th e verticalJ whereas the lateTal bow and stern motions are about 
three to three and one-half ti mes that of the vert ical mo ti on On 
the measurements for the six minute surge it will be seen that 
these three components are even larger The longitudinal motion 
is more than ten times that of th e vertical, the stern motion is 
nearly f ive times" and the bow motion is nearly three times that of 
the vertical . In the case of the six minute surgeJ it is very 
probable that these motions are so great that the loose ties are 
limiting the mo ti on . 
I f these horizontal ship motions are compared with the re-
sults of the horizontal water motion studies for Model 3J it will 
be seen · that the results parallel closely Howeve rJ there is ob-
viously a damp in g factor which acts t o reduce the ship mo ti on be-
low that of the water . Th usJ a three mi nute surge showed a hori-
zontal motion of some forty times that of the vertical motionJ 
whereas the corresponding ratio for the ship motion is only about 
seven . Th is reduction in motion of the ship over that of the 
water can be expectedJ since the accelerating and decelerating 
forces on the ship are obtained by the action of the water flow-
in g either faster than the ship is moving or in the opposite di-
rection to its motion . HoweverJ it should be emphasized that the 
horizontal ship mo tion fol l ows th e horizontal water motion. and 
that the large horizontal water motions resulting from compaTa-
tively small vertical amplitude J long pe ri od surges are the cause 
of the excessive ship motion observed at the p ier s and drydocks . 
The p itch and roll are the other two components of motion o~ 
served in these studies . The pitch per i ods show much less cor-
relation with the period of the wave trains than does any other 
component of motion Since the ship is very "stiff" in pitchJ 
this probably indicates that the resulting motion in pitch is a 
combinati9n due to the free period of the ship and the period.of 
the exciting train . On the other handJ the roll periods show quite 
uniformly a good correlation with the period of the exciting V~.Uves . 
I n the case of the six minute train J this is complicated by the 
fact that the motion in roll was apparently affected by the ties . 
Th e amplitude of pitch seems to be quite independent of the per~ 
od of the wavesJ since in all cases it seems to be about three 
degrees . The amplitude of roll howeverJ increases with the length 
of the periodJ although not clearly as rapidly as do the other mo-
tions . ThusJ for the fifteen second wavesJ the amplitude is about 
fo ur degreesJ for the three minute surge it is about nine degrees 
and for the six minute surge about t en degrees 
F igures i 80 and i 8 i show the resu lts of similar measurements 
for the fifteen second waves and the three minute surgesJ but with 
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loose ties replaced by the restric ted tie s The most striking ef-
fec t of the restricted ties is that for both wave tr ains the a~­
pl it ude of roll is greatly increased Th is is a consequence of 
the fact that the tie lines are quite a distance vertically above 
th e center of pressure of the water that acts on the hull of the 
ship . ThusJ as the ship moves away laterally from the pierJ if 
it reach es the l imits of its lines before the horizontal mo tion 
of the water has reversedJ the ship heels over due to the effect 
of rolling moment applied through the water and the lines The 
r estr ict ed ties have nc apparent effect on the amplitude of the 
pitch . For the fi{t~en second wavesJ howeverJ th e restricted ties 
seem t o increa se slightly the horizontal components of motion 
This incre ase is of doubtful significanceJ since the amplitude of 
the motion .as indicated by the loose ties is about of the same 
magnitude as the limited motion permitted by the restricted ties 
In t he case of the three minute surge , the horizontal components 
of motion are less with the restricted ties than with the loose 
ties . This is because the motion with the loose ties is greater 
than that permitted -b~: . .-the ·length ' of the restricted ties How-
ever~ the results of the study of the three minute surge with no 
ties as shown in ~igure i~2 in dicates that the loose ties were 
exerting n o restraint upon the ship , since the amplitude and char--
acter of the motions with the loose ties and with no ties are the 
same , 
(4) Ef fect of mole and various gate openings on ship movements 
T he second item to be investigated in this series of studies was 
the effect of the presence of the mole on the amount of motion 
p rod uce d by the various wave trains . In making these studies the 
amplit u des and frequencies of the three standard wave trains were 
kept the same as they were for th e basin without the mole The 
units of motion use d o n the charts were also kept the same , i e , 
the amplitude of the exciting wave train in the unmodified basin 
ThusJ t he di a grams th at present the results are all comparable 
I t is, of course, impossible to divorce the effect of the mole 
from that of the width of the ga t e . Ther efore,· these· results wi 11 
be presented together 
Figu r es i 53 and 184 show the measured ship motions due to the 
fifteen second wave train and the three minute surge train , re-
spectively . These results are - for the mole with the 2070 ft gate 
opening a n d with the ship fastened to the pier with loose ties 
If these figures are compared with Figures i77 and i78 it will be 
seen that the effec t of the mole with this wide gate is quite dif-· 
ferent for the two wave trains For the fifteen second train it 
will be observed that the vertical ship mot ion with the mole and 
wide ga t e is re d uced to 70% of its amplitude without the mole 
The maximum amplitude of th e longitudinal mo tion· with the mo le is 
nearly the same as it was without, but the motion appears smooth-
er, i . e . , the acce lerations presumably are lower The lateral 
motions appear to be reduced by about 70% and the pitch and roll 
by about 50% If th e comparable diagrams for the three minute 
surge trains are now examined . it will be seen that conditions 
are quite differen t The vertical motion shows a reduction of 
about 309, with the mole in place However, th e longi,tudinal "!o--
tion is still about six and o ne half times the amplitude ofthe 
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surge outs1de th e ba s 1n whereas ; without the mole ! 1t was about 
seven and one--- h alf times th1s ampli tu de The lateral .not1ons 
show no apparent r~duct1on and n e1 ther does th e pitch The aver 
age roll is about th e same with and with out the mol e but the ex 
t reme peaks are reduced apprec1ably by the mole On the other 
hand; th ere seems t o be more h1gh frequency component with the 
mole present It will be seen from thi s comparison that , al-· 
th ough th e mole w1th the w1de gate was reasonably effective in 
reducing th e ship mot1o n s due to the fifteen second wave trains _ 
i t has pract1cally n o effec t on those caused by th8 three m1nute 
surge trains 
Figure s i 85, i 86 a n d i87 show ship mot 1ons for a mole with 
a gate width of 750 ft all other condition s remaining the same 
If these diagrams are compared with th e preceding sets . i t wil l 
be o bserved that for th e surge trains a substant1al reduction in 
motion has be e n o b t a i ned by th e use of the n arrow gate For t he 
fifteen s econd wave t ra1 ns l1ttle reduction i s noticeable b e- -
twe e n the t wo gate ope nirigs although again the mot1on seems to 
be somewhat smoother For the three minute surge train the ver · 
t1cal mot1on is down t o about 50% of the ampl1tude of the undis- -
turbed tra1n The long1tud1nal mot1on n ow has an ampl1tude of 
only about tw1 ce that of the original train instead of seve n and 
one-- half times w1th no mole and s1x and one- half t i mes with the· 
wide gate Th e amplitudes of the lateral motions are down to a -
bout one and o ~ & half as compared to six ei the r without the mole 
or with the w1de gate The roll and p1tch are also reduced sign i - · 
ficantly ; be1ng now about one -hal f what th ey were wit h th e other 
two conditions No diagram 
ing from the six minute wave 
However if the results for 
those for the bas 1n w1thout 
was available fo r the mot1on resul t -
train wit h t h e mole and 2070 ft gate 
the 750 ft gate are compared w1th 
the mole 1t w1ll be seen that some 
re ducti on has been obta1ned wi th t he n a r row gate However t his 
is much l ess than was the case for 1he three minute surge Thus 
with the 750 ft gate _ the longitudi n al motion is about 70% of 
t hat with th e origi n al bas in Approx1ma t ely the same reduction 
is observed for the bow and stern mot 1 ons On the other hand 
the roll seems to be about 50% o f that for the modif1ed basin 
The characteristics of the pitch show lit tle chan ge Figures i88 
and i 89 sh ow the results of a fu r ther reduction of the gate f rom 
750 ft to 600 ft w1dth of opening Once again ; it will be ob -
served that the motion due to the fifteen second waves shows l1t 
tle change 1n ampl1 tude or in typ e The mot1ons with the t hree 
minute surg e tr a1 1 also show l1ttle change when the gate is re--
duced to 600 ft 
I n order to show more clearly the effects of these diffe~ ­
ent gate open1ngs as compared t o the cond1tions with th e unmo~ ­
ified bas ln ; F1gure i90 h as been p r epared wh1ch shows all four 
lateral motions in one diagram for the con di tions without the mcle 
and with th e mole with gate ope nin gs of 2070 ft 750 ft and 
600 ft As has been repeatedly s tated i n the report . th e three 
minute surge is co nside r ed t o be the most signifi can t distur bing 
factor Th ese sh1p mot1 o n stud1es confirm the conclu sion th a t 
-i83-
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has been reached from the investigation of the horizontal and 
vertical water motion; i.e.) that in order to achieve any accept-
able protection) a mole with not over a 750 ft. gate openin g 
should be constructed . 
(5) Effect of opaque piers . One conclusion that was suggested 
by extended periods of visual observation of ship and water mo-
tions and one that is confirmed by analytical considerations is 
that the oscillating motion is one of the most undesirable types 
of ship movement . Steady currents) such as the drift currents 
induced by wave or surge trains or by steady forces which might 
be p r oduced by wind) prod'-!-.ce comparatively little effect since 
the ship moves to the limit of its travel in the direction of the 
force and remains there quietly . On the other hand) the oscil-
lating movement of the water ~auses a similar oscillation of the 
ship. [ n particular) oscillations that are perpendicular to the 
piers are extremely undesirable and result in much damage . The 
basic thought behind all of the test~ made with opaque piers is 
the elimination of the lateral oscillation of the water and hence 
of the ships. To investigate the effectiveness of this type of 
construction) ship motion studies were made for the 750 ft. gate 
opening with Piers iJ 2, 3 and 4 opaque . Figures i9i, 1.92 and 
1.9 3 show the results of these studies for the three different wave 
trains . I n each caseJ the ship is fastened with loose ties . It 
will be observed that with both the fifteen second and three min-
ute wave the lateral motion is reduced to a very small amplitude 
by the opaque piers. The motion from the six minute surge, how-
ever, shows only a rather small reduction . For the three minute 
ex.citations, the longitudinal amplitude is also significantly re-
duced by the opaque piers . It would seem that thi~ reduction in 
motion is significant enough t~ warrant a careful consideration 
of the possibility of reconstructing the piers in the drydock area 
to eliminate the lateral motion of the water . 
(6) Effect of geometry of wave pattern on components of ship mo-
tion. An examination of the various ship motion diagrams for the 
basin either with or without the mole shows that, although the 
periods of the different components of motion are all the same as 
the period of the exciting wave train, there is a difference in 
phase between the various components . Thus , for example, the ex-
tremes of motion of the longitudinal component occur at differ-
ent times than do those of the lateral bow movement . Further-
more) the lateral stern movement in general does not synchron-
ize with the lateral bow movement, which means that the ship is 
swinging in addition to its other motions . The reason for these 
differences in the phase is found in the geometry of the wave pat-
tern. I f the oscillatory motion of the water were always paral-
lel with the piers, then it would be expected that the ships would 
simply have a l o n gitudina l motion . If the water motion were per-
pendicular to the piersJ then lateral motion of the ships would 
be expected) with the bow and stern mov ing together . However) if 
the oscillation is inclined to the pierJ then both longitudinal 
and lateral motions can be anticipated . Furthe rmo re) careful ob-
servation of the travel of the reflectors in the photographic stu-
dies of the ho"rizontal water motion shows thatJ in general) the 
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water motion at any given point is not a simple oscillation> but 
is a rather complicated motion. For examp le > Figure :1.94 is a large 
scale repr o ducti o n of the movements of the floats in the basin 
because the water movements are greater and the complexity of the 
patt ern is more apparent. It will be o bser ved that the type of 
oscill ati o n changes very significantly from place to place in the 
basin and> furthermore> even for one float the type of oscillation 
may va ry from the beginning t o end of its o bserved travel. Thus> 
f or a good-sized ship> the type and phase of the oscillation at 
the bow may be ~uite different from what it is at the st ern. 
(7) General comments on ship motions. This section of the model 
study has demonstrated quite clearl y ' h ow closely the ship motions 
follow the water motions. Since> fo r a given vertical amplitude 
of wave moti on> the amplitude o f the accompa ny ing h o riz on tal mo-
tion increases very rapidly with the period and wave length> it 
follows both analytically and experimentally that long period wave 
trains whose vertic al amplit udes are so small as to e a sily escape 
FIG. 194 FLOAT MOVEMENTS RESULTING FROM S IX MINUTE SURGE 
-- i9 4-
observati on produce horizontal ship motions of damaging magnitude 
I t has been seen that the st eady currentJ or drift current which 
is p roduced as a seco n da ry effect by th e waves and surge, has com-· 
parati ve ly little undesiraol e effe ct but that the oscil l ating com-
ponent of the water motion i s th e element that must be eliminated 
if a satisfactory basin is t o be obtaine d 
(h) Channel damping It will be remembered that in Sec ti o n v ... c 
it was po int ed o ut that wi th s hall ow water waves a dredged c hannel 
seemed to be effective in damp in g the magni t ude of a wav e train 
whose direction of travel pa ralleled that of th e channel f igure 
::, n , P age 60 J 
this effect. 
which was made in th e ripple tankJ shows evidence of 
This same damping was ob s erved visually on both Mod -
el 2 and Model 3 in the model basin In order to in ves ti ga t e this 
effec t more quantitatively, special runs we re made in th e basin 
wi t ho u t the mole, in which the measurements of the ve rti cal mo ti on 
were extended seaward from the basin area towards the wave machine 
as · f a r as condi t ions would permit . These measurements were made 
with t wo con di ti o n s of wave mo tion first, with the fiftee n second 
wa ve t ra in o r ig in ati n g at the east gate only and second, with the 
two fifteen second wave train s, o n e fr om each gate . No compar-
able measureme n ts were made for the th ree minute surge because, 
as. has been p o i nt ed ou t J i n order for this type of dampi n g to be 
eff e c ti ve, th e l e n g th of t he travel of the wave al o ng the chan- · 
n e l ha s to b e equ a l t o several wave leng t hs The dredged chan n el 
f r om the eas t ga t e t o th e Naval Operati n g Base was sufficiently 
l o n g t o fu l fil l t h is criterion for the fifteen second waves since 
th e l e n g th of th e c h anne l is about 8JOOO ft which is roughly 
i S ti mes t heir 500 ft . to 600 f t . wave length On the other hand, 
the t hree minu t e wave length is about 6500 ft in this depth o f 
wa t er, which means the channel is only abou t one wave len g th long; 
h e nceJ little dampin g could be expected due to th e ac tion of this 
chan n el on t he t hree . minute and l o nger sur ge waves . 
F i gures i 95 an d i 96 show direct photographs of the wave trains 
for the conditions just o utl i ne d . It will be seen that in Fi gure 
i 9 6J wh ich s h ows" t he waves originating from the east gate only 
t he h eigh t of t he sec t io n o f t h e wave c rest that travels alan (; the 
deep channel decreases more rapidly as the Naval Op erating Base is 
approached th an do t h e heights of the crests on ei t her side of the 
chan nel. I n Figure i96, wh ich shows the waves coming f rom b oth 
gates , this reduc t ion in the waves f rom the east ga t e is st i l l 
v i s ibl e bu t t he wa v e c r ests originating at t h e west ga te t r ave l 
ac r o ss the channel with no visible change . F igures i97 and i 9 8 
a r e t he two cont o ur maps of the ver t ical amp l itudes of motion for 
t h ese same te st s . These two maps show clearly the progressi ve 
nat ur e of this damping . Thus, in F i gu re i 9 7 it will be observed 
that in the "por t ion of the chan n el nearest the east gate, the a m-
pli t ude of the vertical motion i s about the same in the c hann el 
as it is on either si de of it ; whereas, as the waves approach near~ 
er and n e arer th e drydock area, the difference in amplitudes of 
the wave crests within the c han ne l and on ei t h er side of it be-
comes lar ger and larger ~~e n th e waves have reached the location 
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FrG. 195 EFFECT OF CHANNEL ON 15 SECOND WAVE TRAIN FROM 
EAST GATE 
FIG. 196 EFFECT OF CHANNEL ON 15 SECOND WAVE TRAIN FROM 
BOTH GATES 
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VERTICAL MOVEMENT CAUSED BY 15 SECOND WAVES FROM 
EAST GATE ONLY 
of the mole entrance the reduction is about 50%. In Figure i98, 
with waves c o ming from both g ates, the same tendency is observed, 
although the standing wave pattern is quite different . However, 
the similarity holds g oo d oniy until the wave reaches the mole 
gate. With both wave trains entering the area there is apparently 
a region o f rather high vertical motion just west of Pier A. This 
is due pr o bably to the reflection from the end of Pier A of the 
wave train that originates at the west gate. It will be observed 
that the motion in this s ame area due to wave trains from the eas t 
gate is very s mall. 
It must be reemphasized that this phenomenon is one that is 
peculiar to shallow wa ter waves because for its operation it de-
pends completely on the variation of the wave v el oc ity wi th the 
depth. Therefore , it will have no effect on surface ch op o r.any 
othe r waves which have a wave l enyth of less than, say, 200 ft. 
For example, if this model s tudy had been made with a larger ver-
tical distortion factor, the results would Kave shown no indi-
cation of this damping. 
U S NAVAL OPERATING BASE 
FIG. 198 
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VI I I . DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND RE COMME NDATION S 
A. DISCUSSION OF VALIDITY OF RESULTS 
During this model studyJ three g en er al types of experimental 
determinations have been made both in th e basin without th e mole 
an d t he basin e ncl osed by the mol e 
( i) The delineation of the traveling and the standing wave 
patterns . 
( 2) Mea surement of the amplitude of the vertical and h ori-
zontal water motions . 
(~) Measurement of the components of motion of model ships 
The following brief discussion of the validity to be expecte d of 
the r esults of this study analy zes separat el y th ese t h ree ty pes 
of me asure men ts . 
l. STAND I NG WAVE PATTER I~S 
Tn the basin without t'he moleJ thr principal short perio d 
standing wave pattern is produced by th e interference of the waves 
from both gates to ge ther with the r eflec ti ons of th es e trains from 
the solid boundaries For the fifteen secon d wave trnins the rel -
ative phases of the trains from the two gates are not kn own There-
foreJ it is possible that the wave pattern could be displaced in 
ei ther direction by about one --- half a wuve len g th J i e J by ab o ut 
- ~ ~00 ft . This means that s mall disc r epancies betwe en the p att e rn 
found in the model and th e pattern f oun d 1n th e harbor can be e~ · 
pectedJ but probably n ot large ones However it should be remem 
bered that the standing wave pattern is greatly affected by the 
changes in the period of th e t rai ns Therefore J if the wave peri- -
od at the harbor deviates appreciably- from the t welve to f1fteen 
second period used for the model study ) co rre sponding changes in 
the wave patterns are to be expected In the c a se of the thr ee 
minute surgeJ or surges of longer peribd . model and prototype re-
sults should agree even more closely because there is probably on-
ly one wave tra1n with its resul ting reflections 1n operation to 
form the standing wave pattern 
With the mo le in p lace J conditions within the basin are si m-
plified because with the singl e gate, ther e is o nl y one source of 
dis turbanc~ possible ThusJ th e wave pat t e rn at the harbor should 
agree ve ry closely with t hat found in the modelJ since in general 
the pattern is dete r mi n ed only by the basin configuration , th e 
ga t e locationJ and th e wave freque ncy 
-i99·-
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?. AMPLITUDE S OF THE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL WATER MOTIONS 
The discussion of the validity of the model measurements for 
the vertical an d horizontal water motions reduces itself to a com-
parison of the amount of damping in the model to that in the pro-
totype . Tt is undou btedl y true that in the small-scale models 
use d for th is study th e damping is considerably grea ter than it 
is in the p r oto type . Therefore) conclusions based on scaling up 
mo d el results o btaine d in a single test give optimistic results 
as to the protection affor ded by a given type of mole construction 
fo r example) i f a single test were made with the recomme nded mole 
in place with the 750 ft. ga t e opening) it would be dangerous to 
compare the ve!tical and horizontal mo ti ons observed in the outer 
harbor with those at Pie r 1 for the pu rpose of determining the 
protection afforded by the mole Instead of ob taining the infor-
ma t ion in this manner) these results in the model study have been 
secur e d by ma~~ng a comparison of the ~otions measured at Pier 1 
with n o mole in place with thos e observed at the same point with 
the ma le installed with a 750ft gate opening . These compari-
sons are made for standardized wave and surge trains .. This meth-
od of appr oach eliminates to a lurge extent the excess damping of 
the model. Th e refore) the results as prese nted should be a re-
liable indication of the behaviour of the prototype T here may 
be pne excep tion to this statement The horizontal motion shows 
two components - an oscil lation of the same period as that of the 
exciting wave train and a current or drift These drift currents 
are so small that they are susceptible to minute outside influ-
ences in t he model and) therefore 1 the current pattern observed 
in the model may not agree with that existing in the prototype 
However ) these d rift currents s&em t o be of little significance 
in the present problem The horizontal oscillations . however) 
should hove the same va lidity as the vertica l oscillations and 
are) therefore ) to be considered reliable for the study 
3 SHIP MOVEM ENT S 
The question of the validity of the movements of the model 
ships is largely one of ~he effect of the vertical d istortion of 
the harbor model since the ship models ore mode without di>tor-
tion Aside from this discreporcyJ there should be no question) 
since the model ships ore geometrically to scale and hove the cor-
rect rolling and pitchin g per iods The fact that they float with 
the correct waterline means that their weight is to scale with 
their shap e The refore ) if it were not for the discrepancy in 
this distortion factor) the ship models should have the same de-
g ree of similarity with the prototype as does the harbor model 
and) th~ref o re J result~ obtained from studying the ship models 
should be as valid as any other results of the test . 1 t would 
seem at first that the lock of vertical d istortion of the ship 
models would result in the presentation of less area to the hori~ 
z on t ol water mo ti o n o n dJ hence) the model ship s sh o uld not follow 
th e water movements as closely as do the ones in th e ha rbor . Ho w-
ever) if the model ships had been made wi t h the vertical d istor-
ti on t hey would not only hav e p r ese nt ed twice as much area t o the 
horizontal wa t er motion but they would have ha d t wice the mos s 
·- 20i-
and therefore require twice the force to produce the same move--· 
ment Furthermore. since all of the waves with which this study 
is concerned are shal low water waves, th e re should be little vari-
ation between surface and b o ttom velocities at any gi ven point 
l t would seem. th e refore. that the d is crepancies. if any. must be 
due to secondary effects. such as v iscosi ty. surface t e nsion . etc 
A comparison of the av a ilable evidence from the model study and 
from t he observations at the harbor shows that in both cases the 
ship motion agrees closely with- · the water motion . Therefore. it 
is b e li eved that the ship motion studies are valid indications of 
the pro toty pe performance. 
B. CONCLUSIONS 
ThE first q ovRn rnnrluRionR summarize the field conditions 
that ore believed to be causing the undesirable water movements 
and the damage to ships. piers. and drydocks . They represent the 
results o± field me asurements. analyzed and interpreted with the 
assistance oi the o b servations in the model 
(1) The normal condition seaward of the outer breakwater is 
to have waves approaching f rom the southwest wi t h their 
crests appro x imatel y perpendicular t o the re ach of br e a k-
water at the Sa n P~dro lighthouse. During stor m cond i -
tions, waves may a pproach the breakwater from the south 
or southe a st . 
(2) ~ bservations show that, although fifteen second waves 
cause some f low through the outer breakwater, the mo-
tion is damped very appreciably indi ccting that this 
breakwa ter o f fers good protection from th e waves of this 
period However. the fact that any flow comes through 
the breakwater under the action of the fifteen second 
waves indicates that damaging waves with periods of ap-
p roximately three min utes can come through the outer 
breakwater. although the attenuation proqably is appre-
ciable . 
(3) Du e to the po r osit y of the outer breakwater. and also to 
the prese nc e of the navigation openings and t he open 
east end. the outer breakwater does not provide co mplete 
p r otection to the oute r harbor. Although ve ry little 
dis turban ce. d ue to the iS second wave trains. passes 
thr o u gh the breakwater. field observations show that 
these waves. having lengths from crest to crest of about 
600ft . • e nter both navi ga tion gates and spread in con-
centric rings in the outer harbor area . 
(4) Field obse r va tions show that wave trains with periods 
varying from about i O seconds to one hour occur in th e 
drydock area . Fifteen second and three minute periods 
are common. Both fi eld and model results show that the 
three minute surge waves are responsible for major ship 
movements an~ damage . More specifically. surges with 
periods of from one to three minutes which have ampli-
tudes of two- tenths of a foo t or greate r will induce ship 
• 
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motion capable of causing app reciable d ama ge On the 
other handJ th e fact that the dr y dock ga t es were handled 
d uring such surge conditions without d i fficul ty indicates 
that surge motion doe s n o t int erfere seriously wi th this 
phase of drydock operation . 
(5) Very little) if anyJ damage occurs to ships and piers 
during times - cf abnormally high waves which hav e periods 
of about fifteen · seconds . Conve r se l y) th e evidence indi --
cates that these fifteen s eco nd wave tr a ins do int erfere 
with the operation of th e dr y docks and c a use damage to 
the gates and seats .. 
( 6 ) Damaging su-rges are usually) but not necessarily , accom-
pani9d by high iS second wave trains On the other han dJ 
high waves of iS second periods of ten occur without ob~ 
servable surge waves of one minute or ~onger periods 
(7) The outer harbor basin is too small and too intimately 
co nnecte d to the ocean to have appreciable independent 
water movements . Therefore) disturbances must originate 
outside of the harbor and enter the harbor either through 
the havigation gates) the open endJ or through the break-
water itself. 
The remaini ng conclusions presen t the results o£ the model study . 
( 8 ) A properly designed mole . will give adequate protection 
to th e entire inner basin from the effects of iS second 
wave trai r. s and less comp l e te protection from one mi n--
ute and l onger surge tra ins 
(9) · Ne ither of the designs proposed by the Navy J namely) th e 
"Original Mo l e " or the " Standard Mo l e " _is capable of af--
f ording th e r e quire d degree of protection to the inner 
basin without significant mod ifications . The major change 
required is the r eduction of the gate ope ni ng from 207 -:J 
ft. t o 7SO ft . Howeve r) app r eciable improvements als o 
resul t from modifying the mo le alignment and altering the 
exact location and shape of the gate opening . 
(iO) The reduction of the gate opening in the mole is parti -
cularly necessary to reduce the amount of surge:- produce d 
movement in the inner basin . The entire mole and Pier A 
extensions at the gate must be of tight ; or opaque; con -
struction to be impervious to the effects of one minute 
and longer period surges . 
( ii ) The mole with th e 20 70 ft gate opening affords con--
siderably more protection from the short period wa ves 
than from the one min ut e and longer surges However; 
eve n for the short period waves ; the redvction of the 
opening t o 7SO f t r esults in a significant improvement 
of conditions within the basin . 
( i 2) The portion of th e basin enclo s ure whi ch is known as Pier 
A extension> 
mole ·system> 
the findings 
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and which forms an in t egral part of the 
should b e construc t ed in accordance with 
of this study . I t fo r ms th e eastern side 
of the navigation gate opening and its shape> alig,nment 
an d degree of permeability all af f ec t th e performance of 
th e basin . 
( i 3) The replacement of th e right-angled corner used in the 
" S tandard Mole" des i gn by a reach of mo le inclin ed at 
::D 0 to the shoreline (somewh at s i milar t o th e construct-
ion proposed in the "Original !VIole" desig n ) results in 
the red u ction in t he amp l itude of the short period wave 
motion along the drydock shoreline . 
( i4 ) Additional structures within the mole area which in creas e 
aamp in g and add wave paths improve the gene ral condition 
in th e basin . 
( iS) The construction of Pier A wharf has apparently slightly 
increased the mo tion in the basin . The explanation is 
that probably it has reduced the damp ing effect by smooth-
ing the shoreline> thus reducing the number of re fle cted 
waves set up i n the area . 
( i 6) Deepe ning of the majo r part of the basin app ears t o i m-
prove condit ions slightly within the area enclosed by 
the mole . 
( i7 ) Unifo r m conditions do not prevail over the entire basin . 
Ve rtical a mp litude maps in d icate locations of "live" and 
quiet areas Typ ical live areas are found in the north-
west corner of the basin> a l ong the inner side of th e 
mo l e near the gate> and a ls o along the south side of P ier 
E ex t ension . 
( i 8) Th e shape o f the seaward side of the mole ends is impor-
t ant t o avoid the possibility of "funnel action" which can 
increase the effec ti ve gate wi dth and> hence> increase the 
disturbance in the inner basin . 
( i 9) The mole width is important only as it a f fects the con-
figuration of the basin or of the ga te ends 
(20) The mo t ion of the ships fo ll ows cl o sely the horiz on tal 
and vertical mo tion of the wate r for three minute and 
longer period s ur ges . I t does n ot foll o w the h o rizontal 
motio n of the f i fteen second wave trains > although it 
follows the rise and fall . 
(2i) The lateral component s of the ship motion at piers can 
be reduced grea tly by making the piers opaq ue and th us 
eliminating the cross currents p r oduced by the surges . 
However> the location of the piers to be opaqued> and 
the amount of opaquing that would prod u ce th e optimum 
results> is beyond the scope ::>f the study . · 
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(22 ) T he effective fundamental basin resonance period is ap-
proximately six minutes . Wave trains of this period pro-
duce disturbances having the greatest ~agnifications . 
The motion within the basin with this train has an a~­
plitude a s large, a n d in some areas slightly larger, with 
t he mole in place than without it . The occasional occur-
rence of surges of this six minute period must be anti-
cipated . 
(23) A deep channel which is normal to the wave crests of shal--
l ow water wave trains causes appreciable damping of the 
amp litude of the sec ti on of the wave crests lying in the 
channel . Th e channel f rom the east ga t e of the breakwater 
to the mole gate acts in this manner, thus reducing the ef--
fective d isturban ce from the waves which enter this break-
water gate. If the mole gate opening does not exceed the 
channel width, the disturbance within the mole area pro-
duced by this wave train is reduced considerably This 
simple phenomenon appears to offer important possibili -
ties for i mp r oving harbor design . 
(24) It would seem possible to protect the entire outer har-
b o r fro m the disturbances produced by the fifteen second 
wave trains by modifying the existing breakwater gates 
However, such a development p r obably would not affect 
the disturbances due to surges having periods longer than 
one minute . 
(25) Although many valuable field measu'emen t s have been made, 
the total amount of reliable information concerning the 
over-all con di tidns in the harbor area is still complete-
ly inadequate to serve as a basis for technically sound 
developments . The mole under consideration is a typical 
example . To a considerable extent) the conditions to be 
investigated in t h e model study had to be established on 
the basis of experiencE and judgment, rather than on fac-
tual_ data ob tai ned from quantitative measurements There-
fore) in order to insure the reliability of the results, 
a much more e xt ens i ve model study has been required than 
would have been th e case if the field conditions had been 
known mo re precisely . Adequate field measur~ments are 
difficult to obtain . The existence of a series of stand-
in g wave patterns for th e differe nt wave trains intro-
duces a seri o us complication . Due to this situation, 
re co rds from a single station are of limited value . Such 
a recor d gives the summation of all the factors producin g 
the disturb~ ce at that particular location ) but does 
not furnish sufficient information to permit the break -
ing down of the distu r bance into its component parts) in-
cluding their amplitudes) periods and directions of trav--
el . To do this requires a set of carefully selected syn 
chronized stations . All of the qualitative evidence in--
dica tes that sur ges with periods of the order of three 
minu tes cause the major portion of ship and pier damage 
However) quantitative measurements of their vertical am 
. · 2.05-
plitudes are very fragmentary and of their horizontal 
amplitudes and velocities are non- existent . 
C. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The first four recommendations deal directly with the con-
struc ti on of the mole 
( i ) I t is recommended that the alignment of the V~ st or main 
mole be made in accordance with Figure i37 . e J with 
two arms at right angles> one perpendicular and one par-
allel to the shoreline J connected with a diagonal arm 
3,000 ft long inclined at 30° to the parallel arm . 
(2) It is recommendE'.d that the gate opening be restricted 
to 750 ft width> toe to toe of slope This opening 
should be centered on the existing 45 ft deep channel 
from the east breakwater gate to the drydocks area The 
plane of the opening should be perpendicular to the chan-
nel . 
(3) I t is recommended that the mole ends be shaped so that 
the minimum opening occurs on the seaward side Any 
rounding desired should be confined to the shoreward side. 
Recommendations ( 2) and ( 3) are also shown on Figure U7 
(4) T t is recommended that the entire mole systemJ includ-
ing Pier A extension> be of tight or opaque construc-
tion that is impervious to l ong period surge motion. 
The remaining recommendations concern fut ure developmen t s in the 
basin and the outer harbor areas . 
(5) I t i s recommended that> in the planning of any addition--
al construction within the basin> due consideration be 
given to the existing dis~urbance pat tern : 
( a) To determine the suitability of the site from 
the standpoint of the local disturbances and 
their effect on the proposed ac t ivity . 
(b) To estimate the effect of the proposed con -
struction on the disturbance pattern in the 
vicinity of other critical areas 
Such information is presented in this report> paragraph 
(e)> Pages i03 to i08J for specific designs and loca-
tions of new drydocks> mqrginal wharf and piers> etc > 
which have been proposed by the Naval Ope rating Base 
( 6) It is recommended that the use of opaque piers be studi --
ed> both for existing and for new construc ti on> as a 
means of further reducing ship motion and the resulting 
damage both to the sh1ps and th e p1ers . 
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(7) It is recommended that an anal·[sis be made of th-E action 
of the fifteen second waves in the outer harbor and in 
the even t tha t this act i on proves to be objectionable in 
other important areas. t hat consideration be given to the 
modification of the breakwater gates. to eliminate the 
movements from this source . 
(8) I t is recommended tha t a systematic study be made of the 
use of channels to effect wave damping and thus improve 
conditions in this and other harbors . 
(~) [t is recommended that a continuing program of field 
measurements and studies be initiated under competent 
technical research direc t ion. independent of the opera--
tional a ctivities of the Ba s e. and that the scope of such 
studies should include: 
(a) Determinatio n of amplitudes. periods and di--
rection of trave l of the va ri ous exis t ing wave 
trains . 
(b) De termination of the standing wave pa tt ern pro--
duced by these tra ins . 
( c) Meas u rement s : of the horizontal amplitudes and 
velo ci ti es of t he surge currents . and correla-
t io n of this i nf ormation with the correspond-
ing vertical amplitudes 
(d) ' S tudy and measurement of shi p motions under 
normal. surge. and storm conditions . and cor--
r elati on of these motions with the horizontal 
and vertica l water movements . 
APPENDIX I -DESCR IPTION OF RIPPLE TANK 
The ripple tank is a laboratory instrument for the study of 
two-d imensional problems involving reflection> diffraction> 
spreading and dissipation o\ waves with essentially constant wave 
velocity in irregularly shaped areas . If the wave velocity in th e 
harbor were constant > the ripple tank would allow the construction 
of an ideally small model . Because of the difficul ty of repro-
ducing the variable depth in the ripple tank > only a reas onable 
approximation of the wave pattern can be achieved and the results 
of a ripple tank study are essentially qualitative . 
The detail of the frame work and the arrangement of the mir-
rors can be seen in Figure 26 . The frame must be built as rigid 
as possible in order to prevent the creation of undesired waves 
in the tank due to vibrations of the frame The tank which was 
used in this study was not completely satisfactory in this re-
spect as whole systems of small waves appear in many photographs 
which distinctly follow all shorelines independent from the main 
pattern . These little waves are created by vibrations due to the 
movement of the wave machine used in the first model . In the 
second model> waves were made with a hand plunger which did n ot 
have sufficient mass to cause the fra~e to vibrate . 
The m~ih optical system consists of a point light - source . the 
glass- bottomed tank . and the screen . The mirrors only serve the 
purpose of folding the system so it can be housed in a normal 
room . (See Figure .27) As the result of experimentation . the 
following light sources were found to be most satisfactory . For 
direct observation a General Electric photomicrographic light bulb 
(30 amperes. ii volts) was used . which concentrates the whole 
light output into a circle of less than one-eighth inch diameter : 
For photographic purposes the intensity of the light was not suf ... 
fic1ent and it was replaced by an open ai~ spark . created i n a 
one·- eighth inch gap . discharging the e nergy of a iO microfarad 
condenser charged to 8500 volts . 
From either point source the light spreads in all directions . 
A suitable screen eliminates all of the rays except those having a 
cone of proper size to illuminate the ripple tank . This cone 
enters the tank through the plate·- glass bottom. proceeds through 
the water . leaves the tank through the water surface and is r• 
fle e ted by the front surface mirror " M2 • onto the scre~n .. The 
mir~or . Mi • can be a normal rear surface mirror since it is ahead 
of the ripple surface and . therefore .• cannot affect the quality of 
the reflection on the screen . · 
A br.ief explanation of the optics of the system mayl-telp the 
interpretation of the photographs .. Consider a single light ray 
from the point source . as shown in Figure i99 . Ass ume that it 
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FIG. 199 
hits the bottom of the tank 
at an angle a to the per-
pendicular. As the ray 
enters the water, it will 
be bent, due to the differ-
ence in refractive indices 
of the air and water. Its 
angle in the water is given 
by the equation 
sin a 
= i.\33 sinai ( i7) 
in which i.03 ia the re-
fractive index of water, 
compared to that of air. 
Assume that the ray 
leaves th~ water in a 
region where the water sur-
face is inclined at an 
angle ~ to the hori~ontal 
glass bottom. The angle ~i 
between the ray in the 
water and the perpendicular 
to the water surface '-i·s 
(3 1 = 90° (90°-~-a 1 ) 
= a 1 + ~ (i8) 
the angle ~2 at wh i ch the 
ray leaves the water sur-
face is again given by the 
refractive index, .e . , 
( i9) 
and its angle ~3 with the vertical optical axis is 
( 20) 
Since all angles are small, it can be assumed that the sines, and 
tangents are equal to the corresponding angles. Furthermore, the 
glass bottom and the depth of water in the basin can ·be neglected, 
as their effects are small compared to the distances a and b be-
tween the light, the basin, and the screen. 
The distance x from the optical axis at which the ray hits 
the scteen is 
( 2i) 
If the relationships of equations (i7) to (20), togethe.r with t h e 
above trigo nometr i c approximations, are substituted i n ( 2i ) th is 
becomes 
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X 
= xo + b ~2 -- $1 J 
= xo + b [ i. 33 ( ai + ;.-< ) - ~-~J 
= xo + b { a + 0 . '33 .-< } 
Th e an g l e s a an d f can b e appro xi mated as fol l ows . 
a ~ tan a = X 0 
a 
an d j3 ~ tan j3 = ~ 
o xo 
lnJ 
l f these relation s hi ps are intro d uce d i nt o equa t ion (22) , it be-
comes 
( 23) 
Equati on (23) can be used to calculate the p at h s of th e light rays 
and, consequently , the light distribut '~ n on t he screen for any 
arbitrary known configurat i on of the wa t e r s u rf a ce in the ripple 
tank . 
The most noticeable feature of the r ipp le tank ph otograp h s is 
the series of lines of high light intensity J sin c e th ey form the 
essential part of the pattern The explanati o n o f th e1r signifi · 
cance can be found by studying equat i on ( 23 ) S in ce the distance 
a is great compared with the s : ze of the tank " it may be assu med 
that the in t ensity of the light ente r 1ng the bottom of t he t a n k is 
constant over its entire area If the water surface i s undis tur h 
ed and, therefore , plane ) the illuminat ion of the s c re e t, also will 
be uniform . If the wat e r sur f ace is d isturbe d th is w i ll no 
longer be the case , d ue to the varyin g a ngle o f refr action at the 
surface The i ntensity of the i l l u min ati o n at a given point on 
the screen can be f ound by d iffe rent i at i n g equat ion (23)" with re- -
spect to x 0 Thus 
ex = a ( 24) 
Ox0 c . 
the term-~ can b e i nter p reted to mean th e w1dt h of the element on 
c xo 
the screen illuminated by the light p assin g th rou gh a un 1 t element 
of water surface locate d at x 0 I f t he s ur face i. undisturbed 
the second term of the right hand si d e of e q ua ti on (24) is zero 
The width of the strip on the screen i llumin a t ed by a un1t strip 
of water surface un d er th i s con di t io n i s s1mply t h e geometr1c 
ratio ~ for any posit i on on the screen J wh ich i n dicates a con 
a 
dition of uniform illumination The scre e n intensi t y will be the 
rec!procal of this . ratio Now if th e wa t er s urface is curved the 
second term will not be zero I f the c urvat ure 1s concave as 
viewed from the air above , this term w1ll b e positive wh1ch means 
that the light from a un i t str ip o f s u rfac e will be spread over a 
wi d er area than normal on th e scr een J an d consequ en t ly that por 
tion of the screen will a ppear d ar ke r th a n wh en t h e water surface 
is undisturbed I f the water surfac e i s co n vex upward then the 
second term will be n e gat i ve As thi s t erm i n creases negat1vely 
from 0 to .. a + b the wid t h o f th e screen strip 1llurn1nated by 
a 
1- -
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the unit water strip decreases from the normal value to Lero w1th 
a correspondi ng 1ncrease in illumination intens1ty to an apparent 
value of infinity at zero strip width If this negat1ve c urvature 
i~ increased still farther, the screen strip widens ~ga1n w.thout 
limit It will be seen that the rec1procal of equat1on (?4) mea 
sures the intensity of the illumination on the screen 
To illustrate the significance of these relationsh1ps cons1 
der a sine wave o n the surface of th e ripple tank of the form 
2IT X 25) 
y = A0 sin ( 0 ) 10 
In the equation A
0 
is the amplitude (i/2 wave he1ght) and 1 0 the 
wave length If thi s is different iated and subst1tuted in equa· 
t ions ( 22>) and ( 24) they become 
X X (-a_+_b) ~ b · 0 1:):) A_ 0 0 Q 
2IT X 
cos ( 0 
10 
4 1t 2 2IT X 0 sinl--) 
J 2 r,o 
' o 
I n th e ripple tank use d in this study dimension a 
inches and b about iSO inches If a wave having a 
2 inches and an amplitude A0 of OiS" is assumed ; 
X + ~rt cos(rtx 0 ) 4 
( 2:) 
( 24:) 
1s about 200 
len']th L0 of 
the se became 
( 22>. ) 
( 24 ' ) 
Figure 200 shows c, ray diagram for a. tra1n of these waves. as cal .. 
culated from these values , The rays passing through the central 
wave are shown by solid lines those passing through the right 
hand wave . by dashed lines ~ and th ose through the le ft hand wave by 
dotted lines The dis tan ces a and b have been shortened greatly 
in respect to the wave length fpr the sake of compactness The 
wave amplitude is considerably increased to make 1t vis1ble Th8 
diagram above the screen shows the intensity of illumination as 
given by the reciprocal of equat1on (24') Note that eac h wave 
produces two high intensity bands o n the screen and that these 
bands do n ot necessar ily fall inside the area normally llluminated 
by the light passing through the undisturbed water surface cove~ 
ing the same as the wave It is also evident t hat the d1stance 
between the two bright bands is a measure of the relat1ve ampl1 
tude of the wave with respect to the wave length For each wave 
length, there will be a minimum height of wave wh .tcn w1l l produce 
a single sharp br1ght lin~ Lower waves w1ll produce only fa1nt 
natterns of alternat1ng light and dark bands _ with one of each per 
wave . Higher waves will all produce the two lines per wove .as 
shov.'fl in the diagram For still h igher waves_, ·the pattern becomes 
very difficult to interpret b~~uuse of the overlapp1ng of the 
l ines for adjacent waves 
All of these variations can be observed 1n Figures 2>0 to ~8 
inclusive, beginning at P ag e 52 

APPENDIX II- MODE L BAS IN AND I NSTRUMENTAL EQU IPMENT 
A. DESCRIPTION OF MOD EL BASIN 
The thr ee se ts of large models us e d in this study were all con-
structed in an out door model basin which is part of the Hydraulic 
Structures La borat ory of California Inst itute of Technology A 
plan of this basin is shown in F igure 20i The main part of the 
basin is 40 fL square An extension i4 ft wide and 22 . 6 ft , 
long on one side provides room ftir constructin g a mode l river or 
channel in case one discharbes alon g the shoreline within the mo -
del area Water inlets and outlets are provided at th e head of 
this river extension ) along the entire opposite ) or seawar d end 
of the basin and a lo ng a portion of one of the adjacent sides 
These facilities make i t possible to introduce river flows J sim~ ­
late tidal prisms in bays or estuaries in cases where such bays 
would extend beyond the normal confiries of the model J and t o pro-
duce the ebb and flow of the tidal cycle in the entire basin An 
i 8-inch water p roof wall is provided around the area A carriage 
which spans the entire basin runs on rails on top of the wall 
This carriage serves bo th as a working platform wi th which t o re ach 
any point in the basin and also as a support for an observation 
and photographic b oom . F igur es 202 an d 203 S Q OW a general view 
of the basin an d th e carriage wit h th e boom W'ater is supplied 
t0 any one of th e thre e openings through individual sets of a large 
a n d a small Ve ntu ri me ter These meters are in parallel and have 
separate control valves so that th e amount of flow can be main --
tain ed accurately at any des ired rate Small rates of flow can 
be withdrawn from th e "ocean " outl et throu gh another Ventur i me--
ter This is useful f or the pu r pose of withdrawing an cimount e -
qual to the continuous inflow of a river in order to maintain the 
constant wa t er level in the basin I n this par t icular modelJ most 
of these facilities were unused or served merely as service con -
nections t o fill and empty th e basin 
B . WAVE MACHINE 
In order to produce th e wave trains to cover the range of 
frequency des ired for th e present study ; a wave mac h ine was con 
s t ruc t ed The basic des i gn was s 1milar t o th e wave machine that 
had been constru cted for some previous studies However th e ol d 
mac hin e proved to be unsuitable for the present wo r k becaus e it 
had been designed to cover a muc h lower ran g e of frequenci e s an d 
thus was not ri gid e nou g h to wi thst and th e vibration resulting 
f rom th e higher speeds of opera t ion neede d for this wo rk Th e 
n ew machine was built around a steel truss that spanne d th e full 
distance of th e basin and rested on the car r iage ra1ls A ve rti --
cal pl unger was us ed to produ ce the wave The oscillat i ng s ystem 
itself was designed to be complete with o ut the pl un ger 1n p lac e 
so as to make it possi bl e to c han ge plunger shapes _ plunger l e ngth 
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FIG. 201 DIAGRAM OF MODEL BASIN 
FIG . 202 GENERAL VIEW OF MODEL BASIN 
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FiG. 203 GENERAL VIEW OF OBSERVATION CARR IER TOGETHER WITH BOOM 
and make other modifications without difficulty. An electric drive 
was provided thr ough a it horsepower motor with a variable speed 
V-belt transmissi on and an integral gear reduction. This system 
had an output speed covering a ran0e from ii2 r .p.m. to 450 r.p.m. 
The motor and transmission wa s connected through a flexible coup-
ling to a four-s peed selective gear box, each step of which had 
the rati o of 3.~ to i. Thus, the output shaft and the gear box 
could be operated any desired speed from 2.6i to 450 r.p.m. A 
disc was fastene d to this output shaft which ca rried the crank 
arm which oscillated the main shaft of the wave machine. This 
connecti on was not direct, but through a variable stroke device 
which permitted a continuous variation in amplitude from 0 to i. 5 
inche~ measured at the plunger. Simpl e greas e-sealed ball bear-
ings were used on all the connecting rods from the motor to the 
main shaft and from the shaft to the plunger elements in order 
to avoid play and roughness of operat ion. For the same reason, 
elastic radius arms were used to restrict the horizontal motion 
of the plunger . Figure 204 is a general vi ew of the wave ma-
chine, Figure 205 a close-up of the motor transmis sion and vari-
able stroke device, and Figu re 206 shows the details of the main 
shaft and plunge r ·c onnecting rod and radius rods. Various plung-
er shapes were constructed in an effort to produce wave trains 
with clean and smooth profiles, especial ly in the higher frequen-
cies. The final shape adopted was a simple triangular cross-sec-
tion with an adjustab le front face whic h can be set at any angle 
from about 5 degr ees to torty-five degrees t o the v~rtical. The 
rear face was vertical and the apex down. In all cases a back 
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FIG . 204 GENERAL VIEW OF WAVE MACHINE 
FIG . 205 CLOSE-UP OF MOTOR TRANSMISSION AND VARIABLE STROKE 
DE VICE OF WAVE MACHINE 
FIG. 206 
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CLOSE-UP OF MAIN SHAFT, PLUNGER CON NECT ING ROD AND 
RADIU S RODS OF WAVE MACHINE 
board was provided with only a small clearance between it and the 
rear vertical face of the plunger. This was for the purpose of 
confining the disturbanc e to a single wave per stroke emanating 
from the front face only. 
C. SURGE MACHINE 
Although the wave machine described in ·section B of this ap-
pendix has a wide speed rangeJ it is not s~fficient to cover the 
requirements for the long-period surge waves. Furthermore) the 
longer the period of the waveJ the more water has to be moved per 
wave. HenceJ it was decided to construct a separate machine to 
produce the surges. This was developed using a completely differ-
ent principle of action . Figure 207 shows a diagrammatic sketch 
of this device. It consists of an air-tight tank with a long, 
narrow opening on one s ide and a connectio n for an air pipa on 
the top. A series of these tanks is installed upon .the ocean side 
of the model with the openings facing toward the model. The de-
vice is actuated through the air connection which goes from the 
tank to a control valve. One side of this contro l valve is ope n 
to the atmospher e. The other side leads to the suction con~ec­
tion of a centrifugal exhauster fanJ which is capable of producing 
a suction pressure of about 8 inches of water. The control valve 
is operated by a surge cam which is cut to any desired profile re-
quired to produce the shape of surge indicated for the model stud~ 
As the surge cam revolves) the surge tank is connected alt ernately 
and gradually to the fan or exhauster and to the atmosphere . When 
the surge tank is connected to the exhauster ) water enters the 
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FIG. 207 DIAGRAM OF SURGE MACHINE 
surge tank from the model basin through the surge conduit ~nd as 
the control valve gradually shifts over to the atmospheric side 
air is readmitted to the surge tank J thus all owing the water to 
flow back to the model basin. By varying the speed and thus the 
intake pressure of the suction fanJ and by changing the shape of 
·the surge camJ any desired amplitude and wave profile can be pro-
duced. Furthermore) by varying the speed of rotation of the 
surge camJ the period of the surge can be controlled. When the 
desired combination has been secured for a given · surgeJ the speeds 
of the fan and the cam both remain constant throughout the experi-
ment. Figure 208 shows a series of these surge tanks installed 
in the model basin. The surge conduits may be seen running along 
the bottom of the basin. They are normally screened from view by 
a continuation of the sheet of metal seen at the left hand side 
of the picture. This inclined sheetJ which projects through 
the water surface) is used as a wave damper to eliminate any 
extraneous wave motion produced by the plunger of the wave ma-
chine wh ich is installed in front of the surge tanks. Figure 
209 is another view of the surge tanks showing the connections 
between them and the manifold that leads to the control valve. 
The discharge pipe of the exhauster fan is also visible. Figure 
2i0 shows the control valveJ together with the surge cam with its 
variable speed mot o r and fo ur-speed gear reducer. Figure 2ii sh~ 
MODEL 
BASIN 
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FIG. 210 SURGE CO NTROL VALVE, CA M, VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR AND 
GEAR BOX 
FIG . 211 EXHAUSTER FA N AND VARIABLE SPEE D DRIVE 
• 
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the exhauster fan with its open type variable speed V-belt drive . 
D. EQUIPMENT FOR MEASURING VERTICAL WATER MOTIONS 
The equipm~nt. for measuring the vertical water motion produced 
by the waves and surges was described very briefly on pages 7 8 to 
80. The following is an amplification o f this description .. 
l. GEN ERA L PRINCIPLES OF METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 
This method consists essentially 
electrical current flowing between two 
vertically through the water stlrface . 
in measuring the amountof 
parallel wires projecting 
This construction will b e 
called a "conductivity element" . Wi thin limits) if a constant 
voltage is impressed across such an element) the amount of cur-
rent that will flow will be proportional to the length of wire 
immersed in the water and henceJ if the wires are s t ationary) to 
the change in elevation of the water surface . I n order to ap-
proac h a s close as possible to two dimensional conditions) the 
immer s ed e nds of the wires are insulated . 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF CONDUCTIVITY ELEMENTS 
Figu re 52J Page 80J shows the details of construction of two 
t ype s of these elements . The element marked 34 is a normal wave-
meas u ring element . . The exposed wires are of pl at inu m-ruthenium 
· alloyJ s ealed into a glass tube at the upper end . A light glass 
bridge s ealed to the lower ends serves both as an insulator and 
as a sp a cer to maintain the wires parallel . The spacing is i/4 
inch center to center and the exposed length of the wires is i 
inch . The p l atinum wires are sol d ered to a two-conductor flexi-
ble cord inside of the glass tube and the tube is filled with in-
sulating pitch. Element T-SaJ shown in the same photograph) is 
designed to be used totally immersed) and serves as a calibrating 
element to indicate changes in water temperature or other factors 
that modify the basi~ conductivity of the water . Variations in 
the readings of this type of element are used to correct the read-
ings of the wave measuring elements . Figure 2i2 shows the battery 
of these elements that was used in the study . Figure 2i3 shows a 
short element holder with five elements mounted on it . In the 
background will be seen a tripod for single element installation . 
To insure consistency in the readings ; the elements were cleaned 
at frequen t intervals by immersing them in a dilute solution of 
. nitric acid. The platinum and glass construction made this method 
of cleaning very simple since these materials are not attacked by 
the cleaning solution . 
3. ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS 
The electric circuit required for the use of these measuring 
elements is extremely simple . I t is shown in elementary form in 
Figure 2i4 . It will be noticed that alternating current is used . 
This is to p r event the decomposi ti on of the water due to the pas-
sage of the current If decomposition were t o occur) bubbles would 
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FIG. 212 CONDUCTIVITY ELEMENTS 
collect on the wiresJ thus changing the area in contact with the 
water andJ henceJ the calibration of the elements. For a similar 
reasonJ i.e.J to prevent heating and the formation of small bub-
bles of water vaporJ the current density is kept as low as possi-
ble by using the minimum voltage that will give a reading on the 
galvanometer large enough to obtain the required accuracy. 
Figure 215 shows a more complete circuit for a single element. 
The five-ampere Variac transformer was introduced int o this cir-
c uit to provide voltage control for the entire system of elements. 
The circuit for each oscillograph galvanometer was individually 
c ontrolled by a one-ampere VariacJ so that the galvanometer read-
ings could all be brought to the same calibrationJ thus eliminat-
ing considerable ~alculation. A transformer was int r odu c ed be-
tween the wave measuring element and the galvan omete r t o reduce 
the voltage across the wave elements and at the same t ime to in-
c rease the current through the galvanometer s o as to secure t hQ 
de sired sensitivity. 
110 Vofl.s 
~0 "V 
Supply 
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FiG. 213 ELEMENT HOLDERS 
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COMPLETE CIRCUIT FOR SINGLE ELEMENT 
Figure 2i6 shows the final circuit adopted for the system. 
A four-element oscillograph was used . For ea=h galvanometer cir-
cuitJ twelve wave mea suri ng elements were brought to a i 2-pole 
selector switch. ThusJ forty-eight elements could be installed 
in the basin at one time and records obtained in groups of four 
elements at a time. Figure 2i7 shows a series of sample rec ords 
obtained with this equipment. It will be observed that each rec-
ord is an envelope of the 60-cycle oscillations of the QOlvanom-
eter mirror. In other words, the 60-cycle is the carrier fre-
quency upon which the wave frequency is superimposed. In the in-
itial stages of the development of this equipmentJ a 2000-cycle 
carrier frequency was used. This proved to offer no advantage s 
and had the disadvantage of poor regu lation a nd low current capa-
city. HenceJ it was discarded in favor of the 60- cycle line fre-
quency. 
It will be seen that each record carrie s timing lines along 
one edge. The small divisions represent an interval of .i of a 
second. Different recording speeds were used for different wave 
periods. 
E. PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMEN T 
Two types of special photographs were made during the c o u r se 
of this study: (i) wave pattern recordsJ (2) horizontal water mo-
tion measurements. Both of these series o f photogr a phs were ta ken 
from the photograrhi c boom shown in Figure 203. 
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l. WAVE PATTERN PHOTOGRAPHS 
All of th e wave-patte~n pho t og raphs were taken with an Army 
Air Force Aircraft camera; Mode l K- i7b; wh i ch takes a 7" x 9 " p i c-
ture . This wa s equipped with a 6 inch foc u s Metrogon lens This 
wide angle lens made it possib l e; within the limits of the p e rmis -
sib l e elevation of the b oom; t o cover t h e e ntir e model areawith 
a single photograph . By adjusting the height o f th e boom to a 
pre-determined value above the water level; the exact scale was 
es tablishe d in which i inch on the pho t ograph equals 5 ft. in the 
model . F i gu re 2 i 8 shows the photographic cage on th e e nd of th e 
boom as seen from below and Figure 2i9 the camera installati on 
o n the cage . It will be observed that the aircraft camera is pro-
vided with a vacuum back which insures a flat negative . 
To ob~ain the contrasting lights and shadows required to bring 
out the details of the wave pattern ; these photographs were all 
taken at night with controlled illumination . Special sheet metal 
reflectors were constructed for this purpose for use with banks 
of 500 watt; photoflood lights . Figure 220 shows these reflec-
tors in place for a wave-p attern shot . They were movable and were 
adjusted to secure the best . lighting conditions for each set of 
e xperiments . From five t o ei ght of these banks were used simul-
taneously; which represents an input of ab .:JUt thirty kilowatts 
of illumination power . 
2. HORIZONTAL WATER MOVEMENT MEASUREMENTS 
The photographic technique used in measuring the hori zon tal 
water motion s has b e en described briefly on p ages 7 8 an d i 4 6 to 
i47 . The equipment us e d for ma kin g th e required photographs is 
also shown installed in the photographic cage in Figures 2i 8 and 
2i9 . It consists of an 8 "xi0 " view came ra mounted on an exten-
sion t o the aircraft came ra tabl e; and three reflector- ty pe pho-
toflood lamps mo unted just below it . I n general; only o ne of these 
lamps was requ ired to make the exposure . The reflect or s used are 
shown in Figur e 22i . Th~y are mounted in small wood f l oats which 
have bevel ed edges to prevent float-to-float co nt ac t at th e water 
s urfa ce . This bevellin0 eliminates the tendency of th e surface 
tension of the water to hold groups of floats together . The re-
flectors themse lves were small buttons of plastic common l y used 
in roadside traffic signs . Figure 222 shows a photograph on the 
model basin as the reflectors were bein g distributed over the ba-
sin surface in preparation fo r a record photograph . 
F. CONSTRUCTI ON OF HARB OR MODE L 
The same basic methods of co n s truction were used for Models i; 
2 and 3 in th e basin In all cases J the shoreline was made of 
woode n sections installed o n the concrete floor of th e basin and 
fit t ed t oge th er in acco r dance with surveyed control points . Th e 
bottom was then brought to proper contouJs , according to th e 0e st 
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FIG. 218 PHOTOGRAPHI C CAGE 
F IG. 219 CAMERA INSTAL LAT ION 
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F IG. 220 FLOODLIGHT RE FLEC TOR INSTALLATI ON FOR WAVE-PATTERN 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
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FIG . 221 REFLECTOR FLOATS 
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FIG. 222 REFLECTOR DISTRIBUTION 
underwater surveys availableJ by the use of a sand fill. When the 
desired contours were obtainedJ they were stabilized by a cement 
coating which was made relatively thick in the working areas and 
thinner in the expanse of ocean toward the wave and surge machine~ 
Figure 223 shows the erection of the wooden shoreline for Model i. 
Figures 224 and 225 show the method of grouting some of the shore-
line and breakwater sections to the basin floor. Figure 226 is the 
completed model and Figure 227 shows the details of the proposed 
basin to enclose the Naval Operating Base area. Figures 228J 229, 
and 230 show similar stages in the construction of Model 2. 
G. MODEL SHIPS 
A series of nine model ships was constructed for the study of 
ship motion in the harbor. As previously stated, they were made 
of wood and ballasted with lead shot until they had the correct 
waterline, metracentric height, and roll and pitch periods. The 
model ships were made in accordance with drawings furnished by 
the Naval Operating Base. This series of models is shown in Fig-
ure 23i and part of the fleet may be observed docked at Piers iJ 
2 and 3 in Figure 232. 
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F iG, 223 MODEL NO. 1 SHORELINE CONSTRUCTI ON 
FiG . 224 METHOD OF GROUTING SHOR ELINE & BREAKWATER SECTION S 
MODEL NO. 1 
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FIG. 225 METHOD OF GROUTING SHORELINE AND BREAKWATER SECTIONS 
MODEL NO. 1 
FIG. 226 MODEL NO. 1 SHORELINE 
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FIG . 227 MODEL NO. 1- NAVAL OPERAT ING BASE AREA 
FIG. 228 MODEL NO. 2 - SHORELINE CONSTRUCTION 
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F I G . 229 MODE L NO. 2 - APPLY ING CEME NT COA TING 
FIG . 230 MODE L NO . 2 - AP PLY ING CE MENT COAT !NG 
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FIG . 231 SHIP MODELS 
FIG. 232 SHIP MODELS MOORED AT PIERS 1, 2 , AND 3 

APPEND I X I I I -- TABLE OF RUNS .. - MODEL S 2 AND 3 
For reference purposes > the accompanying chart has been p r e-
pared to show the runs made on Mode ls 2 and 3 .. The code accom-
panying the chart shows clearly the status of the runs , what data 
were taken; what computations were made; and what charts were pre-
pared . 
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